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The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) was established on March 9, 1977, to combine

health financing and quality assurance programs into a single agency. HCFA is responsible for the

Medicare program, Federal participation in the Medicaid program, the Peer Review Organization pro-

gram, the survey and certification program, and a variety of other health care quality assurance programs.

The mission of HCFA is to ensure the effective administration of its programs in order to promote

the timely delivery of appropriate, quality health care to over 56 million of the nation's aged, disabled

and poor. The agency must also ensure that beneficiaries are aware of the services for which they

are eligible, that those services are accessible and of high quality and that agency policies and actions

promote efficiency and quality within the total health care delivery system.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Health Care Financing Administration

The Administrator

Washington, D.C. 20201

INTRODUCTION

This publication is another significant step in the efforts of the Health Care Financing

Administration to provide information to the public in an understandable and usable form. We
believe we have an obligation as the federal agency responsible for the Medicare and Medicaid

programs to provide a broad range of information about the health care paid for through these

programs. Furthermore, we believe that this information is helpful to consumers, health care

professionals, researchers, and the health care industry, and we intend to continue our efforts

to expand and improve the information we release.

This publication focuses on nursing homes. This is clearly an area of critical concern to

many Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries, their families, and the public in general. As such,

I can think of no more important area where we need to provide information to help

consumers make informed decisions and to supply the nation's nursing homes information on

their performance.

This information is the product of extensive consultation with many individuals, including

recognized experts in long term care, consumer advocates, representatives of the nursing home
industry, state governments, physicians and nursing home residents and their families. We are

grateful for their assistance with this publication. We have made a great effort to make it as

clear and useful as possible.

The primary purpose of this information is to provide a solid basis for further, informal

inquiry. It is neither the final, definitive word on nursing home performance, nor a guide to

answer all questions on selection of a nursing home. Rather, it provides a rich source of

background materials on federal and state enforcement programs and considerable information

on individual nursing homes.

When properly understood and used, this information is quite useful; it can also be

misleading if interpreted incorrectly. To use this information properly, you should read

carefully the introductory material, the sections on uses and limitations, how to read the

profiles, and the glossary. These sections will assist you in correctly interpreting and making

the best use of the information.

Because we realize the limitations of the information, especially in making individual

judgments on specific nursing homes, we have included a section entitled, "Further

Considerations." This section is designed to help individuals find additional sources of

information and ask the kinds of questions that will provide the best information to help make
personal decisions on nursing homes. We think individuals who use this information as a

source document will be better informed about health care issues they or their family may
face. We trust that as a result, they will make more informed and thus better decisions.

William L. Roper, M.D.
Administrator
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USES AND LIMITATIONS

Uses

The primary purpose of this report is to provide a ready source of understandable information about

the population and performance of nursing homes. The information is most useful as a basis of in-

quiry, to assist in asking questions about individual facilities, trends and the enforcement process.

The information presented in this report is taken from the survey reports State surveyors fill out

during their annual inspections of each nursing home that participates in Medicare and/or Medicaid.

Copies of the full reports are available through the individual State survey agencies. The information

describes what conditions were observed in the nursing home at the time of its most recent survey

and it includes both:

• general information about a nursing home's population and the characteristics and care needs of

its residents; and

• specific information about a nursing home's performance in terms of whether it was found to meet

certain Federal requirements that provide some insight as to what kind of care the residents receive.

Making this information more accessible and understandable will benefit both the general public

and the nursing home community. This type of information can help potential consumers first to ask

knowledgeable questions of their physicians, nursing home representatives and long-term care om-
budsmen and then to make informed decisions in the selection of a nursing home.

For example, the information will allow comparisons to be made among facilities as to the propor-

tion of residents with severe skin problems, such as bed sores or other skin breakdowns. It is impor-

tant to note, however, that while a high proportion of such residents might be indicative of poor quality

care, it could also mean that the facility has special expertise in handling such problems and doctors

refer their patients there. The consumer could then check related performance indicators (i.e., each

resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown; and each resident with a bed sore receives

care necessary to promote the healing of the bed sore) to determine whether surveyors had identified

any problems in this area and ask nursing home staff why so many residents were in need of special

skin care. A subsequent section of this report (see "Further Considerations") provides an illustrative

list of the types of questions that potential consumers might ask in the course of selecting a nursing home.

We expect that nursing homes, individually and as an industry, will find the information useful.

It will provide information which will allow each facility to determine the health status of its residents

in relation to other facilities in the State and the nation. It will also allow each facility to compare

its compliance at the time of survey with the compliance of other nursing homes in the State and the

nation. The information will also provide a valuable insight into the consistency of standards enforce-

ment within a State and across the country.
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Limitations

When properly understood and used, this information can be of significant value. However, respon-

sible use of the information depends on a thorough understanding of its limitations.

First, any valid interpretation of this information must take into account the fact that the information

comprises the individual judgments of more than 3,000 surveyors in 53 separate State survey agen-

cies. Variations in the deficiency information may in part reflect differences among States and in-

dividual surveyors in how requirements are interpreted and applied, rather than genuine differences

in facility performance. Similarly, care practices in the field may vary from area to area and differences

in the information may reflect these variations as well.

Second, the deficiency findings are not a complete picture of the quality of care in a nursing home.

Deficiency findings are a measure of compliance or non-compliance with a particular requirement,

and the requirements are minimum standards that nursing homes must meet to participate in

Medicare and/or Medicaid. Moreover, the information in each profile describes deficiency findings

for only 32 out of more than 500 Federal regulatory requirements that are evaluated during a survey.

The absence of a deficiency means that the home met the minimum standard at the time of survey,

but the information cannot identify nursing homes that are providing outstanding quality care.

A third limitation stems from the periodic nature of a deficiency-based survey process. Findings

are recorded in the course of the survey and thus reflect a "snapshot" of the conditions in the nursing

home at that time. The information does not describe the home's success or failure in taking prompt

corrective action to remedy problems. Similarly, there is no guarantee that those items in compliance

with Federal requirements at the time of survey have remained in compliance.

Finally, the information reflects neither the duration nor the severity of identified deficiencies. A
problem may represent a one-time failure of a single staff person, or it may represent an ongoing

failure of the facility to provide acceptable quality care.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY AND CERTIFICATION PROCESS

The process of qualifying nursing homes for participation in the Medicare and/or Medicaid pro-

grams is known as the survey and certification process. Nursing homes that are approved to take part

in Medicare and/or Medicaid and therefore qualified to receive Federal and State funds are required

to meet standards set by Federal regulations. These standards are the way the Federal and State govern-

ments make sure that nursing homes that receive public monies provide quality care to residents. The

standards are developed by the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), Department of Health

and Human Services (DHHS). The State survey agency in each State inspects (surveys) homes to make
sure they meet health, safety, and quality standards. The surveyors are State employees who use Federal

forms and standards. HCFA pays States for this survey activity. Information from these surveys is

stored in a centralized computer system in Baltimore, Maryland, which is the headquarters of HCFA.
The information published in this report was obtained from this system.

The State survey agencies are required to inspect nursing homes at least once a year and report

their findings to State and Federal officials. During a survey, a team of surveyors tours a nursing

home and looks at all areas of the nursing home that affect the quality of care that residents receive.

The size and composition of survey teams, as well as the duration of surveys, vary in different States

and in facilities of different sizes.

Surveyors observe how care is actually given to residents . Surveyors interview a sample ofthe residents

and review their medical records. They evaluate the preparation of meals and eating assistance techni-

ques. They check whether residents get prescribed medications in the proper dosage at the correct

times. Surveyors also review the records of nursing homes, interview nursing home staff, and observe

the home for cleanliness, comfort and safety. These are some examples of what surveyors do when
they inspect a nursing home.

The surveyors record their findings on Federal forms. When the survey is completed, they meet

with the nursing home officials to discuss their findings. If problems were found by the surveyors,

the nursing home has to submit a written plan of correction telling how it plans to correct the pro-

blems. If a nursing home is found to have problems, it is given a reasonable amount of time to correct

them. State survey agencies use various methods of follow-up review, including revisiting the home
to assure that the needed correction has taken place.

If the problems are serious enough to threaten the health and safety of the residents and/or a nursing

home fails to correct the problems, the home will not be allowed to continue to participate in the Medicare

and/or Medicaid programs. Short of this action, HCFA and the States can also employ an array of

other enforcement actions to bring about compliance with State and Federal requirements. Examples

of possible actions include monetary fines, bans on new admissions, transfer of residents to other

facilities, or placement of the facility in a receivership (i.e., temporary government-ordered manage-

ment). A description of the certification and licensure program specific to this State is provided in

the following section of this report.
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION

There are many sources you can go to in order to find out about a particular nursing home or about

nursing homes in general. The best sources of information will likely be the State Health Department,

the local or State long-term care ombudsman program or agency on aging. The ombudsman programs

were established under the Older Americans Act to assist nursing home residents and those who repre-

sent them. See the "State Government" section below for infonnation on how to contact the State

ombudsman program.

Many other agencies and organizations have information on homes in order to make referrals to

the public. It may be necessary to obtain information from several organizations before you find the

information that you need or want.

Public and General Sources

There are many public and general sources of information on nursing homes. Some of these are:

• Social services departments in local hospitals;

• Nursing home provider associations like the American Health Care Association or the American

Association of Homes for the Aging;

• State nursing home associations;

• City or county welfare departments;

• Religious groups; and

• Better Business Bureaus, local consumer protection offices, and otherconsumer information groups.

Others who can offer valuable advice include physicians, social workers, clergymen and friends

or relatives who have placed someone in a nursing home.

State Government

The following pages give a description of the State licensure and enforcement programs. They also

contain information about State government offices that you can contact to obtain information about

nursing homes and about the State long-term care ombudsman program.
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES

OVERVIEW OF NURSING HOME LICENSURE PROGRAM

The Hospital and Medical Care Division is responsible for the inspection,

licensure and certification of Connecticut's nursing home facilities. This

Division is contained within the Department of Health Services, Bureau of

Health Systems Regulations. The mission of this Department is to promote and

enhance the public's health by employing the most efficient and practical

means to prevent and suppress disease. The Hospital and Medical Care Division

accomplishes this mission through its consistent efforts in enforcing all

applicable laws and regulations in Connecticut's 316 nursing home facilities.

Annual licensure inspections of nursing home facilities are mandated with
follow-up monitoring visits, complaint investigations and accident or incident

investigations being conducted as often as needed. All visits are unannounced
and may be conducted during weekdays, at night or on weekends.

The inspections are conducted by a multi-disciplinary team of professional
staff members to include registered nurses, dietitian, pharmacist, social
worker, therapeutic recreation specialist, fire safety specialists and a

physician, as needed. Team membership varies depending on the size and needs

of a particular facility.

The Division's inspection process focuses on the quality of care and services
provided to all patients residing in nursing home facilities. During
licensure inspections and/or investigations patients, staff and visitors are
interviewed, patients are observed for appropriateness of care and services,
medical records and reports are reviewed, meal services are inspected and
physical plant observations are made.

OVERVIEW OF ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM

Connecticut has several effective enforcement mechanisms available for use,

which include:
Revocation or suspension of a license for substantial failure to

comply with laws and regulations;
Emergency summary orders when the health, safety, or welfare of
any patient in a nursing home facility requires an em.ergency

action;
Civil penalties (up to" ^5000.00) for certain regulations which
have been classified as presenting an immediate danger of death
or serious harm or a probability of death or serious harm;
Injunctions for violations of Connecticut's laws and
regulations; and
Court appointed receiver for emergency situations, as well as

substantial and/or habitual violation of Connecticut's laws and
statutes

.

Connecticut has an aggressive and pro-active enforcement program in order to
ensure that each licensed nursing home facility protects the health, comfort
and safety of all its residents.

phone:

150 Washington Street — Hartford, Connecticut 06106
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO CONSUMERS

Department on Aging
Ombudsman Division
221 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Contact: State Ombudsman
Phone Number: (203) 566-7770
Function: Responsible for the investigation of complaints in nursing
home facilities.

Department of Health Services
Hospital and Medical Care Division
150 Washington Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Contact: Supervising Nurse Consultant
Phone Number: (203) 566-5758
Emergency Line (available 24 hours): (203) 566-4800
Function: Responsible for the inspection, licensure and certification
of Connecticut's nursing home facilities. The results of licensure
and certification inspections are made available to the public upon
written request.

Department of Income Maintenance
110 Bartholomew Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
Contact: Chief of Long Term Care
Phone Number: (203) 566-2019
Contact: Director of Fraud Prevention and Detection
Phone Number: (203) 566-3092
Function: Responsible for the administration of the Medical
Assistance Program, also known as Medicaid or Title XIX of the Social
Security Act.

Governor's Information Bureau
165 Capitol Avenue

Hartford, CT 06106
Information: (203) 566-2750
Outside Hartford Calling Area: 1-800-842-2220
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Federal Government

Some agencies of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) also have information

about nursing homes. These agencies are:

Office of the Inspector General (OIG)

The mission of the OIG is to maintain the integrity of DHHS' programs by investigating any reports

of fraud, waste or abuse by doctors, hospitals or other providers of health care services such as nurs-

ing homes.

If you have reason to believe that a health care service provider is performing unnecessary or inap-

propriate services or is billing Medicare for services you did not receive, a toll-free Hot Line has

been installed by the Department of Health and Human Services' Inspector General.

Toll Free Numbers

Outside Maryland: l-(800) 368-5779

Inside Maryland: l-(800) 638-3986

Note: Medicaid issues should first be referred to the appropriate State agency before contacting the

OIG Hot Line. In most States, the State fraud and abuse units can be located through the State Office

of the Attorney General.

Administration on Aging (AoA)

The mission of the AoA is to administer the programs and related provisions of the Older Americans

Act in a manner which:

1) creates and supports a national network on aging;

2) develops and oversees a responsive system of services and opportunities to meet the needs of

the elderly; and

3) serves as a visible advocate on behalf of the elderly in the entire nation.

The Regional AoA Offices listed below can help to put you in touch with the appropriate State or

local authorities, depending on the nature of your inquiry or concern.
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AoA Regional Offices

Regional Program Director, AoA Regional Program Director, AoA
DHHS Region I DHHS Region II

Room 2011 Room 4149

JFK Federal Building 26 Federal Plaza

Boston, MA 02203 New York, NY 10278

^^Ul / ) JOJ-l 1JO

Regional Program Director, AoA Regional Program Director, AoA
DHHS Region III DHHS Region IV

3535 Market Street Suite 903

P.O. Box 13716 101 Marietta Tower

Philadelphia, PA 19101 Atlanta, GA 30323

\^IJ) Jyvj-KJjD'r (AC\A\ '\'x\ soon

Regional Program Director, AoA Regional Program Director, AoA
DHHS Region V DHHS Region VI

13th Floor Room 1000

300 South Wacker Drive 1200 Main Tower Building

Chicago, IL 60606 Dallas, TX 75202

(312) 353-3141 (214) 767-2971

Regional Program Director, AoA Regional Program Director, AoA
DHHS Region VU DHHS Region VIII

Room 384 Room 1185

601 East 12th Street Federal Office Building

Kansas City, MO 64106 1961 Stout Street

(816) 426-2955 Denver, CO 80294

(303) 844-2951

Regional Program Director, AoA Regional Program Director, AoA
DHHS Region IX DHHS Region X
Room 480 The Third and Broad Building

Federal Office Building 2901 Third Avenue

50 United Nations Plaza Seattle, WA 98121

San Francisco, CA 94102 (206) 442-5341

(415) 556-6003
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Office for Civil Rights (OCR)

The mission of OCR is to enforce civil rights statutes that prohibit discrimination in DHHS' programs

and to generate voluntary compliance. You may wish to contact an OCR office to report incidents

of discrimination by a nursing home or to check on a facility's previous record in this regard.

OCR Regional Offices

Director, OCR
DHHS Region II

Room 3312

26 Federal Plaza

New York, NY 10278

(212) 264-3313

Director, OCR
DHHS Region I

Room 2403

JFK Federal Building

Boston, MA 02203

(617) 565-1340

Director, OCR
DHHS Region III

Room 6300

3535 Market Street

P.O. Box 13716

Philadelphia, PA 19101

(215) 596-1262

Director, OCR
DHHS Region V
33rd Floor

300 South Wacker Drive

Chicago, IL 60606

(312) 353-2520

Director, OCR
DHHS Region VII

Room 248

601 East 12th Street

Kansas City, MO 64106

(816) 426-7277

Director, OCR
DHHS Region IX

Room 322

Federal Office Building

50 United Nations Plaza

San Francisco, CA 94102

(415) 556-8586

Director, OCR
DHHS Region IV

Room 1502

101 Marietta Tower

Atlanta, GA 30323

(404) 331-2779

Director, OCR
DHHS Region VI

Room 1360

1200 Main Tower Building

Dallas, TX 75202

(214) 767-4056

Director, OCR
DHHS Region VIII

Room 844

Federal Office Building

1961 Stout Street

Denver, CO 80294

(303) 844-2024

Director, OCR
DHHS Region X
The Third and Broad Building

2901 Third Avenue

Seattle, WA 98121

(206) 442-0473
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Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)

The mission of HCFA is to administer the Medicare and Medicaid programs in a manner which
promotes:

1) quahty health care to eligible beneficiaries;

2) awareness of the services for which beneficiaries are eligible; and

3) efficiency and quality within the total health care delivery system.

Listed below are the HCFA offices responsible for overseeing the State survey and certification

programs:

HCFA Regional Offices

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region I, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

Room 1309

JFK Federal Building

Boston, MA 02203

(617) 565-1331

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region III, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

3535 Market Street

P.O. Box 7760
Philadelphia, PA 19101

(215) 596-0997

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region V, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

Room 941

175 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-9804

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region VII, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

Room 284
601 East 12th Street

Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 374-2408

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region IX, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

100 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 556-0041

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region II, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

Room 3821

26 Federal Plaza

New York, NY 10278

(212) 264-3219

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region IV, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

Suite 601

101 Marietta Tower
Atlanta, OA 30323

(404) 331-2488

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region VI, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

Room 2000
1200 Main Tower Building

Dallas, TX 75202

(214) 767-6301

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region VIII, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

Room 1 194

Federal Office Building

1961 Stout Street

Denver, CO 80294

(303) 844-4721

Associate Regional Administrator

DHHS Region X, HCFA
Division of Health Standards and Quality

2901 Third Avenue
Seattle, WA 98121

(206) 442-0511
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If you wish to contact any of the DHHS agencies, the following list outlines which DHHS regional

office has responsibility for your State.

Region I/Boston

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,

New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and

Vermont

Region Ill/Philadelphia

Delaware, District of Columbia,

Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia,

and West Virginia

Region V/Chicago

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,

Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin

Region VII/Kansas City

Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and

Nebraska

Region IX/San Francisco

Arizona, California, Hawaii,

Nevada, American Samoa, and Guam

Region II/New York

New Jersey, New York,

Puerto Rico, and

Virgin Islands

Region IV/Atlanta

Alabama, Florida, Georgia,

Kentucky, Mississippi,

North Carolina, South Carolina,

and Tennessee

Region VI/Dallas

Arkansas, Louisiana,

New Mexico, Oklahoma, and

Texas

Region VII/Denver

Colorado, Montana,

North Dakota, South Dakota,

Utah, and Wyoming

Region X/Seattle

Alaska, Idaho, Oregon,

and Washington
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FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The information presented in this report can be an important source for potential nursing home con-

sumers and their famiUes to consult during the process of selecting a nursing home. It is also important

that potential consumers and their families ask questions of their physicians, nursing home personnel

and consumer representatives (such as local long-term care ombudsmen) to help guide them in selec-

ting the best possible facility to meet their needs. The best way to find out about a nursing home is

to take the time to visit the home in person, if possible, before you make your choice.

Listed below are some examples of the kinds of questions that potential nursing home consumers

should ask before selecting a home and some things you should do to find out about the home during

your visit. These questions are intended to augment the information contained in this report. Keep

in mind that they are not a comprehensive list but an illustrative list of suggested issues that should

be considered in choosing a nursing home.

General

• Find out who owns the home and whether it is approved for participation in the Medicare or

Medicaid programs.

• Make an appointment to visit the home. Meet with the administrator, the director of nursing and

the director of social services and ask them about the history of the home and the services it offers.

• Ask about the home's last survey, what problems were found and if and how they have been cor-

rected. Ask whether the facility has been surveyed since the survey described in this report. You
can ask to see the survey results.

• Ask whether the State has initiated any punitive actions against the home in the last 2 years, and

if so, what actions were taken and how they were resolved. You may want to verify this informa-

tion through other sources such as the State nursing home ombudsman.

• Ask about the home's admission policies and ask for a copy of any admission agreement that

is required.

• Ask to see a copy of the home's residents' rights policy. Does the facility have any special pro-

grams/procedures to help educate residents and staff about their rights? You can observe for yourself

during your visit how well the home is honoring these rights.

• Ask about the home's basic daily rate and what is included in the charges. Also ask how the home

handles residents' personal funds, if such assistance is necessary.

• Find out about the home's visiting hours and what choices residents have as to the time they can

get up, eat and go to bed.

• See if residents look well cared for and properly groomed. Do staff treat the residents with courtesy

and respect? If the opportunity arises, chat with a resident or two to get their impressions.

• Find out if the home has an organized resident council or other type of resident group. How often

does it meet and what are some of its activities and accomplishments? Also, is there an organized

family council that family members can participate in?
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Physical Environment

• Ask for a tour of the facility and try to see all the major areas of the home, including dining

areas and some residents' rooms.

• Note whether the home is an attractive, clean and comfortable place to be. Is it well-lit and ven-

tilated and free of potential health hazards such as obstacles in hallways or underfoot? Is it free

from insects and rodents?

• Look at the residents' lounge and other common areas and see if they look comfortable and whether

they are used by residents. Do residents have the opportunity to sit outdoors in comfortable, safe

surroundings?

• Check toilet and bathing facilities and note whether they are clean, sanitary and reasonably free

of odors. Are they easily accessible to handicapped residents?

• Note whether residents' rooms have windows and access to the corridor. Does each resident have

a reading light, comfortable chair, sufficient closet space? How many people are in each room

and are there privacy curtains?

Medical and Nursing Services

• Find out how medical care and direction is provided in the facility. Who is the medical director?

Will a resident's personal physician be able to visit as needed, and cooperate with the medical

director? What happens if hospital or emergency care is needed?

• Ask if the home specializes in providing any particular type of medical care. Be sure to inquire

about how the home cares for residents who share your particular medical problems or care needs.

• Ask about the availability of specialized care to restore physical abilities lost due to illness or

injury. Physical therapy, speech therapy and occupational therapy are examples of this type of

specialized care.

• Ask how many registered nurses and licensed practical nurses are employed by the home and

how many of each are on duty during days, evenings, nights and weekends. How many residents

are under the care of each type of nurse?

• Ask how often a resident's medication schedule is reviewed for possible dosage reductions, adverse

interactions or reactions, or expirations. Who is accountable for pharmaceutical services?

• Ask how the home provides dental care to its residents.

Food

• Ask at what times meals are served and whether snacks are available. Ask to see the menus for

a week. Are substitutions readily available?

• Observe how food is served. Does it look appetizing? Do residents appear to be enjoying their meals?
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Social Services and Activities

• Ask to see the schedule of activities for a week. Does the facility have a varied activities program

suitable for residents with different interests and capabilities?

• Ask if there is an activities coordinator and see if there is suitable space available for activities.

• Find out whether the facility has a full-time social services director and ask what social services

and mental health and other counseling services are available to residents and their families. Does

the facility have specialized services/programs available for residents with special disorders and

disabilities, including Alzheimer's Disease?
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Resident Characteristics and Facility Performance Indicators

This glossary contains terms used to describe certain common features or characteristics of people

who enter nursing facilities and common features or indicators of how well the facility provides

quality care.

Bed Sore. A bed sore is an open sore that occurs more often to a resident with little muscle tissue

or fat and who remains in one position for a long period of time. A bed sore may form on bony areas,

such as at the base of the spine, heels, and ankles. Other names for a bed sore are "pressure sore"

or "decubitus."

Catheter. See Urinary Catheter.

Colostomy or Ileostomy. A resident who has serious intestinal difficulties may have surgery which

creates an artificial opening at the abdomen for bowel movements. Colostomy or ileostomy care in-

volves keeping the skin around the colostomy or ileostomy clean and free from sores. For a resident

who wears a bag to collect bowel movements, care also involves emptying the bag regularly and keep-

ing the bag free of odor.

Fields Supplied Through Tubes. A resident who cannot eat enough food to stay healthy may receive

nourishment in the form of fluids prescribed by a physician. These fluids are usually given by inser-

ting a needle or a tube into a vein. Care involves making sure that the needle or tube stays free of

germs and that it stays in the vein.

Incompetent. A resident who cannot make decisions because of impairments in mental ability may
be called incompetent. This is often a legal term meaning a court has decided that the person cannot

make decisions, but it is also used as a descriptive term.

Injections. Medicine given by inserting a needle into muscle or tissue.

Isolation Techniques. These are methods to ensure that infection does not spread from one part of

a resident's body to another, or from one resident to another.

Reliabllitative Bowel and Bladder Training. A resident with difficulty controlling bowel or bladder

may participate in a program to learn to control these functions.

Respiratory Care. A resident who has trouble breathing may need assistance which may be given

by breathing in extra oxygen or receiving medication. Respiratory care involves giving the amount

of oxygen or medication in the way and in the amount that the doctor has ordered.

Restraints. Residents who need to be protected from hurting themselves or others may need to be

restrained. One type of restraint is physical. For example, to keep a resident from falling out of a

wheelchair a physician may prescribe a cloth protective device or a vest. Drags (medications) may
also be provided to treat and modify a resident's physically aggressive behavior. However, medica-

tions must be prescribed in doses and for a length of time necessary to treat symptoms.
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Skin Breakdown. When a resident remains in one position for a long period of time, his or her skin

may be damaged. One of the first signals that this is happening is that reddened areas appear on the

places where the resident has placed pressure from sitting in a chair or lying in bed. These reddened

areas do not go away even after the positioning of the resident has been changed. If special care is

not given, bed sores may develop. See Bed Sore.

Suctioning. A resident who is unable to cough up fluids or mucus in the air passages may have a

tube inserted into the air passages to suck the fluids out. Care involves making sure that the fluids

are removed as often as necessary and that the tube used is always free of germs.

Tracheotomy Care. A resident who has difficulty breathing may have an operation which makes a

breathing passage from the base of the neck into the lungs. This opening is called a tracheotomy. Care

involves keeping the breathing passage clean and free from congestion.

Transferring. This term has two meanings. First, it is used to describe the extent to which a resident

is dependent on others to move from bed to chair, bed to toilet, chair to bath, etc. Transferring is

also used to describe moving from one section of a facility to another or from one facility to another.

Urinary Catheter. A tube inserted into the bladder to remove urine.
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HOW TO READ THE INFORMATION

Before reading the individual nursing home profiles that make up this report, it would be helpful to understand the

format and presentation of the information in each profile.

I

— —— EXAMPLE '
-

'""^ '

,

NURSING HOME PROFILE
Happy Valley Nursing Home

street Address: City and State:

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

The first 3 lines of the profile contain basic information about each nursing home. Following is an explanation of the

items included:

Name: Self-explanatory

Street Address: Self-explanatory

City and State: Self-explanatory

Participation: The information in this block indicates whether the nursing home participates in the Medicare program,

the Medicaid program, or both programs. In addition, this block identifies the level of care that the nursing home pro-

vides. These include:

Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) — A nursing home which provides the level of care that comes closest to hospital

care with 24-hour nursing services. Regular medical supervision and rehabilitation therapy are also provided.

Generally, a skilled nursing facility cares for convalescent patients and those with long-term illnesses.

Intermediate Care Facility (ICF) — A nursing home which provides less extensive health related care and services.

It has regular nursing service, but not around the clock. Most intermediate care facilities carry on rehabilitation

programs, with an emphasis on personal care and social services. Mainly, these homes serve people who are

not fully capable of living by themselves, yet are not necessarily ill enough to need 24-hour nursing care.

Many nursing homes participate in both the Medicare and Medicaid programs, and qualify as both skilled nursing facilities

and intermediate care facilities.

Number of Beds: This is the total number of beds in the nursing home, including those that are approved for Medicare

and Medicaid and those that are not. Many nursing homes have beds that are "private;" these are included in the number
even though the facility does not receive Medicare or Medicaid money for them.

Type of Ownership: This block describes the type of organization that operates the nursing home. These include:

Non-profit-religious — A nursing home affiliated with a religious organization, governed by a board of directors and

financed largely by contributions.

Non-profit-private— A nursing home not affiliated with a religious or a community based organization and financed

largely by contributions.

Non-profit-other— A nursing home which is generally governed by a community based board of directors and financed

largely by contributions.

Proprietary— A nursing home operated for profit.

Government— A nursing home primarily administered by the Federal government, the State, or the county, city

or other local unit of government.

Survey Date: The day on which the nursing home inspection described in this report was completed. All of the informa-

tion contained in the nursing home profile reflects the conditions on this date. Note that surveys are being conducted on an

ongoing basis, and thus, more recent survey results may become available subsequent to publication of this report.
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EXAMPLE

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey: Medicare Residents: Medicaid Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those residents are receiving

appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide highly specialized care and services.

FAC LITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 78 83.0 81.0 81.0

The "Selected Resident Characteristics" section of the profile contains important information describing the popula-

tion of the nursing home. Surveyors obtain this information from the facility at the time of survey. The first line

of this section shows the total number of residents living in the home and indicates how many of the home's residents

are Medicare or Medicaid recipients. Next, the profile tells how many of the nursing home's residents fall into

each of 13 selected care categories. These categories reflect common characteristics of nursing home residents

that relate to the amount and types of care that they need. They describe the degree of assistance required by

residents in carrying out the basic activities of daily living (e.g., bathing, dressing, eating) as well as other

characteristics that provide information on the health care needs of residents (e.g., residents who are unable to

get out of bed without assistance, residents with special skin care needs, residents on bowel and bladder retrain-

ing programs.)

The example above shows the first care category included in each nursing home profile, "Bathing." Following is

an explanation of information provided in the profile:

Column 1 — Facility, #: Indicates that 78 residents of the nursing home require some or total assistance in bathing.

Column 2— Facility, %: Indicates that the 78 residents who require assistance in bathing represent 83% of the

nursing home's total population.

Column 3— State, %: Indicates that, in the State where the nursing home is located, 81% of ail skilled nursing

facility residents require assistance in bathing.

Column 4— Nation, %: Indicates that, for the nation as a whole, 81% of all skilled nursing facility residents require

assistance in bathing.

The profile then provides similar information for each of the remaining care categories. Note that many residents

will be included in more than one of the care categories.
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EXAMPLE

SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct

deficiencies immediately or to submit a plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State"

and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation.

"Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility was deficient In the

indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements

a facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency.

A deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/
NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCENT OF FACILITIES

NOT MEETING REQUIREMENTS

STATE NATION

# % # %
The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights

and responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 6 5.0 489 5.0

The last section of the profile "Selected Performance Indicators," tells about the nursing home's performance in meeting

Federal quality of care requirements. The profile includes 32 performance indicators selected for their usefulness

in describing important aspects of a nursing home's performance. Each indicator is based on a specific regulatory

requirement that nursing homes must meet to participate in Medicare or Medicaid.

As shown in the example above, the profile indicates for each performance indicator whether the nursing home met

or did not meet minimum Federal requirements on the date of its most recent inspection by State surveyors. Follow-

ing is an explanation of the information provided in the sample profile for the first performance indicator, "The facility

ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and responsibilities of residents are followed."

Column 1 — Facility Met/Not Met: Shows either "Met" or "Not Met." "Met" means that the nursing home performed

satisfactorily in this area. "Not Met" would mean that the home did not perform satisfactorily in this area.

Column 2— State, #: Indicates that there were 6 skilled nursing facilities in the State that did not perform satis-

factorily in this area.

Column 3— State, %: Indicates that the 6 facilities that did not perform satisfactorily represent 5% of the skilled

nursing facilities in the State.

Column 4— Nation, #: Indicates that there were 489 skilled nursing facilities in the nation that did not perform satis-

factorily in this area.

Column 5— Nation, %: Indicates that the 489 facilities that did not perform satisfactorily represent 5% of all skilled

nursing facilities in the nation.
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AVON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

AVON CONV NH
street Address: City and State:

652 W AVON RD AVON CT 06001

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 01/05/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 104 86.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 108 90.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 104 86.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring
Rp^lHpntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr total flQQlQtanpp mo\/inn from hpH tn phair or tn

tub or toilet. 120 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 92 76.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 41 34.2 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 2 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 87 72.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 64 53.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 76 63.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 8.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 46 38.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

57
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tliat its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing sen/ices are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING }

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

Tunctioning to prevent loss oi aDiiiiy lo waiK or move ireeiy, aeiormixies ana paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.
Qr^or»if ir* coif holn Ho\/ir»oc aro sv/oiloKlo \A/Hort nooocc£ir\/opcCfMlU odi iicip Ucviot^o ale dVcliictiJio wiicii Mcuoooaiy.

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
ine recommenaea uietary allowances oi ine roou ana iNUTniion ooara or ine

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accented orofessionai oractices bv Qualified theraoists or Qualified assistants

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident, it is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
aUOUlUlli^ WJ 11 11 loll UOUUI lO Ul II Ic dllci/IIUll lU ^Jl lyolLrldl I*

MET 17 8.4 1270
-4 0 A
13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

Ail common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical af'd electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
\j\J\ lUILIUI 1.

NOT MET 51
or* o
25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 A A f\
14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET oJ oy.o OA 1

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
pnmfnrt nf rPQlHpntQ

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BLOOMFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

BLOOMFIELD CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

355 BLOOMFIELD AVE BLOOMFIELD CT 06002

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/IGF 120 PROPRIETARY 06/15/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 88 73.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 95 79.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 75 63.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents reouirina some or total assistance movina from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 115 96.6 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 69 58.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 30 25.2 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 56 47.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 34 28.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 48 40.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 12 10.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 43 36.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

67
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies Immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Iwlet" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
oeiiciency may represent an ongoing prouiem or a one-iime laiiure ox a singie sian person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET
Aft
22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET c. 1

\f\ A 1 AAO 1 7 R

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1/i.y 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET do ICOID.O looa •1/17

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET on i4.y CQ7 D.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q9 A R Q1 a. o.o

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET •37O 1 1 O.o irtQQluyy 11ft

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 1
1 o7n 1 "3 AI0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET O'iC.O 11/1 1 91

R

1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo A. n inAi 1 1 n

Ail essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET O 1
1 A1

Q

14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 o 7 Q 1 4 Q
1 H.y

isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET \J\J 94 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mt 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BLOOMFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CALEB HITCHCOCK HEALTH CARE CENTER AT
oircGi Muuress. v^iiy ana oiuie.

40 LOETTLER ROAD BLOOMFIELD CT 06002

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE SNF 30 NON-PROFIT PRIVATE 04/07/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

30

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

resiQenis are receiviny appropriate or inappropriaic cdre. ii may reiicci irie Taciiiiy s auiiuy lo proviae

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 30 100 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring sonne or total assistance in dressing. 30 100 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 28 93.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 30 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 21 70.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 13 43.3 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 11 36.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 21 70.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 22 73.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 3.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 10 33.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

0
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

nGmiriuCii 1 nGS© S6i6ct©a perrormance inuicaiors uo noi repressni aii ine requirGmenis a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

rAUILl 1 T

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabiiitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical
fiinptinninn tn nrp\/pnt In^^ nf ^hilitv to w^lk nr mnvp frppiv/ HpfnrmitipQ ?inH naralwQiQ
i ui i^iiVi/i III 1^ |>/icvdii i^^oo vji ciwiiiiy wciiTN \ji Mi\jv^ liCfdy} k^i 1 1 11 tic^o cii lu L^ciiaiyoio.

MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rppnmmpnHpH Hiptarv alloxA/anppQ nf thp PnoH anH Miitritinn Rr*arH r\i thpLIIC 1 CV^UI 1 II 1 l\7l ILJC7U \JldCll y ClIlwVVCll ll,/C70 VJ 1 11 lv7 t \J\J\J Oil l\J 1 N Llli 1 llKJi 1 CJwCLI \J \Jl Li iC7

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1 .4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 1 1 .0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition

MET 51 25.2
4 A A f\
1413 A A f\

14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9
A A f\C\1408 A A f\

14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET oU oy.D OA 1

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BLOOMFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CANTERBURY VILLA OF BLOOMFIELD
street Address: City and State:

160 COVENTRY GARDENS BLOOMFIELD CT 06002

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 113 PROPRIETARY 04/13/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

102

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 33 32.4 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressino1 1 1 1 1 K^J 1 ^1 ^1 1 1 1 1 1 V4 ^J^^ 1 C 1 1 WC^^^^ 1 1 1 ^^^^ III \J§ 1 ^^^^ 1 1 1 \t% * 16 15.7 36.5 76 7

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 iNa/Wl^JXafl 1 Iw 1 X^VIUII 11 *^ W^^l 1 IVi/ «V/ (aC^wl^hVAl IvVi^ 11 1 l\,/llNi«bll '23* 3 2.9 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih r\T tr^ilotlUU Ui lUMc?L. 10 9.8 36.7 66.0

Continence

Rp^iHpnt^ with pathptpr^ nr nnrtipl nr total In^Q nf hnwpl or hlarlrlpr f^nntrnl 8 7.8 19.4 59.1

RpQiHpntQ nn inHiv/iHi iaIIv/ writtpn hr*\A/ol anri hlarlHor rotraininn nrnnrflmric7oiLJd iLo \j\ 1 II iLii vi\juciiiy wi iiLci 1 U\jwd cii ILJ uidUvJc^i 1 dii iii pi cii 1 1* 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

nc^oiut^i iio i^uciiviiiy luut/ icjcuiiiyo ui l^^ul^lly aooioidiiu^ wiui c^duiiy. 0 0.0 5.4 29.3

0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 1 1.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 1 1.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 19 18.6 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 7.8 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

100
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected petlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility nnust meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

references Residents are encouraaed to take care of their own self care needs NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements' a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
U€TICI6ncy may ic^pr^oclU all UilLJUIMy (JiUUIc;in Ui a Uiic-Ullic; lallUic Ul a oliiyic; blall poioOil.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to wfalk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 o.c. DVJ 1

1 1 n

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 D.I 1 ooo £.0.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET A 1 9 Q 1 Q 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1
1 ^Dv7 A Q

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET A 1 9 Q O 1 1
R 7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET \j 1Q 4 4R1 R R

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET O 47Q R R

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET Q 7 1064 1Q 4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET \Jm\J 1 16Q 21 4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0 0 0 0 0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0 0 0 0 0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

IvIC 1 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BLOOMFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
OAK RIDGE CONV CTR INC

street Address: City and State:

55 TUNXIS AVE BLOOMFIELD CT 06002

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 08/20/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niQniy SPcClaUZcU Caio ailU 56rVIC6S.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 54 45.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 110 92.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 96 80.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tuh or tnilpt 119 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 92 77.3 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder retrainina oroaram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents recsivina tube feedinas or rpniiirinn a^^i^tanop with patinn 46 38.7 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 54 45.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 61 51.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 78 65.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 26 21.8 27.1 31.2

l\/ledicaid Residents:

60

13



SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a

TaCiiiiy musx meei. i riere dry over ouu bopafaic; rytiuirtJiiitJiub. i ric imorrridiiori preooniea

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

Tho fo^ilitx/ Mcoc q c\/ctorn that sect irt^c fiill anH PAmnlf^tP ar^oni intinn r^f rAciHontc'lil^ IdwIMiy Uoco d oyol^lll ii idl dooUi t^o lUii di lu uui 1 i[Jic!ic; duuuuiiiiiiy ui looiudiio

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

if /o it /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tiihp fppriinn MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BLOOMFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WINTONBURY MANOR NURS HOME
street Address: City and State:

140 PARK AVE BLOOMFIELD CT 06002

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 04/25/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

143

{Medicare Residents:

6

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niqniy speciaiizeu care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 115 80.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 110 76.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 95 66.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 143 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartir)! or total loss of howpl or hiadripr oontrol 101 70.6 66.9 68.2

Rp^ifipnt^ on inriix/irliirtllv writtpn hnwpl anrl hlaHHpr rptrfiininn nrnnram1 i^oiu^i 1 io v^i 1 II ivji V i\jijm 1 y vv 1

1

li^i i u\jwv^\ cii lu uiovJUwi i w li cii i hi iu l^i wmi cii i i> 2 1.4 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntci rpppi\/inn tiiHp fppHinnc or r^niiirinn QQcictsnp^ \A/ith c^^i'innriC70IVJC71 liO 1 1^ IUU\7 IC/CUII I^O \J* 1 C^LjUII II 1^ CtOOlOLdl Ik/s^ will 1 C^dlll 31 21.7 36.8 37.7

CoinDlPt@lv hAflfAct rpQiripntQ 1 0.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 38 26.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 46 32.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 79 55.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 12 8.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 49 34.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

102
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the tinne of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

Reminder: These 32 selected peilormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 G.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNaxionai nesearcn v-'Ouncii, iNaiioriai ACaUcriiy ui oLicnt/Bb.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRANFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

BRANFORD HILLS HEALTHCARE
street Address: City and State:

ALPS RD BRANFORD CT 06405

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 12/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Rssidents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 54 45.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 110 92.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 96 80.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
119 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 92 77.3 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder rptrainino nronram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^ldpnt^ rpppivinn tnhp fppHinn^ nr rpniiirinn a^^i^taripp with patinn 46 38.7 36.8 37.7

Cornoletelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 54 45.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 61 51.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 78 65.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 26 21.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

60
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in whting for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

opcCMIO bdl~ricip UcVlUco die dVctlldUlt; Wllcll ilcUcoodiy.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with arrentpri orofpssional oractices bv Qualified thsraoists or Qualified assistants

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

dl^OUiUlliy \\J U Ic; 11 loll ULrllUI to Ul 11 Ic dllcllUlliy |JI lyolt^lal 1.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
uUI lUILIUi 1.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 dA. 1

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
l,^LIIIIl(Jll \Jl 1 C^OlUCl llO. MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRIDGEPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

BARNETT MULTI-HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

2875 MAIN ST BRIDGEPORT CT 06606

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 07/22/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

116

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Rp<iiripnt<; rpniiirinn <5f)mp or total as<?istanc;p in hathina
1 twOlVl^l 1 1 ^VJUII II 1^ Ov^l 1 Iw \Jl L^LUl UOwlOlCil IW^ II 1 kJv&ll III 1^* 92 79.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp«iiripnt^ rpoiiirinn somp or total as*»i<?tanos in rirp';<»ina1 I^OIUw 1 1 1 U II 1 1 lU 1 1 1w wl Iw im CiwOIwmi lww III \Ji 1 <^Owl 1 1^ • 99 85.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^iHpnt^ rpfiiiirinn ^omp or total a^<ii^tanop in toilptinn 71 61.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tUD or XOM6X. 116 100 100 77.2

Continence

69 59.5 66.9 68.2

ntJoiut^iiib uii 11 luiviuuaiiy wriutjii uuvvyi diiu uiauucr rc^iiciiriiriy proyrani. 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

rsesiaenis receiving luue leeaings or requiring assistance witn eating. 26 22.4 '^6 8 TF 7

Comnlptplv hpriffmt rPQiripntQ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 55 47.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 49 42.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 68 58.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 8.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sl(in care. 25 21.6 27.1 31.2

IMedicaid Residents:

72
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility nnust meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING t

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

#ft % it %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (sliots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

jinH tiihp fppriinn NOT MFT 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
IVIC 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at ail times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRIDGEPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
DINAN MEMORIAL CTR

street Address: City and State:

BOND STREET EXTENSION BRIDGEPORT CT 06610

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 510 LOCAL GOVERNMENT 02/25/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

495

Medicare Residents:

12

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 371 74.9 7Q QfO.O O -1 cO 1 .0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 424 85.7 oU.U QO OOO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 373 75.4 oy.d 70 Q

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 495 100 1 UU 77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 367 74.1 RR QDD.y CP O

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 36 7.3 i A
1 .4 4.D

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 221 44.6 OD.O Q7 7of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 4 0.8

Residents confined to chairs. 278 56.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 208 42.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 380 76.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 24 4.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 484 97.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

443
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities In the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hofii^ionnv/ mau ronrocont an i^nnrtinn nrr*hlom r*r r\no-timo fsili iro r»f a Qinnio ctatf norcnn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
lEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET lu.y 1 1 ^:o n .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO 32.2 oo A C2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10 41 V./.'t 16RP 17 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

Mt 1
PR 1 P Q P7^Q PQ n

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oo 1 u.o 1 ^ftQ

1 00<7 1 H. 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 14 Q R P

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q R1R R R

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III iiuiiiicii puibuiio, iriduuiiiy iciiyiuuo adiviuco ui irit^ rooiuc^rii b crioice, it any. MET Ifi T 10QQ 1 1 fi

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 fi 4 1P70 1*? 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 2'\ 11 4 ipifi 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mb 1

n 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NU 1 Mt 1 51 25 2 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

Mt 1 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.
MOT tiACT 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRIDGEPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GOLDEN HEIGHTS MANOR NH
street Address: City and State:

62 COLEMAN ST BRIDGEPORT GT 06604

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 136 PROPRIETARY 07/09/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

134

Medicare Residents:

7

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 120 89.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 122 91.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 122 91.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
102 76.1 100 77.2

Continence

Rs^idents with catheters or Dr^rtifll or total I099 of howpl or hiariripr control 79 59.0 66.9 68.2

Rp^iripnt^ on inrii\/irliiall\/ writtpn houupl anri hlarlripr rptraininn nronramricoivjoi iio \ II luivitjuciiiy wiiiic^ii ui^wd oi ici iMiiciuLid ididiDiiii^ i.jiwMiciiii. 4 3.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

riColVJOl 110 B CwCilVII 1^ lUbJC? \}l 1 CL|IJII II dOOlOldl will 1 CCllll i^. 20 14.9 36.8 37.7

ComDietelv bedfast residents. 1 0.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 44 32.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 74 55.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 107 79.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 6.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 37 27.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

107
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDSCATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at ttie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not MeV means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiencv mav reoresent an onooino oroblem or a one-time failure of a sinale staff oerson

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y 11 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to vt/alk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET c \

10 4 1 7 ft

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

ntC. 1 cX> 1 0 Q 97*30

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET Ov3 1 ft '5

1 D.O 1 QfiQ
1 OOi? 1 'V. 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 4 Q R 9\J,C.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
Mb 1

Q R1R R 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III 1 iwi 1 1 lai |JUioUiio, II ii^iuuin^ iobi^iuuo ciLfLiviiiloo wi inc ic^cpiuciuo l^i lijiLfO, ii ctiiy. mc. 1 \J f 1

R

11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
Mc 1 17 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

IVIC 1 11 4 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
IVIC: 1 8 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NIC 1 *J 1 25 2 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

IVIC 1 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

IVIC 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRIDGEPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PARK AVE RESTORATIVE CARE CTR
street Address: City and State:

725 PARK AVE BRIDGEPORT CT 06604

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 132 PROPRIETARY 11/25/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

108

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 108 100 78.8 OH C81 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 102 94.4 OA r\oU.U 00000.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 91 84.3 b9.o
70 073.0

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 90 83.3 A r\r\ 77 0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 69 63.9 DD.y DO.

2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 A a4.D

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 63 58.3 ob.o O/.l

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.9 1 R A0.4

Residents confined to chairs. 45 41.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 76 70.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 76 70.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 5.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 12 11.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

87
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance' with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected petlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

TUnUliUI III ly lU |JfcVclil lUoo Ul aUllliy lU Wall\ Ul IIIUVc? llc^oiy, Ut^njiiilllit^o aliu palcliyolo.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

^nppifir' QPlf—hpin Hp\/ipp^ arp A\/Ailflhlp whpn nprp^^arv
MET 21 10.4 1662 A ^ ^17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

U Ic 1 cUUl III Ilc7l lUoU UlolctI y dllUWcil lUco Ul 11 Ic^ PUUU dl lU INUU iLIUl 1 ljUCII U Ul U

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET
oo30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET o9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET

0"7
37 18.3 A OOO1099 A A C

1 1 .6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
accordina to the instructions of the attendinn nhv^irianUWWWI wll IV4 ^1 Iv II Iwll UwllWI Iw wl LI Iw ULLwl IVJII 1^ 1^1 ly wl^lUl I-

MET 17 8.4
A O^O1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET
OO23

4 -4 A
1 1.4

•4 O -1 O1216 H O O
1 2.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 A O

4.0
A r\ A A1041 1 1 .0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition

MET 51 oc o25.2 A A A ^1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET lb
"7 n 14l)o 14.

y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET oU oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRIDGEPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

RONCALLI HEALTH CTR INC
street Address: City and State:

425 GRANT ST BRIDGEPORT CT 06610

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 01/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

175

[\/ledlcare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 155 88.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance In dressing. 127 72.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance In toileting. 102 58.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilpt 175 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 98 56.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on Individually written bowel and bladder rstralnina oroaram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tuhp fppriino<i or rpniiirinn a<5<ii<?tanrp with patinn1 1 w«^i\.jv^i 1 i«j 1 ^v^^^i V II i\j iuu^ i^d/uiiiuo \ji i^uuiiiiiu cloolomi vviiii gqiii lu. 43 24.6 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 73 41.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 75 42.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 67 38.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 3.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 10 5.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

146
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0,5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected perforinance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION
M
TT % fr /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning
finH ti iH^ f^^riinnCll lU lUUC iC^C/LllMLJ. 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRIDGEPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
SYLVAN MANOR INC

street Address: City and State:

1037 SYLVAN AVE BRIDGEPORT CT 06606

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 40 PROPRIETARY 09/17/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

40

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niCiniy SP6ClallZ6Q Care anu SerVICoS.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 27 67.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 30 75.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 27 67.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih or toilpt 40 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 25 62.5 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retrainina oroaramI 1 >^w \^ 1 1 &w \^ ) 1 III VI 1*1VI VI V(liy will 1 1 1^ VV 1 ^4 1 1VI 1^ 1 W«VI VI 1 1 V^ \ 1 Vi II III 1 V4 1 \J\A 1 VtIII* 1 2.5 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^idpnt^ rpppivinn tuhp fppdinn^ or rpniiirinn n^^i^tflripp with Pritinn 11 27.5 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 2.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 14 35.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 20 50.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 32 80.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 5.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 12 30.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

26
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

ft % fr %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning
anH ti ihp fppHinn MFT 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MFT1 WJ 1 IVI 1 1 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
IVIC 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRIDGEPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

TLIIDTX/ TLIIDTX/ DADTnlRTY-THIRTY PAR \ HLALTH CENTER
Street Address:

3030 PARK AVE

City and State:

BRIDGEPORT CT 06604

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# Of Beds:

100

Type of Ownership:

NON-PROFIT PRIVATE

Survey Date:

07/15/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

96

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hinhlv ^npriflliTpH pfirp ^inrl ^prvirp^

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 52 54.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 48 50.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 49 51.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 59 61.5 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 39 40.6 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 5 5.2 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinas or reauirina assistance with eatina 21 21.9 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 10 10.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 39 40.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 42 43.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sl(in care. 16 16.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected peilormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

i>iciuuiicti riooodioii wUUiiLfii, iNciuuiicii /AL/Ciuciiiy vji ov./id ii^oo.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRISTOL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
COUNTRYSIDE MANOR

street Address: City and State:

1660 STAFFORD AVE BRISTOL CT 06010

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 59 PROPRIETARY 05/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

58

Medicare Residents:

0

Medicaid Residents:

44

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 22 37.9 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 19 32.8 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 8 13.8 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 25 43.1 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 19 32.8 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 1 1.7 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 o.u

Residents confined to chairs. 5 8.6 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 3 5.2 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 8 13.8 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 17 29.3 12.6 24.0
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder. These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET u u.u A 7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 00 y. /

"7A Q
/4o \o.f

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

ivit: 1
lfi 1

1 \J\J\J

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET A 12 Q 1045 19 11 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MC 1 4 12.9 31

1

5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III iiv/iiiidi pufoiiiiO; II lUiUUii 1^ iciiuiwuo dOiiVHico yji iiic icoiuciiio oiiUiv.»C| ii ally. Mt 1 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MC 1 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.
MPT 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MPT 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition. MPT(VIC 1 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.
MPTVIP 1 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRISTOL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NURSING CARE CENTER OF BRISTOL
street Address: City and State:

61 BELLEVUE AVE BRISTOL CT 06010

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 132 PROPRIETARY 12/07/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

131

l^ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 120 91.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 118 90.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 118 90.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 117 89.3 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 118 90.1 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 1.5 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents rsceivina tube feedina*? or rpnuirina a^<ii<;tanrp with patina 70 53.4 36.8 37.7

Completeiy bedfast residents. 2 1.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 74 56.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 72 55.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 56 42.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 116 88.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

84
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an onqoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BRISTOL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SHERIDAN WOODS HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

321 STONECREST DR BRISTOL CT 06010

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 07/08/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

72

ly/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 64 88.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 66 91.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 53 73.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 72 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 47 65.3 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 3 4.2 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 21 29.2 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 57 79.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 39 54.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 48 66.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 9.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 7 9.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

65
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinrtinnlnn tn nrpvpnt los*5 nf <?hilitv tn Wr^lk nr mnvp frppiv (ipfnrmitip«i and naralv^i^1 ui iw 11 III IM kyi^vwiii iwoo \j 1 CLUnny i\j vvciiix \jt iiiw^ iiw^iy, u^iwiiiiiiico diivj L^ciiciiyoio.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 A A ^

14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9
r-o "7

587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 o c8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET Of -1 o olo.o luyy lie

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 1 / 0.4 \df\J 1 Q /I

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 1 1 .4
1 O Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o 4.U 1 U41 1 1 n

1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 0 1 1 4 1 o A A Q
1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET / .y 1 /ir\Q
1 4Uo

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

ME1 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NUI Mtl 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BROOKLYN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

BROOKLYN CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

WOLF DEN ROAD BROOKLYN CT 06234

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 30 PROPRIETARY 10/21/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

30

[Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Rssidents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 15 50.0 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 19 63.3 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Rp<?idents rpauirina ^ome or total assistance in toiletina1 I^OEUw 1 1 1 wvlU 1 1 1 1 1^ WW 1 1 1w wl Iw Lvil Viwwlw IvLI Iww IIS fc^yi 1w III lU • 12 40.0 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

21 70.0 36.7 66.0

Continence

RpQiHpntQ with PSithpfprQ r\r n^rtifil nr trtt^l lnQ<5 of KhwpI nr hlaHHpr pnntrni 13 43.3 19.4 59.1

pkt^oiuoiiio ui 1 II luiviuudiiy wiiLivii uuwc/i diiu uiauuci i^udiiiiiiy [Jiuyiciiiu 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

ncbiuciiib ret/t?iviny iuu6 leeuings or recjuinng assisianc6 wiin celling- 2 6.7 5.4 29.3

0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 6 20.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 6 20.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 18 60.0 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 0 0.0 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

30
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information preserited

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

rvationai nesearcn uouncii, iNaiionai Acaaemy ot ociences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BROOKLYN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
NORCLIFFE REST HOME

street Address: City and State:

CANTERBURY RD BROOKLYN CT 06234

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 01/19/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

57

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 15 26.3 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 18 31.6 ob.o (O.f

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 5 8.8 oo ndoM CO ADO.

4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 24 42.1 OR 7OD. / DD.U

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 5 8.8 1 y.4 tjy. 1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 O Q
d..O D. 1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 0 0.0 0.4

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 O.D

Residents confined to chairs. 4 7.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 2 3.5 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 26 45.6 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 6 10.5 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

45
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING t

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Eacti resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET u A 7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET oo C\ ~7 "7/10

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 11 3 2 601 110

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET K 1fi 1 2*1

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET A 12 Q 1Q 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 11 3 2 269 4 Q

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12 9 31

1

5 7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MOT ^JlCT 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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BROOKLYN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PIERCE MEM BA 'TIST HME INC
street Address:

RT 169

City and State:

BROOKLYN CT 06234

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

45

Type of Ownersliip:

NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS

Survey Date:

12/02/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

45

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

ResidGnts reaulrina some or total assistance in bathina 31 68.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 35 77.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 23 51.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih dr tr^il^t 44 97.8 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripnt^ with rathptpr^ nr nartial or total lo^^ of howpl or hl^^Hrlpr pontrol 25 55.6 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ on inrii\/iHi iaIIw written hriw^l anH hlaHH^ar rotraininn nrrinramrtc7oiuc?i HO \j\ t II ivjiviuLiciiiy wi iiic^i i uwwc?! di lu uidUvici i zsii ciii iii pi uui di 1 1* 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nC'OivJdilo ic;OC7lviiiy LUUc:! l^c^Ulliyo Ul lC7^Ullllly doololcli lOc; Willi c^dllliy. 17 37.8 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 20 44.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 18 40.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 20 44.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 15 33.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

31
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance Indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

lEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminden These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube fesdina MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminden The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CANAAN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GEER MEM HOSP
street Address:

SOUTH CANAAN RD

City and State:

CANAAN CT 06018

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

120

Type of Ownership:

NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS

Survey Date:

05/12/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 101 84.9 70 Q10.0 01 .0

Dressing

nesioents requiring some or total assistance in aressing. 103 86.6 oU.U 00. d.

Toileting

nesioents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 91 76.5 Ds.o 7*3 ft

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 119 100 1 r\r\

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 88 73.9 RR Q

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 1 0.8 1 .H

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 40 33.6 'id QOD.O "37 7Of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 2 1.7 •3 AO.H

Residents confined to chairs. 24 20.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 51 42.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 78 65.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 3.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 45 37.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

48
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance Indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (iDreathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

OpcLIIIO bt;1i~llcip UcVICco die dVallaUlc; Wllcl] i It^Uoooai y.

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accented nrofsssional nractices bv Qualified theraoist*; or Qualified assi^itants

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

di/UUiuiiig lu Liic ifioii uuuuf lb ui iiic; diioiiuiiiy priyoiuidii.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
CUl lUlliUI 1.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
^^rtmfnrt rociHontc

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CHESHIRE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CHESHIRE CONVALESCENT CENTER
street Address: City and State:

745 MILLDALE RD CHESHIRE CT 06410

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 80 PROPRIETARY 12/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

80

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %/o

Bathing

Rp<?iripnt*; rpniiirinn ^omp nr total a<%*T;i<stanrp in hathina 68 85.0 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp^iripnt*; rpniiirino <;ornp or total a=i<5i<5tancp in dressina 68 85.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^iripnt^ rpfiiiirinn <;omp or total a«i9i<?tanpp in toilptinn1 l^OIVJwIllO 1 ^UUII II lU O^^l 1 1^ \Jt t.\J\CLI CLOOIO Idl 1WW III IwllwilllM. 68 85.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih\ /^^ tf^il^^'flUU yJl lUllcl. 80 100 100 77.2

Continence

Ri^QiHontQ XA/ith r'flthot^rQ r>r nstrtisi at trital lr*cc r\i hr\\A/ol or hlcsHHor r'ontrnlriooiuv7iiio Willi odindc^i o \j\ |jcii iicii \Ji wjioii iwoo \ji uv^wd ui uidvjut^i uuiiuui- 51 63.7 66.9 68.2

ncolUc;Mlo Ull II lUIVIUUdMy Wllll^il UUWc^l dllU UldUU^I lUUdllllliy |JiUyidlil. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

neoiuenio receiving xuDe Teeuings or recjUiring dSSisidnce witn ediing. 26 32.5 36 8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 58 72.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 43 53.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 46 57.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 66 82.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

47
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. NOT MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING I

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

tr % ft %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

anrl tiihp fppHinn MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available w/hen necessary.
iVlt 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary /
conditions. / NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CHESHIRE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
ELIM PARK BAPTIST HOME

street Address: City and State:

140 COOK HILL RD CHESHIRE CT 06410

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 NON-PROFIT PRIVATE 02/19/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

90

l\Aedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with tliese ctiaracteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/Vo o/
/o

Battling

nesiaGnts requiring sorne or lOiai assisiance in Daining. 89 98.9 70 Q Ol .3

Dressing

nesiQGnts requiring some or loiai assisiance in aressing. 55 61.1 on r\oU.U 00.£.

Toileting

Hesiaents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 42 46.7 Di7.0 7*3 ft

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 90 100 1 nr»
1

77 0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 45 50.0 QOD.9 Rft O

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 6 6.7 1 A
1

A. R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 20 22.2 OO.O '37 751.1

completely Dedfast residents. 0 0.0

Residents confined to chairs. 40 44.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 36 40.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 63 70.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 5.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 26 28.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

54
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facili^y is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET lu.y n.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 10 4

1 U.H 17 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET Oft 07QQ OQ {\cM.yJ

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1R Q 1 QftQ 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 14 Q '^ft7 R 9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

NOT MET q ftIRO 1 Q ft AO.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O f 1ft

1 o.o 1 1 R

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1

7

ft A 1970 19 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 99, 114 1916 19 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Q

\j 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET \J I
141"? 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 \J 7 Q 1408 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

ILJICT'Mt 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CHESHIRE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NEW LAKEVIEW CONV HOME
street Address: City and State:

50 HAZEL DR CHESHIRE CT 06410

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 210 PROPRIETARY 04/22/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

203

IVIedicare Residents:

4

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niCjniy SP6ClallZcU Calt^ anu b^iViOoo.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 186 91.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 181 89.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 144 70.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tuh nr toilpt 203 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 137 67.5 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and hiadripr rptrainina nrooram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents renpivino tube fperiino^ nr rpniiirinn a^^i^tanpp with patinn 79 38.9 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 80 39.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 76 37.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 169 83.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 2.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 33 16.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

184
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder. These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

n /o /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning
MOT MPT 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MFT

1 IVI^ 1 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
IVIC 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

AARON MANOR
street Address: City and State:

RT 148 CHESTER CT 06412

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 07/27/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

58

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It nfiay reflect the facility's ability to provide

nigniy speciaiizeu care anu services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 13 22.4 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 28 48.3 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toiletino. 6 10.3 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 18 31.0 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 13 22.4 19.4 59.1

Re^idpnt^ on inHix/iHuflllv writtpn howpl ^nrl hlnridpr rptmininn nrnnr^m
1 IwwIUwl 1 Iw \J\\ II lUI V IvIVlCIII y VT 1 1 l^^l 1 UWVV^I di l\J UICl\J\Jwl 1 wll Clli III 1^ \Ji wUI Ql 1 ! 4 6.9 2.3 6.1

Eating

Rp^lHpnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fpprlinriQ rtr rpnuirinn flQQiQtanr^p with pstinnri^OIUwIllO 1 OV.f\7l VII IUUn? IC7v?VIIIIh^ 1 CvlUII II lU ClOOBOldl Iww Willi \7Cllll lu. 1 1.7 5.4 29.3

Comoletelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 2 3.4 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 21 36.2 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 7 12.1 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

19
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a systenri that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
lEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinptinninn to nrp\/pnt In^^ nf ^Hilitv tn xA/^lk nr mn\/p frpplv ripformitip^ anrl nflr^^lv^i"^
1 ui loiivji III lu L/iov^iii iv^oo \ji cluiiiiy K\j vvciiix \ji iiiwvo iicdy, u^iv^i 1 1 iiiico ai ivj ^ciiciiyoio.

MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 o.tL bU 1 11 .U

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rpr^nmmpnHpH rtiptarv/ flllnwanppQ nf thp FnnH anrl Nutrition RnarH nf thp11 IC7 1 Ck/wl 1 11 1 Id ILIC7U UldCll y CIIIV./Wai I^^O wl 11 1 ^.IwVJ Cll lU 1 11 1 llwl 1 U\JCLi\J \JI 11 1^

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 lU4o 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 o n

1 ii.y o1

1

C "7
O.I

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET b 1 9.4 401 Q Q

C5.0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET o

tL D.O A "704/y Q QO.O

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET oo n 1y./ 1 Ub4 1 y.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o

d. D.C5 1 1 by d \ .4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET U U.U u U.U

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET r\U U.U nU U.U

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET nu \J.\I n n nU.U

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
CHESTERFIELD CONV HME

street Address: City and State:

132 MAIN ST CHESTER CT 06412

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 02/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

55

ly/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathino 36 65.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 48 87.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Resident*? renuirina ^ome or total as^i^tance in toiletina 43 78.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
55 100 100 77.2

Continenc©

Rp^iripnt^ with p^thptpr^ nr n^rti^l nr tnt?iS SnQ<s of hnwpl or hIjiHHpr iTAntrnl 25 45.5 66.9 68.2

ricoi<ucsM9.d vji B II iLiiviuuciiiy wiiiic^ii ijuwt?! cii lu uiciuu^i i^udHiiiiy [Jiuyicini. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

rit?olUt;iuo loU^iVliiy lUUc^ lt^%::«Uii Byo Ui lULjUliHiy abblblal lOt:^ WUn ^allliy. 36 65.5 36.8 37.7

1 1.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 16 29.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 17 30.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 23 41.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 3.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 2 3.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

25
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of sun/ey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility Is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION
U
ft /o W /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luue leeaing. Mt 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
IVIt 1 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full sun/ey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CLINTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CLINTON HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

5 HARBOR PARKWAY CLINTON CT 06413

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 41 PROPRIETARY 06/03/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

38

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with tliese cliaracteristics does not Indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or Inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

nigniy speciaiizeu care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 28 73.7 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 31 81.6 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 18 47.4 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih nr toilpf 20 52.6 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 18 47.4 19.4 59.1

Residsnt^ on individur^llv writtpn hnwpl anri hladdpr rptraininn nrnnr?im 2 5.3 2.3 6.1

Eating

Resldsnts rpppivinn tiihf fppriinn^ or rpniiirinn fl<;^i^tanrp with patinn1 I^^IVJwl 1 1 ^OwlVII lU iUkJ^ I^WVJII \JI 1 ^UUIl II lU ClOOIOlCll Iw^ VVIil 1 ^Clill IM' 11 28.9 5.4 29.3

Comoletelv bedfast residents. 1 2.6 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 12 31.6 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 12 31.6 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 17 44.7 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 6 15.8 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

25
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies Immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functionina to orevent loss of abilitv to walk or move freelv deformities and oaralvsis1 VI 1 \ 111 1 \4 rt^ 1 %^ V 1 1 1 ww I 1 1 1 V T * 1 1 \ 1 ill V 1 1 ' J 1 ' i 1 1 1 1 LI w v( 1 1^1 W%l W&l T ^1w •

NOT MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 1 3.2 601 1 1 .0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 A A

19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 A C\
4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 31

1

5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET b 1 a.

4

>1 Q H4ol Q QO.O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET oc D.O Q QO.O

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 6 Q 7 1 r\ci.A1Ud4 1 y.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o D.O 1 1 by d \ .4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET U U.U U U.U

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET U U.U u U.U

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mb 1 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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COBALT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

COBALT LODGE CONV HOME
street Address: City and State:

RT 151 BX 246 COBALT CT 06414

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 07/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

58

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

ii^olUc;illo it^LjUlliiiy oUlilo Ui lUldl doololdl lUt? Ill Udlillliy. 43 74.1 7ft ft
/ o.o ft1 ^O 1 .3

Dressing

r\c;olUc;illo i^LjUlilliy ovjlllc; Ui lUldl doololdiluc III Uit^oolliy. 50 86.2 0\J,\J ftT 9

Toileting

ncolUclllb ic(^UIIIIiy oUlllc UI lUlal doololcil lUc III lUllcllliy. 46 79.3 ft1 o.o

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

luD or toilet. 58 100 inn 77 9

Continence

U3AO i/Hqnto lAiitn tnAtai'o Af rtio 1 a t tAt<^ 1 1 o at na(a/ai ai* r>l a ai" aaa^i^aInesiaeriis wiin catneiers or paniai or loiai loss ot uowei or Diauaer coniroi. 43 74.1 RR 9

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 4 6.9 1 A A. R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 10 17.2 ftOO.o "57 7

completely Deatast residents. 0 0.0 1 .Q

Residents confined to chairs. 28 48.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 28 48.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 35 60.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 6.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 42 72.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

56
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SELECTED PERFORIVIANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING I

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

i\aiionai nesearcn oouncii, ivauonai Acaaemy or ocienceb.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman
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COLCHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
COLCHESTER CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

59 HARRINGTON CT COLCHESTER CT 06415

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 05/18/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with tfiese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/
/o /o

Bathing

ri6SiQ6nis iBCjuinny soms or loiai assisiancc in uaining. 82 68.9 7R ft O 1 .D

Dressing

n6Siu€nis r6C]Uiriny some or loiai assisiance in ressiny. 72 60.5 ftr> n oo.^

Toileting

nesiuenis requirinQ some or lOiai assisiance in loiieiing. 68 57.1 Qv7.0 7*^ ft1 o.o

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 109 91.6 inn
1 KJKJ 77 0

Continence

nesiaenis wiin caineiers or paniai or loiai loss oi oowei or DiaQoer coniroi. 69 58.0

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A A R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 27 22.7 Ou.O '57 7

v/Ornpieteiy Deotasi resioents. 1 0.8 4

Residents confined to chairs. 25 21.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 39 32.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 67 56.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 29 24.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

104
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of persona! needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mb 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 r> Q 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET OC\A C

tL \ .b

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1? Q

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Ivit 1 \J<J 1R 1 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

IVlt 1 14 Q S87 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
IVlt 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal oursuits includina reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anv 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MFT 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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COLCHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

LIBERTY HALL CONV HOME
street Address: City and State:

HARRINGTON COURT COLCHESTER CT 06415

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 05/05/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

50

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina.1 1 ^^^^1 ^fl 1 1 V fill! \4 ^^^^ III %^ VwftI Wv^'^^l i \^ III 1^ VI III 1 * 43 86.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 47 94.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rpsidpnts reouirina somp or total assistance in toiletino 42 84.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU \j\ lUllcl. 50 100 100 77.2

Continence

1 tCOiVJdllO Willi OOlllwLdo ^1 ^al LICll \Jt IIJICII IwOO \J\ UXjyVKSi \Jl UldUUv^l Owl III ^1* 42 84.0 66.9 68.2

nt^oiuviiio UN 11 luiviijuciiiy wiiiicii uuwc^i diiu uiduu^i it^udiiiif ly piuyidiii. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

n^biQ^nis rc7C/t7iviny lUDc T6eainyo or r@C|Uiriny aoSioXanc6 wiin eaiiny. 21 42.0 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 27 54.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 25 50.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 33 66.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 4.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 25 50.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

41
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATIOivl

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CROMWELL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CROMWELL CREST CONV HOME
street Address: City and State:

385 MAIN ST CROMWELL CT 06416

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 01/28/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

172

{Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/ o/

Bathing

nesiaents requiring some or total asbistance in oatning. 150 87.2 7Q QlO.O O 1 -O

Dressing

nesiaents requiring some or total assistance in aressing. 105 61.0 ou.u OO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 81 47.1 oy.o 7*3 O
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 172 100 1 UVJ 77 9

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 87 50.6 DO.y

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 1 0.6 1 A 4.D

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 81 47.1 OD.O '37 7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 R
1 .3

Residents confined to chairs. 54 31.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 33 19.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 42 24.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 5.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 8.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

139
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
ueiiciency may represent an ongoing prooiem or a one-iime laiiure or a singie siaii person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET \ u.y 1 1 do 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 10 4 166? 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET OR 1 9 Q
1 ^.9 97301 Oo

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET OO 16 ^

1 u.o 1 38Q 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 14 Q
1 H.a RR7

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, inciuuing religious aciivixies oi xne resiaeni s cnoice, it any. MET 37 18 3 10991 \J \J \J 11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a vt/ritten health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4 0 1041 1 1.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25 2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT ME! 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

iviC 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CROMWELL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PILGRIM MANOR
street Address: City and State:

42 MISSIONARY ROAD, P.O. BOX 180 CROMWELL CT 06416

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 07/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

TotaS Residents on Day of Survey:

55

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Battling

RtfiQiHAntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr tntfll ^jQQiQtAnpp in hflthinnliOOlLlwl HO 1 CL|UII) 11 l\J OUI 1 IKS \Ji I^IOI CIOOSDICII M 1 Lfdll III 1^ > 47 85.5 78 8 81 5

Dressing

RoQirl^ntc r<^niiirinn Qr^mio r\r tf^tafl flQcictssnpo in HrPQQinnric^oidv^i iLo 1 Cfi^uii II 1^ oVJi 1 ic \Ji i^idi dooioidi ik^xs ii i cooii i^. 47 85.5 80 0 83 2

Toileting

RociHontc roni iirinn cr*mo r^r total sccictanr^p in toilotinnit^^OlUt^l Ho IW^UlliH^ OUIIIC \Jl ILILdI dOOlOldl IOC? Ill l(.JIIC7lli 1^. 43 78.2 69 3 73 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tuD or toilet. 55 100 1001 \J\J 77 2

Continence

nesiaenis WBin Cdineiers or pdiiidi or loidi loso oi uOW6i or DidUOoi control- 35 63.6 66 Q\J\J . \J 68 2

riesiaents on inaiviauaiiy written Dowei ana Diaaaer retraining program. 0 0.0 1 41 .*+ 4 6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 15 27.3 •^fi ft O f , I

uompieieiy Deaiasi resiuenis. 0 0.0 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 38 69.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 32 58.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 37 67.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 7.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 10 18.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

25
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at thie time of survey. Thie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected petiormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the seventy or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connpiete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency sen/ices from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mb 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10 9 1 123 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximunn physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mh 1 c. \ .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MFT 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Mt 1 33 16.3 1389

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

hylPTIVlt 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
IVIC i 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal Dursuits includino reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anvIII 1 1 1 lUI ln/UI «JUI ^v7} II 1wlU VJI 1 1^ 1 w IwUw UW LI V 1 LI \J 1 11 1w 1 ^>Ui Vil 1 1 L wl 1Wlw 1 1 Ul 'J • NOT MFT 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MFT 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MFT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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CROMWELL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
RIDGEVIEW REST HOME

bireei Aaaress: uity and btate:

156 BERLIN RD CROMWELL CT 06416

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 07/29/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

59

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

rcSIUcnib ale; r^LclVIDCj dppropridlc; or indpproprialc Calc?. 11 fTlay icIlcLl lilt:; laOlllly o aUIIUy lU pruVIU^

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 6 10.2 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring sonne or total assistance in dressing. 19 32.2 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 9 15.3 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 5 8.5 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 9 15.3 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 3 5.1 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 1 1.7 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 11 18.6 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 23.7 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

27
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinptinnlnn tn nrp\/pnt Ioqq of Ahititv tn wnlk or movp frppiv dpformitip^ anrt naralv^i^
1 ui iv/iiwi III lu v\j ^icv^iii iwoo \jt ciib/iiii.y vvciiiv \ji iiiv_/vc ii^^iy, udv^i 1 1 iilioo cii iu ^ciiciiyoio.

MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
hp rppommpnripH riiptflrv allowanppQ of thp Foorl flnri IMiifritinn RoarH of thp11 1 C'V./V./l 1 11 1 Id IvJ^vJ XJI^ldiy ClliWVVCll IvfCO \Jt ll l^ l V^V.'U ul lU I^ULIILIWII LJKJQiKJ \Jl 11 1^

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DANBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

DANBURY PAVILION HEALTHCARE
street Address: City and State:

22 HOSPITAL AVENUE DANBURY CT 06810

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 05/27/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

144

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

RpQiHpntQ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr total flQ^i<?tflncp in hflthinn 125 86.8 78 ft fi1

Dressing

RpQlHpntQ rpniiirinn Qomp or totjil Ji^QiQtflnop in HrpQQinnnuoiudiio 1 v^viuii II lu oWi 1 iv7 \ji LULdi clooioic&i iv.'O III mioooiiiM. 127 88.2 80 0 83 ?

Toileting

1 iC^OlVJv^l ILO 1 ^v^Um II lU ^KJl 1 IC; KJi IXJiOil CIooIOICaB ILrO IB 1 lUIIC^liI l<^* 113 78.5 69 3 73 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or toilet. 144 100 1001 \J\J 77 2

Continence

ntybSUfcJlUb WUn wdll Bt^lc^lb or pafUal or lOlal BObo OS DOWGB Ol UlaUU^r Goniroi. 125 86.8 68 ?

nesiaents on inuiviauaiiy wnuen Dowei ano uiauQer retraining program. 2 1.4 1 4 4 6

Eating

nesiaents receiving tuoe teeoings or requiring assistance witn eating. 53 36.8 17 7

^oanpieieiy oeuTasi resioenis. 0 0.0 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 82 56.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 86 59.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 109 75.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 2.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 48 33.3 27.1 31.2

l^edicaid Residents:

35
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three montiis. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (sliots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DANBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

FILOSA CONV HME
street Address: City and State:

13 HAKIM STREET DANBURY CT 06810

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 12/31/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

60

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 58 96.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 58 96.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 46 76.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 60 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 52 86.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 1 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinas or reauirina assistance with eatina 30 50.0 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 22 36.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 30 50.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 46 76.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 11.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 20 33.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

42
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns Indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQU1REMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Q6T)Ci6ncy moy rsprcocrii aii uiiyuiriy pruuicriii ur a uiic-uiiic; idiiuic ui d oniric? bidii puiouii.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET C-C 1 \J .•3 1 1?T 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO 1 .0

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12 9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
ID normal pursuits, inciuuing religious aciiviiies or tne resiueni s cnoice, it any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.
M/~\"r A Jim"NU 1 Mtl 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MPT 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DANBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
GLEN HILL CONV CENTER

street Address: City and State:

GLEN HILL RD DANBURY CT 06810

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 90 PROPRIETARY 01/22/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

88

l\/ledicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 73 83.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 80 90.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 79 89.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

LUU Ul lUllc;L. 88 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiHpntQ with p^ithptpr^ or n^^^ti^^l nr tnt^il Ihqq nf hnwpl nr hlaHHpr pontrnlIt^OI^J^IIlO Willi V^CILI l<C7L\7l O \Ji |JCll lldl \Jl lU Idl IVJOO ^Jl UUVVd Ul UidVJUd L/Ullllk.^l> 66 75.0 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ t^r\ inHi\/iHi ifillw \A/ritton Hr\\A/ol anH KloHHor rotraininn r\rr\r\rcimnc^oiuci iio Ul 1 II iuiviuua.iiy wiiiit^ii uuvvc?i diiu uiduuc^i 1 cu dii HI ly jjiuyiaiii. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntsoiuciub receiving luue Teeuinys or rec|uiring assisiance wiin Baling. 46 52.3 36.8 37.7

vvi 1 i|jid.c?iy udi 1 adL 1 voiud 1 Ida 2 2.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 49 55.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 45 51.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 54 61.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 9.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

19
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. 'Not Mel" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^lEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DANBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HANCOC 1/ LJ All
\ HALL

street Address:

31 STAPLES ST.

City and State:

DANBURY CT 06810

Participation:

MEDICAID ICF

# of Beds:

90

Type of Ownership:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

09/14/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERJSTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

85

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niQiTiy SPoClallZBu Cars anu S6rVIC6S.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 10 11.8 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 20 23.5 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 8 9.4 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 14 16.5 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 10 11.8 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retrainina oroaram 1 1.2 2.3 6.1

Eating

Rs^idpnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fppHinnQ nr rpniiirinn AQQl^taripp with pntinn1 Iwoiu^llio Iwv^dviliu luw^ l^d.JIIIMO \Jl 1 wUUII II lU ClOOIOLCll Iw^ Willi CCllll 1^. 1 1.2 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 1 1.2 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 2 2.4 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 23 27.1 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 3 3.5 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 3 3.5 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

67
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tlie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan Indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities In the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient In the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performai'ce indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

persona! funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of persona! needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing sen/ices are provided at ali times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET U U.U A 14. /

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7

"7 AO748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 T 2 601 1 1 0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET co 1R 1
1 D. 1

1
1 v30Q 9^^ T

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET A 1 9 Q 1Q 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1
1 O.c. 9RQ

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET A 19 Q O 1 1

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET R

vj 1Q 4 4ft 1 ft ft

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 0

\J.\J 47Q ft ft

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET Q 7 10fi4 1Q 4

Ail common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 0 1 16Q 21 4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0 0 0 0 0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0 0 0 0 0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DANBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MEDIPLEX OF DANBURY

street Address: City and State:

107 OSBORNE ST DANBURY CT 06810

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 06/09/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

171

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with tliese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

E3pcir|pnt<; rpnuirinn "somp or total a<5<?i«?tance in bathina1 l^OIUw I 1 iO 1 w Ul II 11 1^ wW III^ \J 1 WW tv4 1 U«?OI %J LUI 1Ww III il III l\J • 124 72.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rpsidpnt*? rpnuirina ^iomG or total assistance in dressina1 1GOIU^ 1 1 1 U n 1 1 lU WW 1 1 1w wl Ww ivil Qwwlw iul 1ww III vl 1 wwwl 1 lU 134 78.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

RpsiHpnts rpnuirinn snmp or total assistanrp in toilptinn 110 64.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUUcl. 171 100 100 77.2

Continence

RoQiHontQ with pathot^rc nr nartial nr tr^tcsl lr»cc nf hn\A/ol r^r hIaHHor pontrr^lItC^OlUd Ho VVILl 1 LfdLI Iwlwl O Ul pCll lldl Ui lULdl lUoo Ul UUWdl Ul UlClUUUI UUi III ui> 118 69.0 66.9 68.2

ritjolUUIllo Ull II lUIVIUUdliy Wllllt7ii UUWt^l dilU UlaUUc;! 1 c;ll ctll III ly |JiUyicilll. 3 1.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiaenis receiving xuue leeuings or requiring assisiance witn eaiing. 47 27.5 36.8 37.7

2 1.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 64 37.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 86 50.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 93 54.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 25 14.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 24 14.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

115

112



SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column Indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Thie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns Indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies In other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility Is In compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the Indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hpfipipnf^v mflx/ rpnrp<ipnt an nnnninn nrnhlpm or nnp-timp ffiilurp nf a ^innlp ^taff npr*^nn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

% # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 10 Q 1 1 119

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET DO c. \ .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MC 1 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

Mb 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III iiUMiicii [JUioUiio, iiiLriuuiiiy it^iiyiUUo dwLiviiic^o Ui 11 ic icoiUc^iiLo oi luiLfC;, ii ally. Mb 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

InU I Mb 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

Mb 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mb 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

Mc. \ 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

ivib 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

Mb 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DANBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

POPE JOHN PAUL 11 CE NITER FOR HEALTH CA
street Address:

33 LINCOLN AVE

City and State:

DANBURY CT 06810

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

120

Type of Ownership:

NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS

Survey Date:

05/16/88

SELECTED RES8DENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

Medicare Residents:

0

Medicaid Residents:

101

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/ o/

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 69 57.5 0 -1 c01 .O

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 100 83.3 on n OO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 56 46.7 by.o / O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 120 100 1 UU 77 O
f 1 .d.

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 82 68.3 DD.y

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 1 0.8 1 .4
A a4.0

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 64 53.3 07 7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.8

Residents confined to chairs. 77 64.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 66 55.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 75 62.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 13 10.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 42 35.0 27.1 31.2
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibiiities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
aeiiciency may represent an ongoing prouiem or a one-iime laiiure ot a singie sian person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 00
1 \j.i3 1 1 2*^

1 1 C.O 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximunn physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO OC..C. C. \ .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12 9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 16 3 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuiis, inciuuing religious activities ot tne resioent s cnoice, it any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

IVIQ 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DANIELSON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CANTERBURY VILLA OF DANIELSON
street Address: City and State:

65 WESTCOTT ROAD DANIELSON CT 06239

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 10/26/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Totai Residents on Day of Survey:

167

(Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niqniy speciaiizeu care ano services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 119 71.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 120 71.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 126 75.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr toilpt 167 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartia! or total loss of bowel or bladder control 109 65.3 66.9 68.2

Rp^iHpnt^ nn inHivirin?5liv writtpn hnwpi j^nH hl?iHHpr rptraininn nrnnrflm 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpciHpntc rpP'Pi\/inn tiihp fppHinnQ Ar rpnnirinn aQQiQtanr*P with patinrsriwOIUwl llo 1 COOIVM 1^ LUiJ^ l^c;UII KJl i C^^UlB II 1^ doolOlCl.! Will 1 c^dlll 1^. 70 41.9 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 57 34.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 64 38.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 97 58.1 57.4 58.4

Residents wltSi bed sores. 11 6.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 67 40.1 27.1 31.2

SVIedicaid Residents:

132
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected periormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=lEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

Al! common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DARIEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

DARIEN CONV CTR
street Address: City and State:

599 BOSTON POST ROAD DARIEN CT 06820

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 11/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

116

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not Indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or Inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring sonne or total assistance in bathing. 96 82.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 102 87.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 93 80.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 116 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 96 82.8 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retrainina oroaram 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinas or reauirina assistance with eatina 56 48.3 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 56 48.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 65 56.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 98 84.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 51 44.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

54
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING I

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a sl^illed nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
sl<in care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mk 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10 9 1 123 11 9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NUI Mbl DO 91 R

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Vi\J 1 Mt 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

WC 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MFT 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
In normal oursuits includino reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anv MFTIVIl^ 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NDT MFT 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MFTINV./ 1 IVI 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DAYVILLE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WESTVIEW CONVALESCENT CENTER INC
street Address: City and State:

WARE RD ROUTE 1 DAYVILLE CT 06241

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 02/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

90

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathino 81 90.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirino some or total assistance in dressinaB wB^ol^iif B il IkW B ^/^JU D E B 1 B^^ Wi^y B B 1 V/B WJ' Ik^AI V4wwBw fc^AI l^^^tt* U B V>B B \^*J\JH B^^ • 83 92.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Re^ident^ reauirino ^ome or total a^^istance in toiletino 75 83.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
90 100 100 77.2

Contmence

RpQiripnt^ with PAthptpr^ nr n^^rtial nr totflil Ihqq nf HawpI nr hlsiHrlpr pnntrnl 73 81.1 66.9 68.2

4 4.4 1.4 4.6

Eating

nt^oiu^iiib louc^ivniy luuc? ic;t;uiiByb ui rc^C|Uiiriny aooioianu6 wiin c^aiiny. 49 54.4 36.8 37.7

2 2.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 40 44.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 43 47.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 47 52.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 37 41.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

57
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Me\" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perfornnance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MEl/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % #IT %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning
anci tiihp fpfdinn NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MFT 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DEEP RIVER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
DEEP RIVER CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

78 WEST ELM ST DEEP RIVER CT 06417

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 30 PROPRIETARY 03/23/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

30

Medicare Residents:

0

Medicaid Residents:

19

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 23 76.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 25 83.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 23 76.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 30 100 100
-7-7 n77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 21 70.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 1 3.3
-4 A
1 .4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 11 36.7 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 3.3 1 .0 0.4

Residents confined to chairs. 8 26.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 15 50.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 17 56.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 16 53.3 27.1 31.2
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connpiete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected periormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
HJICTMh I

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

W fo
u
rr /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mb 1 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available \Nhen necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

IVIC 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal Dursuits includina reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anv1 1VI 1 lUI WUI ^W) II WUII IXj 1 V ll\JI\^ VIW VI V 1 VI \J 1 VI IVi/ 1 \irwIVI NiT 1 1 V W Wl 1Vl WViT j 1 1 Wtl IT* MFT 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DERBY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
DERBY NURSING HOME

street Address: City and State:

CHATFIELD ST DERBY CT 06418

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 121 PROPRIETARY 03/03/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

118

ly/ledicare Residents:

78

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp«iifipnt<% rf^nuirina <iomp or total a^si<?tance in bathina 98 83.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp9idpnt<? rpouirina some or total assistance in dressina 98 83.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rpsirlpnts rpniiirinn somp or total assistanpp in toilptinn
1 I^OIU 1 to 1 ^VJUIt II lU Owl 1 1w wl LCtI dOOlO Ldl l\>^ 111 Iwl 1^ III IM 84 71.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

luu ur luiici. 118 100 100 77.2

Continence

RoQiHontQ \A/ith path^torQ or nartisl nr tr»tal Iacc r*f hr\\A/ol nr KlaHHor pnntrniricoiudiio Willi uciii icid o \j\ pcii iidi \J\ ivjidi ivjoo wi u\JWc^i ui uidviUd ^.«uiiiiui< 92 78.0 66.9 68.2

rvc^oiuc^i iio uii 11 luiviuudiiy wiiiit?!) uuvvc;! diiu uidUUol ic^udniiiiy piuyidiii. 5 4.2 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiuenis receiving luue leeoings or recjuiring assisiance wiin eaiing. 42 35.6 36.8 37.7

v^uiiipieieiy ucuidoi rcoiuciiis. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 74 62.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 63 53.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 68 57.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 12 10.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 19 16.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

0
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DERBY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MARSHALL LANE MANOR

street Address: City and State:

101 MARSHALL LANE DERBY CT 06418

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 11/17/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

ly/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

nipniy speciaiizeu care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 78 65.5 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 26 21.8 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 4 3.4 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih or tnilpt 8 6.7 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 10 8.4 19.4 59.1

Rssidents on individur^llv writtpn howpl and hiaddpr rptraininn nrnnram 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receivina tuhp fppriinos or rpmiirinn a^^i^taripp with patinn 3 2.5 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 1 0.8 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 1 0.8 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 28 23.5 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.8 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 0.8 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

99
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

ft % nTr %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

IVId 1 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MFTIVIQ 1 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Ivit 1 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DURHAM CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

DOGWOOD ACRES
street Address: City and State:

RR DURHAM CT 06422

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 29 PROPRIETARY 01/20/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

28

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niqniy speciaiizeo care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 24 85.7 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 18 64.3 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 18 64.3 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih ftr tnilpt 20 71.4 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or Dr^rtial or total loss of howel or bladder control 22 78.6 19.4 59.1

Rp^ifipnt^ on inrlivirliirtllv writtpn hnwpl ?inH hlaHfipr rptraininn nrnnram
1 l^OIU^I 1 lO Wl 1 II IVJI V IvJUClil y VT l l LI^I I Ik/w VVwI dl IvJ liJIClVJVJ 1 w 11 dl i III 1^ Ml Cll 1 1 •

0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

RpQirlpntQ rpppiwinn tiihp fppHinnc r\r r^niiirinn QQcictfinp^ with ^stinnriC7oiwM?i HO 1 C7i^dvii 1^ luuc i^o \Ji i w^ull ii ciooioicii will 1 cdiii i^* 9 32.1 5.4 29.3

ComDietelv bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 6 21.4 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 5 17.9 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 16 57.1 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 28 100 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

27
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected perfornnance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an oncioing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNdllUnal ncot^droil wOUllOII, iNallOndl MUduciiiy Ui OUItrilUco.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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DURHAM CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
TWIN MAPLES HOME INC

street Address: City and State:

NEW HAVEN RD DURHAM CT 06422

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 44 PROPRIETARY 01/15/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

41

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 8 19.5 7Q nfo.o

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 22 53.7 net c lO. 1

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 19 46.3 ctn ADO.

4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 25 61.0 na ~7
oo. / DD.U

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 39 95.1 i Q /I
1 y.4 oy. 1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 n n R 1D. 1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 25 61.0 0.4 OQ n

Completely bedfast residents. 39 95.1 o.D

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 41 100 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 1 2.4 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 17 41.5 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 34.1 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

37
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MPT

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana tuoe leeaing. Mb I
n n 0 4 7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mt 1

oo Q 7 / 'to 1 Q 7
1 O. /

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
IVIC 1 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal oursuits includina reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anv MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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EAST HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
BURNSIDE CONV HME

street Address: City and State:

870 BURNSIDE AVE EAST HARTFORD CT 06108

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 08/19/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

88

iVIedicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp<;iH<=nt«i rpniiirinn <;rtmp nr tntal a^i^ititanrp in hathinallCOIVJ^llLO IwVJUIIIIDU Owl 1 \J\ \.\Jim dOOIOldl III WdllllllUi 65 73.9 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp^irlpnt<i rpniiirinn ^omp nr total a^<5i^tancG in cirp<;sina
1 l^OlvlwlllO 1 WUUII II lU owl 1 Iw wl iWkCLI dOOIOldllWw III WIWOOIllw> 68 ll.Z 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^irlpnt^ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr tntal a^^i^tanpp in tnilptinn
1 IwOIVJwIllO 1 CvWUil 11 lu Owl 1 Iw wl ICll uOOIOldllWw III IwllwLIIIM* 59 67.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or iOII6l. 88 100 100 77.2

Continence

RociHontc \A/ithi r^sithotorc r\T rtftrtisi t^^tal I^gc r*f hr^\A/ol r\T hIaHHor /^r^ntr/^lilcolUc^lilo will 1 Ucllllc;l^lo Ul pdi UCll \J\ lUlO.1 lUoo Ul UUVVt^l Ul UlClUUc;! OUMUUI. 54 61.4 66.9 68.2

rtt7biUc;iuo uii II lUtviLiuaiiy wiiiiuii uuw^i ctiiu ulauuc?! it^uciiiiiiiy piuyidiii. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiusnis receiving luue leeaings or recfUiring assisxance wixn eaiing. 28 31.8 36.8 37.7

1 1.1 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 41 46.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 46 52.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 50 56.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 48 54.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

69
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, coiostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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EAST HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

RIVERSIDE HEALTH CARE FACILITY
street Address: City and State:

745 MAIN ST EAST HARTFORD CT 06108

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 360 PROPRIETARY 12/03/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

345

l\/ledicare Residents:

4

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

% % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 301 87.2 78.8 81 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 292 84.6 80.0 on o83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 249 72.2 d9.o
70 07o.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 345 100 lUU f 1 .d.

Continence

1^ _ 1 1 Xl _X _J.*_I AJ-II ft I II II 1 1

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 237 68.7 66.9 CO 0

a *l**l II * 1 1 III II
Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 110 31.9 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 18 5.2 0.4

Residents confined to chairs. 220 63.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 92 26.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 205 59.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 21 6.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 72 20.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

311
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# /o # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET ^ 1

\C\ A
1 U.'f 1 P.RO

1 OO^ 17ft
1 / .O

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET do OO r\
d\i.\J

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET oo ICO

1 D.o 1 QQQ
1 ooy 1/1714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET ou 1 M-.y oof ft OO.d

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q ft1O 1 D ft fto.o

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, inciuoing religious aciivities ot tne resiaent s cnoice, it any. MET O 1 1 o.o 1 r>QQ

1 *jyy lift
1 1 .o

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET i 7 R A 1 97n 10 4
1 O.'t

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET ^O 114
1 1 .M- 1 91 ft

1 ^ 1 Q 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET oo 1 041 1 1 n

1 1 .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET O 1 tLO.C. 141 0
1 H 1 O 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 1 VP 7 Q 1 4nft 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 3Q 6 2340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MOT |J(CT 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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EAST HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ST ELIZABETH HEALTH CENTER
street Address: City and State:

51 APPLEGATE LANE EAST HARTFORD CT 06108

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 02/05/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Totai Residents on Day of Survey:

177

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

nooiUclllo 1 <c7iL^UH 11 ly oUill^ Ul lUldl a,ooioio.noc? Ill Udllllliy. 149 84.2 7R ft ft1

Dressing

RoGiHontc roni lirinn CAmo nr tntal ^CQictftnn^ in HrocQinnla^OlUC^I llO IC^UlllllU OOI 1 IC \Ji IKJlw dOOlOldl Iv/C? Ill UlwOOlliy. 156 88.1 80 0

Tolietlrsg

iRociiHontc rotfii lirinn cnmo nr tntf^l fkccictsn^o in finiBotinnr«c?oiut?nio i^i^uiniiy ouiiic? ui luiai aoo8oi.o.iiOc^ iti lUiiitjiBny. 147 83.1 7*1 R

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or toiiei. 176 99.4 100 77 2

Continence

nesiuenis wun caineiers or paniai or loiai loss ot uowei or Diauuer coniroi. 147 83.1

riesiaenis on inuiviauaiiy wrinen oowei anu oiaooer retraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4 6

Eating

nesiaenis receiving luoe leeoings or recjuiring assistance witn eating. 40 22.6 'Ifi ft 7

vompieieiy Deaiasi resiuenis. 0 0.0 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 101 57.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 60 33.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 102 57.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 17 9.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 35 19.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

132
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies Immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation, "t^et" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne TaCiiiiy uses a sysiem tnai aSourca luii ariQ C/Urnpicic accuuruiiiy ui icoiuciiia

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the
^^atiAnsil RAQti£irr*h r^niinr^it M^^tinnsl ApiiH^mv/ of ^pi^onr'^ic

MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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EAST HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

TALMADGE PARK HEALTHCARE
street Address: City and State:

TALMADGE AVE EAST HAVEN CT 06512

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 03/17/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

57

l\Aedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

R(i<?ident<5 rGouirina some or total assistance in bathina 38 66.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirino some or total assistance in dressina1 1wwl vl 1 Lw 1 wU VII I 1 1 WW I 1 1w wl iw iul vtwwiwIW 1ww III \Ji 1 wwwl 1 I^J ' 38 66.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents renuirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1wwivlwl 1 Lw i wvl Ul 1 1 1 iU WW 1 i 1w \J% Ivli Clwwlw Idl ww ill 1w Wl 1 lU > 27 47.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui lUll^l. 57 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^idpnt^ with rathptpr^ nr nflrtial nr total Io^q of howpl nr hlaHdpr pnntrni1 iwOIVJwl llw Will 1 wdll IdOl O wl k^Cll Ifdl wl llx/ldl l\./ww wl ItJV^VVwl ^^1 ki/IClU\.lwl wwl 1 il wi> 28 49.1 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ on inHi\/iHiiAll\/ writtpn Hoxa/pI anrl KlaHH^r rotraininn oronramit^oiu^i iLo wii iiiuiviLJuciiiy wii iLci 1 uuwc^i ai \\j uiduuc^i i oil dii in \J^i cii 1 1. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nc^oiudiio ic^ut7ivniy lUUc; locUliiyo Ui ic^LjUHliiy ctoololailUc; Wlui ^alliiy. 11 19.3 36.8 37.7

Coinn|ptpl\/ hpHffiQt rpQiHontQ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 18 31.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 20 35.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 28 49.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 3.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 5 8.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

34
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
oeTiciency may represeni an ongoing prouiem or a one-iime laiiure ot a singie biaii perbon.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET c. 1

\Ci A
1 OO^ 1 7 R

1 / .0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET on r\

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET ICQ

1 D.O 1 ooy 14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET \ 4.y 00/ R 0

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Q A4.0 Ol D Q R

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, inciuuing religious aciiviiies ot me resiueni s cnoice, it any. NOT MET Q7 IRQ

1 O.O 1 uyy 1 1 R
1 1 .0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET i 7

1 / A A 1 97n
\ d\j 1 vj.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET CO \-\ A 1^10 1 0 Q
1 <i.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Q0 A C\

\ U4 1 1 1 .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 1 cXi.c. 1 M- 1

0

\ 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D 7 Q
1 M-UO 1 4.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET \J\J 2340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MPT 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ENFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ENFIELD NURSING CENTER
street Address: City and State:

612 HAZARD AVE ENFIELD CT 06082

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 130 PROPRIETARY 05/13/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

125

Medicare Residents:

6

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niC)riiy opct-tlallZcu C/aic ariU bc^iVIOco.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 111 88.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 117 93.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 102 81.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 125 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 95 76.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually writtpn howpl and hiaddpr rptraininn nrnnram 1 0.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^ldpnts rpppix/inn tiihp fppHinn^ or rpniiirinn aQQi^tanpp with patinn 44 35.2 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 71 56.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 79 63.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 74 59.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 8 6.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sidn care. 78 62.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

89
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning
Mr»T MPT 22 10 9 1123 11 9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MFT 91 R

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MC i 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ENFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PARKWAY PAVILION HEALTH CARE
street Address: City and State:

1157 ENFIELD ST ENFIELD CT 06082

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 140 PROPRIETARY 12/15/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

135

lUledicare Residents:

23

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /O /o

Bathing

n^olU^illo lc^v.|Ulilliy oUMIc; Ul lUldl doololdllw^? Ill UdU III ly

.

112 83.0 78 R 81 5

Dressing

n^olU^^lllo itjv.|Ulilliy oUillc^ Ul lUldl doololdliot^ iii Uioooiiiy. 112 83.0 80 0 8*? ?

Toileting

rlcolUclUo icvfUlllliy bUlllt; (Ji lUldl dbolblallUc III lUllcUliy. 92 68.1 7"^ a

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 135 100 1001 \jyj 77 ?

Continence

ri6oia6nis wiin Cdineisrs or pdnidi or loxdi loss Of uowoi or oiduosr conirot. 71 52.6 68 2

nesiuenis on inaiviuuaiiy wriuen uowei ano Diaaoer reiraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4 6

Eating

piesiaenis receiving luoe leeaings or requiring assistance witn eating. 55 40.7 '^7 7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 75 55.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 68 50.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 121 89.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 25 18.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

110
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirement!> a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the seventy or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

Tunciioning lo prevent loss oi aDiiiiy lO waiK or move ireeiy, aeiormnies ana paraiysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

ine recommenueu aieiary allowances or ine rooa ana iNUinuoti DUciru ui iite

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
siPforHinn tn thp inctriiptinnQ r^f thPi flttpnHinn nh\/cir*ianCIOI./V./I \Jll lU \.\J 11 IC7 II iOll UOllVJi lo \Jl LI IC dlld lUII IM Ml lyolOICll 1.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 1 1.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
pnnHitinn

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 oy.D O >1
"7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ENFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
ST JOSEPH RESIDENCE

street Address: City and State:

1365 ENFIELD ST ENFIELD CT 06082

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 84 NON-PROFIT OTHER 06/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

80

l\/ledicare Residents:

1

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reaulrina some or total assistance in bathina 79 98.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 54 67.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 I^OIUwl llw I wVlUII II lU OWI 1 Iw \Jt ^wvwil UiJOIwilUI Iww II 1 iWllwLII Ig* 47 58.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui lUllt^l. 80 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripntQ with r?sthptpr^ nr n;^rtiAl nr tntal In^Q nf hnwpl nr hl^iHripr pnntrniiiwoim^Biio Willi ooLi lOLc^i o \ji |Jcii iicii \ji \.\j\ai Kjt uuwd v^i uiciLJLic^i v^^^l III vjii 48 60.0 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ on inHiwiHi iaIIw \A/rittpn Ho\a/pI s^nrl KlftHHpr rptraininn nronrarnricoii.ic;i Ho ^11 11 iLii V iLiudiiy wi 1 iic^i 1 L/Liwc7I ai iLi uidLiuc?! 1 t^ii dii ill lu pi wui di 1 1. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ric^olUc::!! ILo i^Uc^lVliiy lUUc; ic^tfUliiyo Ui ic7L|Uliniy dobloldi Willi c^dUliy. 3 3.7 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 35 43.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 26 32.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 15 18.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 17 21.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

72
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at thie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and 'Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not IVIet" means the facility

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

Taciiiiy must meet, i nere are over ouu separate requiremenis. i rie inTorrnaiioii prebenieu

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 lie loUllliy Uooo d oyololll Uicll dooUl^o lull dllU OUI 1 ipiclc; ctOOUUl llll KJ\ loolUdllo

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

t:acn resiueni wno nas proDiems wiin Dowei ana Diaaaer control is proviaea witn

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNaiionai nescarcii i^ouncii, iNdiioriai MoaUctiiy ui ot/icrit/ca.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ESSEX CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PETTIPAUG MANOR
street Address: City and State:

63 SOUTH MAIN ST ESSEX CT 06426

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 49 PROPRIETARY 04/20/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

49

ly/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/ %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance In bathing. 25 51.0 /lO o fo.o

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 16 32.7 0K).0 to. 1

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 12 24.5 CO ADO.

4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 14 28.6 OD. / DD.U

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 12 24.5 1 y.4

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 b.l

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 5 10.2 0.4 d.\d.o

completely uedtast residents. 0 0.0 'X ft

Residents confined to chairs. 2 4.1 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 6 12.2 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 12 24.5 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 2 4.1 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

37
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of sun/ey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

W A» w /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luoe leeuing. Mtl 1 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MFTIVIC 1 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mb 1 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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FAIRFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CAROLTON CHRONIC CONV HME
street Address: City and State:

400 MILL PLAIN RD FAIRFIELD CT 06430

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 219 PROPRIETARY 11/18/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

210

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 190 90.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 191 91.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 172 81.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih r%r trtil^t 210 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 154 73.3 66.9 68.2

Rp^iflpnt^ nn inriix/ifiiiAllv writtpn hnwpl anH hl?*riHpr rptrpininn nrnnram 1 0.5 1.4 4.6

Eating

F^PQiHpntQ rpr^piv/inn tiiHp fppHinriQ or ri^niiirinn £iccict£)nr>o \A/itki ostinn 121 57.6 36.8 37.7

CoiTiDlet^lv bedfast re^idPntQ 3 1.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 89 42.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 108 51.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 135 64.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 33 15.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

46
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Me\" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

Tacniiy musi riiGSi. i ricic drc ovwr ouvj oupdrciic rcmjirciiiciiib. iiic iiiiuiiiiauuii picociiicu

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tinat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

Xho Mcoc Q o\/ctom that acciiroc fi ill anH r^r^mnlf^tfi arr^rii intinn r\i rPQiHpntQ'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the
Nstinnal Rf^Qf^arph r^fMinr*il Nlfttinnsl ApsiHprnx/ of ^piprppc MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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FAIRFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

JEWISH HOME FOR THE ELDERLY
street Address: City and State:

175 JEFFERSON ST FAIRFIELD CT 06432

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 240 NON-PROFIT PRIVATE 03/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

239

{Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirlna some or total assistance in bathina 141 59.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 150 62.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletinaV 1 ^1 1 1 V villi \^ ^^^^1 1 1 \^ 1 W^4l ^^^1 w\^\^ III 1 1 \^ ^11 1 118 49.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

156 65.3 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with nathptprs or Orirtlfli or total loss of hnwpl or hlaHripr mntrni 133 55.6 66.9 68.2

Rpsidpnts on inHix/idimllv writtpn howpl sinH hlarJHpr rptrsiininn nrnnrami^oivjd iio \ji I II iuivi\JVJCiiiy vviiiic?ii u^vvd cui ivJ LjicivJUd 1 v7li dii III lu L/iWMBdi'i- 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rpppi\/inn tiiHo fooHinnc nr roniiirinn siccictanr^o \A/ith oafinn 46 19.2 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 77 32.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 33 13.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 145 60.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 1.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 39 16.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

180
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Exceot in a medical emeraencv a resident is not transferred or discharaed nor is^ III w( III \^ III \^ 1 \^ 1 1 ^y y J w4 1 w 1 xjI \^ 9 \ \ 1w 1 1 V iw i \^ i i \ji ^y i \^ i ^^^y i i ^ii | i i i i \j

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of l<in or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident rereive^i rif5il\/ npr<5nnal hvnienp nppHpri tn fl<i<iiirp p|panlinp«;^ nnnri

skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who ha<i oroblems with bowel and bladder control is orovided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hofi/^ion^v/ mav/ roorocont an /~»nnr»inn nr/^hlom f\r a Ano-timo failiir^ r\i 51 Qinnl^ Qtaff n^rQonUwl iuic;l luy 1 1 iciy I "pi Voci 11 cii 1 \Ji 1^ ^1 uuioi 1 1 xji a Kji ic? ill i ic idiiui c \ji ck on <^ic oicii ov^i i.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y 1 1
1 1 Q
1 1 .v7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO Od-.d.

o-i c

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

Mb 1 1 P Q

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16 3 1389

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14 9 587 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III iiuriiidi puibuiio, iriuiuuiriy rciiyiuuo aoiiviiico ui uic icoiucru o uiioicc, ii any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care pian for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

Mt 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NUI Mt 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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FAIRFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NO FAIRFIELD GERI CTR INC
street Address: City and State:

118 JEFFERSON ST FAIRFIELD CT 06432

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 112 PROPRIETARY 02/29/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Totai Residents on Day of Survey:

107

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

nigniy speciaiizeu care ana servioes.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 88 82.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring sorne or total assistance in dressing. 107 100 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 73 68.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih nr tnllpt 107 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 85 79.4 66.9 68.2

R^^iripnt^ nn inrli\/irjijf)ll\/ writtpn hnwpl anH hlfiHHpr rptr?jininn nrnnram1 I'wwIVJwI 1 \Jt t 11 lUl V iVlUCIIiy VVl 1 li^l 1 Ih/V^WC'l C4l l\J ImIICIVJvIwI I W 11 dll III lU L^l WMI Cll 1
0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^iirlpnt<5 rpr^pivinn tiahp fppriinnQ nr rponirinn siQQiQtsinpp with Pfltinni I'CrOl'Uli^l llv> lO^dvBIIU lUuC IO%7LJIitiMO KJt G C7<LIUSI II OOOlOldi IwC? Willi C7Gilll IU> 27 25.2 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 19 17.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 25 23.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 48 44.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 6.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 13 12.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

17
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be coaected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is In compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient In the Indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder. These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne Taciiiiy uses a sysiern inax assures lUii ana cornpieie accouniing ox resioenis

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transfen'ed or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information prer- anted

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

lEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % ft %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinl^ing is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
WOT NylpT 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Remtrsder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the Stale ombudsman.
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FARMINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CARE MANOR OF FARMINGTON
street Address: City and State:

SCOTT SWAMP ROAD FARMINGTON CT 06032

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 03/07/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

116

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 104 89.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 110 94.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 99 85.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih r>r toilpt 116 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 91 78.4 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder retrainino oroaram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinas or reouirina a^si^tanre with eatinn1W^IUw 1 1 I x^WWI VII lU I^'h' I W 1 1 l%Jw \Jt 1 U II 11 lU CiOwlw lC4i w VV 1 LI I ^d LM 1^ •
37 31.9 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 66 56.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 25 21.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 88 75.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 6.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 44 37.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

67
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

i III. rii 1 ix A' r '1x1
The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and pliysical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected peilormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinf^tlnninn fn nrevpnt In^^ of <?hilitv to walk or move frselv deformities and oaralvsis
1 Ul 1W 11 III iVJ K\J fJl W V 1 I l\mfv^ \J 1 UL/I illy ivy WW Wl l\ VI 1 I '\J W Kf II WW 1 y | V>lW 1 Wl I I 1 I 11VW Ul t\JI Ul J SJt\Jm

NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rerommenderi dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the11 1^ 1 wWl 1 11 1 1 1 VJvVl \J iw im y ul IV WW vll i w \y 1 11 IV^ 1 Ul < 1 tU 11 1 11 Vi/I t^/Wl U W I 11 v

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 1 1.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 A A r\
14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 A A C\
14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET oU on a OA 1

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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FARMINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
FARMINGTON CONV HME

street Address: City and State:

ROUTE 6 FARMINGTON CT 06032

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 130 PROPRIETARY 01/15/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

122

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % %/o /o

Bathing

Rp^iHpnt<i rpniiirinn ^nmp or tntfil /^^^i^^tanpp in hathinn
1 IwOlU^I 1 lO 1 ^UUII 1 1 IM vVi/l lie \Jl \.\J Ldl CtOOIOlCll Iwe III Ik^dll III 'H 78 63.9 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp«;ir)pnt^ rpniiirinn ^r>mp nr tntfll a^^i^tanpp in drp^^inn
1 IC70IVJd 1 lO 1 ^ULIII II lU O^l 1 1^ \JI IV^ Ldl dOOIOldl Iw^ II 1 \JI ^OOII IM* 69 56.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

RpciHpntQ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal a^^i^tanpp in tnilptinn 59 48.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

luu or lOiiei. 122 100 100 77.2

Continence

ricolUcI ilo Willi Odlllcilcib Ui [Jdl lldl Ul IvJldl lUob Ul UvJWcl Ui UldUUci UUilUUI. 72 59.0 66 9 68.2

nesiaenis on inuiviuudiiy wrixien uowei anu uiauuer reiraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4 6

Eating

nesiaenis receiving luue reeaings or requiring assistance witn eating. 41 33.6 ^fi 8 91 7

^ompieieiy DeuTasi resiaenis. 0 0.0 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 41 33.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 35 28.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 71 58.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 4.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 11 9.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

71
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the Stale and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MC. 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING E

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, coiostomy/iieostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET lu.y 1 1 £.0 1 i Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10 4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MFT 1P Q

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
iVnc 1 1 w>0 1 00\7 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MPT 14 Q

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MPT 9 4 5 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal Dursuit*; includino reliaiou<? activities of the resident'*? choice if anv MFT 37 18 3 10991 \J \J \J 11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician. MFT 17 8 4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MFT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MOT MFT 8 4 0 1041 11.0

Al! essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition. NOT MFT 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey ace available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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FORESTVILLE CT

NURSING HOME PROFILE
NEW FORESTVILLE HEALTH AND REHAB CTR

street Address: City and State:

23 FAIR ST FORESTVILLE CT 06010

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 03/30/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirlna some or total assistance in bathina 115 96.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina. 113 95.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirino some or total assistance in toiletina1 1 V^^^I^AV^l 1 K\J Vi Wall II I^S v^^* 1 K\Jkt \Jl\J^Jt\J WJ^t III fc\^l l^i^ KM 1 BNJ • 105 88.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui lUllc^l. 119 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^lripnts with rathpfprs or Drirtirii or total In^^ of hnwpi or hiaridpr rnntrnl 98 82.4 66.9 68.2

Rp^iripnt^ nn inriix/iriiiallu writtpn hovi/pl and hiadrlpr rptraininn nrnnram1 iwoiviwiiio \jt 1 II V luuciii y miit^ii wjw^i tuityji uiciuuwi i wii an iii iM wi V./MI cii 1 1« 1 0.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncoi\Jc;iiio 1 t^i./^ivii ly luut^ ic^uiiiyo ui i^L|Uiiiiiy dooloilaiioc^ Willi cdUiiy^ 65 54.6 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv berlfaQt r@^irlent<% 2 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 88 73.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 94 79.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 103 86.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 18 15.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 36 30.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

108
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected v\;ithin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinrtlnnlnn to nrevent lns«; of abilitv to walk or move freelv deformities and oaralvsis
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 U.4 1662 1 7.D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rprommenried dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9
f— O "7
587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 A C4.0 olb o co.o

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET Of

-1 o o
1 o.o i Annluyy A An .b

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 1 /

O A0.4 AO A
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET i.6
AAA
1 1 .4 1 d.'d

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET QO 4.U 1 U4 1

A A n11 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET C -1

01 DC O A A A O14 lo A A CI
1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET lb / .y
A A r\Ql4Uo A A d

1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET or^ oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GLASTONBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

1175 HEBRON AVENUE GLASTONBURY CT 06033

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 30 PROPRIETARY 02/10/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

5

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 5 100 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 5 100 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 4 80.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 4 80.0 100 77.2

Continence

Resident*? with catheters or Dr)rtir)l or total lo^9 of howpi or hiariripr control1 l^OlUwl 1 will 1 wuil Iwi^l w Wl LIdl wl LWLCil IWww wl l^wW^I Wl UIQUUwl 1 LI Wl< 4 80.0 66.9 68.2

Rp^idpnt^ on inriivirlii^llv writtpn hnwpl anri hl^^HHpr rptraininn nronram
1 I^OIVIwl 1 1 II l\JI V IVJUCll 1 ¥ VV 1 1 Llwl 1 L^WVV^I Cll IVJ UlClUUd 1 C 11 Clll III IM Ml wMI Cll 1 I* 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntc rpppiv/inn tiiKp fporiinnc or rpniiirinn acQictsinpfi with isfttinnriC70)\Jv7l Ho 1 vSOwlVII 1^ luUC! ICf^LIII I^O \J\ 1 CLfUII II 1^ dOOlOlCll will 1 %?Cllll 2 40.0 36.8 37.7

CoflTiDletelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 5 100 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 2 40.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 20.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 20.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

0
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey. ^ ^^^^^^^^^
Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

W o/
/o ff

o/vo

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luoe leeoing. Mb 1 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
INU 1 IVlt 1 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NDT MFTINW 1 IVI^ 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NDT MFT
1 1 IVI I 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GLASTONBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SALMON BROOK CONV HME
street Address: City and State:

72 SALMON BROOK DR GLASTONBURY CT 06033

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 11/04/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

118

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 93 78.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressino 108 91.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletinaI IN^X^iVIN^I I 1 Si'VIWII 11 I^S v^/l 1 IVi' ^^1 hlaCI VAwwIWWV&l IB I ^^^IIN^^II 1 a 93 78.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih c\f tnil^t 118 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with fiathpters or Drirtini nr total In^^ Af howel nr hiarlrlpr rnntrni 94 79.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on indix/iHiiallv written hnwel anri hlarlHpr rfatrflininn r>rnnramI ICOIVJ^IIIO VJi 1 11 IVJIVIUUCliiy Wl 1 kJWWOI Cll \J\Ci\J^\JsS\ l dll Ifll 3U LJIUuldllK 1 0.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents reppivinn tiihp fppHinriQ nr rpniiirinn stQcictiinop u/ith patinrii icoivj^i Ho ic;v./dviii^ luuc icc^uiii^o \j\ i c^w^uii ii dooioldi lO'c Willi odllllU- 40 33.9 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 4 3.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 64 54.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 62 52.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 70 59.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 13 11.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 24 20.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

56
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented
below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The faciiity ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed.

MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

faciSity every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical
fiinr'tirtninn in nrov/ont Incc r\i aHilitv to u/alk r\r mr\\/^ fr^^lv/ HpformitiPQ JinH nAr^iv/Qi^lUi iW/UUMli ly lU fji^vc/iii lUoo yJi dUiiiiy iv/ WaiiV \j\ iiiuvc? liooiy, uc^iwiiiiiiicso cii lu |Jciiciiyoio.

MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Soefific «5elf-helD devices are available when necessarv
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
tho r<^r»ommfinH^H Hi^tarv flllnvA/anr'^Q r»f thf^ PnnH ?inH Niitritinn RnprH nf thp
11 ic 1 c^L^i 1 11 1 Id ivjou Liiv7icii y diiLiwdi i^co kji 11 to r cii tu i ii i ukji i u'uoli \j ii

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 A A

11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
accordina to the instructions of the attendina ohvsician1 1^3 *l 1%^ 111W KM ^1^^ ^1^^ 1 l^# 1 ^1 1^^ ^ 1 1 111 |v B 1 y ^^l^^lV&l 1 *

MET 17 8.4 1270 A A13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1 .4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 A r\ A A1041 A A e\11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 A A A n1413 A A C\14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9
A Ar\Q1408 A A n14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET on OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GREENWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GREENWICH LAURELTON NURSING HOME
street Address: City and State:

1188 KING STREET GREENWICH CT 06830

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 75 PROPRIETARY 11/10/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

72

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 55 76.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 63 87.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1 wl^l^^ 1 1 1 V|U 11 1 1 1VJ 1 1 1 iv4l wwlw Ibil 1 III L^^l 1 kl 1 1^4 56 77.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih r»r t/^ilotlUU Ui lUllc;l. 72 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^irlpntQ with f^athptprQ nr nprtipl nr tntfll Ioqq of howpl or hli^rlHpr pontrniriCOILld Ho Willi Wdlllddo \Jl ^Ql lldl \Ji 1\JICII I^JOO \Ji UWW^I \Jl UlClUvIC?! wwllllwl> 49 68.1 66.9 68.2

nt^oiUcjIllo \Jl\ 11 lUIViUUciny wnilc^ll UUWc;l dllU UldUUt^i lC7ualllliiy |JiUyialll. 1 1.4 1.4 4.6

Eating

r\t/oiu^Biio ici/c^iviiiy luuc; i^c^uiiiyb ui ic;i^uiririy aboibiaiiu^ Willi ^duriy. 17 23.6 36.8 37.7

f^AimnlptPlv hpflfAct rAciriontc 2 2.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 23 31.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 22 30.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 22 30.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 31 43.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

70
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Mei" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not IVIet" means the facility

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
l\/IET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

HEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed.

IV1ET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. tVlET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of l<in or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET d\ lU.4 1do2 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET i4.y CO"? c o6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y 4.b o 1 b o.b

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET of 1 Q o

1 uyy 1 1 .D

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET •\ -J 0.4 1 ^/u 1 O /I

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do i 1 /I
1 1 .4 1 O Q

1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo 4.U 1 U41 1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 1

OK O
1 4 1 O

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 A
1 D 7 Q

1 4UO i /I Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET Os7.D 94 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GREENWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GREENWICH WOODS HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

1165 KING ST P.O. BOX 178 GREENWICH CT 06831

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 02/25/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

147

{Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 93 63.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina. 101 68.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 94 63.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

135 91.8 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartiai or total loss of bowel or bladder control 87 59.2 66.9 68.2

Re^ifipnt^ on indix/idupllx/ writtpn hnwpl and hladrlpr rptraininn nrnnrflmI 1w<0IUGI 1 iw Wl 1 11 lUI V IVJUdl 1 jr VV 1 1 Lid 1 \J\J^^^\ Cll IxJ 1 ^ LI Cll 1 III IW Wl wM 1 Cll 1 ! 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^iripnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fppdinnQ nr rpmiirinn flQQiQtflnop with patinnll^OIVJdlLO I^W^IVIII^ LULIO ICOvlll IMO Ul 1 CVfUII II IM OOOlOlCll IO\? Willi Cdlll IM> 72 49.0 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 2 1.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 87 59.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 104 70.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 83 56.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 19 12.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 51 34.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

57
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full sun/ey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GREENWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
NATHANIAL WITHERELL

street Address: City and State:

70 PARSONAGE RD GREENWICH CT 06830

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 200 LOCAL GOVERNMENT 08/17/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

198

(Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 154 77.8 7Q QlO.O OH CO 1 .O

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 174 87.9 DO O

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 132 66.7 CO oDy.o 1 O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 198 100 lUU "77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 120 60.6 act. QDD.y CQ O

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 i A A C4.D

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 56 28.3 OC Q
ob.cj

07 7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.5 1 .o

Residents confined to chairs. 112 56.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 75 37.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 88 44.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 5.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 49 24.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

103
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and 'Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the Slate and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNationai nesearcn uouncii, rNaiionai Acaoemy or ociences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GROTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

FAIRVIEW
street Address: City and State:

STARR HILL RD GROTON CT 06340

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 NON-PROFIT OTHER 06/24/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

l\Aedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 120 100 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 65 54.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 57 47.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 116 96.7 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheter*; or oartial or total lo<5«5 of howpl or hIadHpr rontrol 63 52.5 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv writtpn hnwpl and hladdpr rptraininn nrnnram1 iNi^^^i vix^ 1 1 iw wii iiiviiviuudiiy vv 1 1 1 1^1 1 u\j vv^i cii lu L^mvju wi i ciii iii im mi wM' cii 1 1< 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^ldpnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fppHinn^ or rpniiirinn a^^i^tanpp with patinn• IV^OIU^IILO IN^W^IVIIIU UUk/w IC^\JIIIUO \J\ 1 ^\JUII II lU dOOlO lul IV>^ Willi C/dllllM' 55 45.8 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 36 30.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 45 37.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 57 47.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 2.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 44 36.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

72
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not MeV means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne Taciiiiy uses a system inai assures luii ana compieie accouniing or resiuenis

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
IVIC 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

if /o If /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. Mb I 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mb 1 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
IVItl 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GROTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
GROTON F EGENCY

Street Address:

1145 POQUONNOCK RD

City and State:

GROTON CT 06340

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

178

Type of Ownersliip:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

04/07/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

166

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niyniy sp6CtaiiZ6u Care anu services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 139 83.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 103 62.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 85 51.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih nr tnilpt 166 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 86 51.8 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder rptrainina Drooram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Re^iidents recsivina tube feedino*? or rpnuirinn a^^i^tanpp with patinn 58 34.9 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 2 1.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 44 26.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 41 24.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 93 56.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 13 7.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 22 13.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

137
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the sun/ey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
fo/^iliKi mi lot m/3c^t ThiirQ rwiar f^C\r\ canoroto rant liromontc Tho infj^rmatii^^n rirocontoHTaClllly mUSl mod. I I loic ait? UVcl OUU b^paialc; I c^Ullolllclllo. Illc II IIUI 1 1 IctllUI 1 (Ji coci Ut;U

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

Tho far^ilitv iigaq a Qwctpm that aqqiitpq full anH r*nmnlptp ^ippniintinn nf rpctirlpntQ*
1 1 ic? ictoiiiiy uo\>o ci oyoidii iiidi cidwuico luii cii lu ciwwwui iiii wi i^oiudiio

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

cacn resiueni wno nas prouiems wiin Dowei ana Diaouer control is provioeo witn

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

rr A ^1 1 IT\/FAUILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GUILFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

FOWLER NURSING CENTER INC
street Address: City and State:

10 BOSTON POST RD GUILFORD CT 06437

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 02/26/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

87

l\/ledicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 63 72.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 75 86.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 64 73.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih nr toilpt 87 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 56 64.4 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder retrainina Droaram1w VI 1 vw V/l I 11 lUI V IVJ VI w4l I y VV 1 0 1 1 UV VV wl Ml IVI B^ldUUI^i 1 ^ \ t Ctl 1 II B lU 1^1 wUI dl 1 1
1 1.1 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tuhp fppdinns or rpniiirinn fl^tsi^tjinf^p with patinn1 Iw.JIVIV^I 1 I^W^IVIIIVJ IVJUC^ I^V^UII lUO \JI 1 GXJUII II lU ClwOIOldl Iw^ Willi ^ntii lu. 32 36.8 36.8 37.7

Comoleteiv bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 28 32.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 34 39.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 54 62.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 3.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 9.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

40
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a sl<illed nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^lEQUIREMENTS

NATION

w % 21

w %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

aHU lUUo TccUlliy. IVIC 1 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MFTIVIQ 1 ^ 1 .u

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mb 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET1 ^ Vp/ 1 1 VI^ 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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GUILFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WESTLAKE LODGE INC

street Address: City and State:

109 WEST LAKE AVE GUILFORD CT 06437

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 05/10/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

60

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 45 75.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 57 95.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 46 76.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 60 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or Dartia! nr total Inss nf hnwpl nr hladder rnntrol 53 88.3 66.9 68.2

Rp^iHpnt^ on inriix/iHiiPillx/ writtpn hnwpl anH hlpiHripr rptraininn nrnnr?im
1 IwOlU^I 1 LO \Jt I II lUi V lUUCll 1 y VV l l LI^I I UKJww^l dl IVJ L/IClLJuwl 1 O LI dll II 1 IM Ml wUI Oil 1 1 •

0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rpsirlpnts rpppiuinn tiihp fppHinns nr rpniiirinn assistanpp with patinn
1 I^OI^JOIIIO 1 C:\.^v7l VII lU iUUO lOC^VJII lUA wl 1 CVJUJII 11 Ih ClOOIOlCll IOv7 Willi Cdlll Im. 41 68.3 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 37 61.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 42 70.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 40 66.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 11.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 11 18.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

47
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Me\" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
oeiiciency may represent an ongoing prouiem or a one-iime laiture or a singie sian person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET oi^1 \ U.4 1 DD<i 1 7 C

1 /.D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 2d 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oo 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET •i A C\ oof

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET y A K4.0 Q1 C
CJl D O.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET OI 1 O.O 1 OQQ

1 uyy 1 1 R
1 1 .D

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET i 7
\ 1

fi A0.4 1 07r»
1 dlKj 1 Q /

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET OQC.O 11/1
1 1 .4 1 01 ft 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET od 1 r\A 1

1 U4 1 1 1 .yj

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 01 1 ^ 1

Q

1 4 1 O 1 / Q
1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D / .y 1 A r\D
1 4Uo 1 /I Q

1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET Rnou •^Q ft t04U OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

Mt 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HAMDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ARDEN HOUSE INC
street Address: City and State:

850 MIX AVE HAMDEN CT 06514

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersiiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 360 PROPRIETARY 10/27/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

355

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % a/

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 279 78.6 / O.O o 1 .0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 296 83.4 Sin r\ PQ O

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 272 76.6 CQ "aby.o / O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 355 100 1 uu

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 255 71.8 oo.y Do. /I

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 A R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 236 66.5 OD.O 07 7of .1

v^ompieieiy Deaiasx resiaenis. 8 2.3 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 160 45.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 182 51.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 223 62.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 2.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 87 24.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

242
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented
below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed.

MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

TunCiioniny lo piGvcni lubo ui auiiiiy lo wdii\ ur niuvc iicciy, ut^iuiiiiiucJo aiiu pciiaiyoio.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Rnppifip Qplf—hpin dpvipp^ ?irp availahip whpn nPCP*?^arv
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
xric rccurnnicnucu uicidry diiuwaiicoo ui uit; ruuu diiu inuuiiiuii DUdiu ui iiit:

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
accordino to the instructions of thp attpnriinn nhvsirian

NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1.4 1216 12.9

Ail common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.

D

2340 O >1 "7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HAMDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HAMDEN HEALTH CARE FACILITY
street Address: City and State:

1270 SHERMAN LANE HAMDEN CT 06514

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 10/06/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Tola! Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

Caution; A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp«iidpnt<5 rpniiirinn somp or total a<5*5istance in bathina 90 75.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp<?iripnt<? rpniiirinn <?omp or total a<?*;i^tance in dressina
1 1wOlU^I D i U 1 1 1 1 lU Owl 1 1w Wl twmi UwOlw ^C^l 1Ww III U I V>"U>wl 1 l\J • 98 82.4 80.0 83.2

TosSeting

Rp«;iripnt<5 rpniiirinn «iomp or total a"?«5i«5tance in toiletinn
1 IwOIUW 1 1 lO 1 Uli 1 1 lU Owl B 1w \J 1 WJ vdl dOwlO l.v(l 9ww III ^Wl 1w LIE • 84 70.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUMt^l. 82 68.9 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiHpntQ with p^ithptprQ nr n^rtif^i nr tntal lr*QQ nf hnwpl nr hl^^HHpr f^nntrnl 90 75.6 66.9 68.2

RpciHIpntc f\r\ inHK/iHi i£)ll\/ vA/rittpn Kr*\A/pl anH hIaHHpr rptroininn nrAoramric;oiUwi Bio uii iiiuiviuuciiiy wi iii^i i uuwd di lu uidvJUwi i di dii iii lu yji \ di 1 1. 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

nt^blUt^lllo moc:;IVIliy lUUr; Ic^^Ulliyb Ui lC7^Ul^llly dbolbldilUc? WILM ^dlliiy. 31 26.1 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 36 30.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 26 21.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 63 52.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving speciaS sicin care. 18 15.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

90
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies Immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

W /o fr /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (siiots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

IVIC 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available v\/hen necessary.
Mb 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HAMDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WHITNEY CENTER MEDICAL UNIT
street Address: City and State:

200 LEEDER HILL DR HAMDEN CT 06517

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 59 NON-PROFIT PRIVATE 06/10/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

57

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 39 68.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 44 77.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 43 75.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 57 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or Dj^rtij^l or total loss of howel or hiadrier controlI l^wlU^I llw Will 1 Ovlll IwiwI O li^m LIQI Wl LWfiCil IwOW \J\ I^WVV^I ^1 la^lClVJU^I ^Wi III Wl* 32 56.1 66.9 68.2

RG^idsnt^ on individup^llv writtpn hnwpl and hlflddpr rptraininn nrnnram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^idpnt^ rpppix/inn tuhp fppdinriQ nv rpniiirinn AQQicitnnpp with pntinn 9 15.8 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 17 29.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 25 43.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 31 54.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 7.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 14.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 A A f\
11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 1 \}.H 1 DO^ 1 / .O

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9
0-70A2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oooo ICO i OQQlocjy 14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET i /I Q
1 4.y KQ7 ft 0

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Q 0 1 0 n ftO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET Ol 1 O.O 1 uyy 11ft

1 1 .0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
NOT MET 1 1

P A 1 070 1 0 A

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET ^^ A
1 <; 1

D

1 0 Q
1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o0 A (\ 1 ^\A^

1 UM- 1
1 1 r»

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 1 1 1

0

1 4 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 o 7 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET ftO\J\J 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HAMDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WHITNEY MANOR CONV CTR
street Address: City and State:

2798 WHITNEY AVENUE HAMDEN CT 06518

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 02/18/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

145

Medicare Residents:

1

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reaulrina some or total assistance in bathina 126 86.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reaulrina some or total assistance in dressinaV V \^ 1 \^ 1 1 B %J \^ 1 B 1 1 1 \^ ^^^^ 111 1 ^IL^^^^ B W4 1 B \^ III Vi H 1 1 \^ « 131 90.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reaulrina some or total assistance In toiletlna 109 75.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti iK r\r tAilot 145 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripnt^ with rathptpr«! nr nflrtial nr tntal ln<;Q nf hnwpl nr hIaHdpr pnntrni 92 63.4 66.9 68.2

Rp^iripntQ nn indi\/iHimll\/ writtpn hnwpl sinH hlaHrlpr rptrflininn nrnnram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

44 30.3 36.8 37.7

4 2.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 67 46.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 71 49.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 76 52.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 2.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 53 36.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

77
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mb 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1f) Q 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO £. 1 .0

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MFT 26 12.9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Mb 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

ivic: 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
IVICI 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in nnrmsil niirQiiitQ inpliirlinn rplininiiQ flPtivitipQ nf thp rpQiHpnt'Q phr»ipp if snx/III 1 lUI 1 1 ICll LJUIOUIIO, II IVi/IUull lU I^IIUI^..fUO GOIIVIIICO \J\ 11 lO ICOIVJOIIIO wl l%_flOd, II Cllly. IVICI 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician. MFTIVIC 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.
MOT MFT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MFTIVIC 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition. MFTiVIC I 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.
MFTIVIC 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MFT 80 39.S 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
AVERY NURSING HOME

street Address: City and State:

705 NEW BRITAIN AVE HARTFORD CT 06106

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 147 PROPRIETARY 10/06/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

141

ly/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 109 77.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina1 I^^^IVJ 1 1 Lw 1 VI vail 1 ( 1^4 1 1 \^l VWAI WAv^wiw Uw^l 1 wX-' III \.J 1 Vi^ Wl I 107 75.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1 1 1 1 1 VAV 1 1 1 1 1 V4 ^^^^ III 1 1 WC^^^^ 1 1 1 III ^^^1 1 ^11 1 m 78 55.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

141 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with ratheters or nartial or total loss of howpl or hlaHHer rnntrnl 77 54.6 66.9 68.2

Residpnts on individiiallv/ writtpn howpl anrl hiariripr rptraininn nrnnramIwOlVI^IILO Wl 1 11 IVJI V lULidl 1 y WIIIL^II Im/WVVwI Cll IU kyldUvJwl 1 ^ 11 dll II 1 lU L.'l Wul dl 1 1

.

0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rpppi\/inn tiiHp fpprlinnQ rir rpniiirinn accictan/^p \A/ith potinnri^OIU\7l IIO 1 d^C7IVII 1^ lUUC IC7C?UII I^O \Ji 1 ULfUM II lu dooioidi iwc? wilt 1 t^dlll IU> 37 26.2 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 3 2.1 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 54 38.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 48 34.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 67 47.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 3.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 35 24.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

34
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not f^et" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
ripfipifinrv mau rpnrp<5pnt an nnnninn nrnhlpm nr a one-time failure of a sinale staff oerson

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mb 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

% # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 10 Q 1 1 119

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET ^ 1 .\j

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

mC 1 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Mt I 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

Mb 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
Ivlb 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normjil niirQiiitQ inpliiHinn rplinioiiQ aptix/itipQ nf tho rpQirif^nt'Q phnipp if anv/III 1 I^JI 1 1 lai fJ\it OLIllO, II lOIUull lU 1 C7IIMI\JUO ClwllVlllOO \Jl 11 In? I C7olVJ\7l 11 O \^\ IvJIwC, II Cll IV • Mn. 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
n/lt 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

Ivit 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
ivit: 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

\\\J 1 IVIC 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.
MPT 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.
MFT 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
BUCKLEY CONV HME

street Address: City and State:

210 GEORGE STREET HARTFORD CT 06114

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 12/04/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

111

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

ResidGnts reauirina some or total assistancG in bathina1 1 1 ^1 1 1 1 ^1 V* 1 1 1 1 V4 ^^^^ III 1 1 1 1 I \^ III 9^ \^ VI III 1 \^ • 93 83.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 93 83.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 73 65.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

iUU ui lun^i. 111 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rpsiripnts with pathptpr<5 or nartiai nr total ln<5<; nf hnwpl nr hiaridpr mntrnl 73 65.8 66.9 68.2

Rp^idpnt^ nn indi\/irliiall\/ writtpn howpl anri hIaHHpr rptraininn nmnram
1 1^0li.J\I71 1 lO \J\ I II IvIIVIuUClliy VVIIIIC7II UwVVd Cll Ivl UIClu\JC?l Idldllllll^ IJI t^ul dl 1 1. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

R^ciH^ntc ropoi\/inn ti iKo fooHinnc r\r roni lirinn accictanr'O \A/ith oatinnnt^olUdllo ic;L/ClVMiy lt^c7Uinyo Ul it^LfUlilliy dooDoloi lUc? Willi c;o,Llliy. 31 27.9 36.8 37.7

Cninnlptplv hpHfsiQt rpQiripntQ 1 0.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 51 45.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 47 42.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 68 61.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 8.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 15 13.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

79
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan Indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

lEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNaiionai nesearcn t^ouncii, iNaiionai Mcauemy oi ocicncco.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GREENWOOD NH
street Address: City and State:

5 GREENWOOD ST HARTFORD CT 06106

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 240 PROPRIETARY 03/25/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

234

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

R^QiHpntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr tr^t?*l fl^^i^tflnpp in hfithinnriCdiuc^i iio iv^uuiiiiiu Owl 1 Its \ji wjiok.\ dooioidi iwC? ii i ik/diiiiiiM- 203 86.8 78 8 81 5

Dressing

RpciHpntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp or totfll AQQiQtflnr^p in HrpQ^innriCoiudiio ic^uuiiiiiu wwi 1 ic yji i\jicii ciooioicii iii vjic^ooiiiu- 212 90.6 80 0 83 2

Toileting

RpQiHpntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr tntfll aQQictancp in tnilptinn 198 84.6 69 3 73 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or loiiei. 185 79.1 1001 \J\J 77 2

Continence

RpciHpntc \A/itH r*GtKptprc r\r nstrtisil or total locc of Kova/pI or hlciHHpr oontrolnt^olUc^l llo Willi Udlllc^lc^lo Ui |Jdl lldl Ul LUldl lUoo \J\ UwWt;l Ui iJldUUc;i OUilliUI. 175 74.8 66 9 68.2

ncoiut^iuo on inuiviaudiiy wnuen uow^i dnu Diduu6r reirdining progrdm. 2 0.9 1 4 4 6

Eating

nesiQenis receiving xuue leeuings or requiring assisiance wiin eaiing. 74 31.6 36 8 37 7

3 1.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 116 49.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 103 44.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 163 69.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 14 6.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 37 15.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

201
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Ivit 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

if
o/
/o

M
ft

o/
/o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
IVIC 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MFT 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MFT1 1 IVl 1 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET1 ^ V-/ 1 IVl L- 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HEBREW HOME AND HOSPITAL INC
street Address: City and State:

615 TOWER AVENUE HARTFORD CT 06112

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 270 NON-PROFIT OTHER 05/26/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

260

l\/ledicare Residents:

5

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not Indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 201 77.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 192 73.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 144 55.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih Ckf iciW^i 260 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp*iiripnt<5 with rathptpr^i nr nartial or tnta! In^^ nf hnwpl nr hiarilrlpr mntro!1 IG.^I\.J^I 1 lO Willi V^dill^lwIO \jl wdl ilCll \JI IWICII lUOO wl UWVV^I \J1 l^ldUU^I wwllilWI. 140 53.8 66.9 68.2

Rp^iHpnt^ nn inriiv/irlimllv/ writtpn hnwpl anH hlaHHpr rptraininn nrnnram
1 lv70l\J^I 1 lO \Jl I II lulVIUUClliy VVI 111C?I 1 UVJVVO l ClI lU wICluLIx?! 1 v7ll dll III IM WiwUICllll. 10 3.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

58 22.3 36.8 37.7

%^Wl 1 Ill'sV ^VI y WwVI 1 ClwL 1 'COIVIVI 1 Lwa 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 78 30.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 32 12.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 129 49.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 18 6.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 42 16.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

164
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in otfier facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perfornnance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must nneet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supen/ision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING t

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HILLSIDE MANOR
street Address: City and State:

151 HILLSIDE AVENUE HARTFORD CT 06106

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 03/17/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

174

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 142 81.6
*70 OfO.O o1 .b

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 145 83.3 art r\oU.U

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 122 70.1 oy.o 7*3 Q

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 149 85.6 1 UU 77 O
/ / .d

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 133 76.4 DD.y OO.d

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 14 8.0 1 .4 A a.

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 103 59.2 ob.o of .1

completely bedfast residents. 2 1.1 1 .3

Residents confined to chairs. 115 66.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 94 54.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 87 50.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 14 8.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 50 28.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

168
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "MeX" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below/ does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

persona! funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder. These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MCI 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

ft
o/
/o ft /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. Mb 1 22 10.9 1123 1 1.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mb 1

P1 R

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MFT 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MFTIVIC 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal oursuits includina reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anv MFT 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
HUGHES CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

29 HIGHLAND ST HARTFORD CT 06119

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 09/18/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

174

Medicare Residents:

4

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

Rp^irlpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp or tntfli fl^^i^tanpp in hathinn 151 86.8 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rpciirlpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal si^^i^tanpp in rlrp^^inn
1 I^OIUwl 1 LO I^UUIilllM OV^III^ \JI IKJ lul C&OOlO kCII l\.^^ Ill UI^OOIIIU. 150 86.2 80 0 83 2

Toileting

RpQiHpntQ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal fl^^i^tanop in tnilptinnriOolU\7l llo 1 C7^.|Ull II lU ovflllO wl IWLCll dOOIOlCll IOv7 III l\Jlldll 1^. 126 72.4 69 3 73 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUu or lOiiei. 174 100 100 77 2

Continence

RpciHpntc \A/ith Odfhp+prc or DCirtioj or toto! locc of h\o\Aiol or t^lcirlHor oon+rolricoiUcllls Willi v/dll iclci 3 Ui pal Ual (Ji lUldl lUbo Ul UUWcl vji UlaUUci UUIIUUI. 123 70.7 66 9 68 2

ricsiucMis uii II luiviuudiiy wiiiicii uuwc;! aiiu uiduucr rciidiniiiy pruyrdiTi. 0 0.0 1 .4 4 6

Eating

riesiaenis receiving luue leeuings or recjuiring assiSTance wiin eaiing. 69 39.7 36 8 37 7

2 1.1 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 62 35.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 82 47.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 112 64.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 13 7.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sltin care. 23 13.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

61
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column Indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan Indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns Indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities In the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility Is In compliance with the specific requirement. "Not tvlet" means the facility

was deficient In the Indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed.
tVlET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. tVlET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. NOT MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MFTIVI^ 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION
M
ft

0/
/o

M
ft

0/
TO

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luoe leeaing. Ivlh 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
IVIt 1 65 32.2 2045\J~ s_/ 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mb 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Sen/ices are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

LORRAINE MANOR
street Address: City and State:

25 LORRAINE STREET HARTFORD CT 06105

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 270 PROPRIETARY 08/26/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

262

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/ o/

Bathing

nGSiaGnis requiring some or lOiai assisiance in Daining. 223 85.1 / O.O ol .0

Dressing

n6Siaents requiring some or lOiai assisiance in aressing. 218 83.2 ou.u

Toileting

Hesiaents requiring some or lotai assisiance in loiieiing. 177 67.6 Dy.o 7*3 ft

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 262 100 1 uu 77 0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 192 73.3 RR QDD.y

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 108 41.2 Qft ftOD.O •37 7

V/Ompietety Dedtast residents. 5 1.9 O.M-

Residents confined to chairs. 136 51.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 101 38.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 188 71.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 16 6.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 45 17.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

257
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinrtionlnn to nrpxypnt Ioq^ of ahilitv to wnik or movp frppiv ripformitip^ anrl nflri^lv^ii*^

NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rppommpnrlpd Hiptarv allnwanre*! of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident, it is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 A A f\
14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET cU oo cjy.b

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ST MARYS HOME
street Address: City and State:

291 STEELE RD HARTFORD CT 06117

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 215 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 09/23/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

206

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reaulrina some or total assistance in bathina 133 64.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 138 67.0 80.0 83.2

ToiSeting

Rp<5!dpnt<5 renuirina <?omG or total a^^istance in toiletinoD 1 ViJ^ 1 1 LO 1 U 1 1 1 1 lU OVI 1 1w VI iVil Clwwlw iUl Ww III tWI 1w til lU 117 56.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
167 81.1 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiripntci with pJithptprQ nr nArtinI nt tnt^il Iaqq nf hnwpl nr hl^HHpr cnntrniriC'OiuC'iiiio Willi ociii idd o \Ji ^allien v^i i^icii iwoo \ji uuwd ui UidLiud iii l^i. 108 52.4 66.9 68.2

RpciHontc r\n inHi\/iHi ic^llw \A/rittpn Ko\a/pI cxnr\ HIaHHpr rptroininn nr/^nramn^oiuoiiio II lUiviuudiiy wiiiit^ii uuwc!i diiu uiduut^i icudniiiiy piuyidiii. 5 2.4 1.4 4.6

Eating

nt;oiuc7!Uo ic^uciviiiy Luuc! iit;t;uiiiyo ui rcquiriny dboioicinu^ wiin ^diiriy. 47 22.8 36.8 37.7

3 1.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 67 32.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 48 23.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 108 52.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 12 5.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 70 34.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

122
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in otfier facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

it % nIT /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feedina MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Seni/ices are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WEST HARTFORD MANOR

street Address: City and State:

2432 ALBANY AVE HARTFORD CT 06117

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 07/31/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

118

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/

Bathing

riGSiuenis rGquiring some or loiai assisiance in Daxning. 91 77.1 7ft ft fti c;o 1 .o

Dressing

nGsiaenis requiring some or loiai assisiance in aressing. 104 88.1 ou.u

Toileting

nesioents requiring some or loiai assisiance in lOiieiing. 89 75.4 oy.o 7*5 ft

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 118 100 1 nn
1 uu 77 0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 80 67.8 RR Q

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A A ft

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 54 45.8 Qft ft •37 7

completely Dedfast residents. 4 3.4 O.M-

Residents confined to chairs. 24 20.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 29 24.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 69 58.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 3.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 23 19.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

48
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Bamlnder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility rr.jst meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tinat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

% # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9
A A /to
1 123 A A

11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ^ 1

IRfiO
1 oo^ 1 7 R

1 1 .D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET ORdo c./ oti

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET JO IRQ

1 D.O 1 QOQ
1 ooy 1/1714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 /I Q oo /
R 0

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q ftlf^ ft Pko.u

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O 1

1ft T
1 o.o 1 1 R

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 / ft A 1 970 1 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1P Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET QO A 0 1041 1 1 f>

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET o 1
i4n 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 7 Q i4nft 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

Mb 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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JEWETT CITY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
SUMMIT CONV HME

street Address: City and State:

15 PRESTON ROAD JEWETT CITY CT 06351

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 11/18/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

88

l\/ledlcare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 76 86.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 80 90.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 62 70.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr toilpt 88 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder controlI 1 Wl VI V> 1 V V LI I V^VA VI 1 Vi' V>i^ 1 \J \Jt t^^At VILA! Wil 1^^wW \J i KJ\J WW \^ 1 ^^1 %J 1 VtVil 1 1 1 Li \J 1
57 64.8 66.9 68.2

Rp^iripnt^ nn inriivirlii^llx/ writtpn hnwpl anri hlflHHpr rptraininn nrnnrflm 2 2.3 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^iripnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fpprlinn^ or rpniiirinn jiQQiQtflnpp with patinnli^OIVJ^IIlO l^O^IVIII^ I^O \Jl 1 OVfLIII II 1^ ClOOlOlCLI Willi C^Cllll lU- 37 42.0 36.8 37.7

CoiTiDletelv bedfast rp^idpnt^ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 33 37.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 50 56.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 47 53.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 5.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 17 19.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

70
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mt 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 10 Q 11 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mh 1

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Mt 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

IVIC 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MPTIVIC 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal Diir^uits inrluriina rpliainu«? artivitip*? of the rp'siripnt'*; rhoire if anvIII 1 1 1 lul f' ' «v) 11 1wlU VJI 1 1^ • V 1 w LI V 1 LI^«J \J 1 LI 1^ 1 ^OIU^ 1 1 1 w wl 1 V/l f

< Ul • V MPTIVIQ 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician. MPTIvIP 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MPT 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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KENSINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
LEDGECREST CONV HOSP

street Address: City and State:

154 KENSINGTON RD KENSINGTON CT 06037

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 10/30/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

58

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/ o/

Bathing

nGSiuGnts requiring soitig or toiai assisiancG in uatning. 46 79.3 7Q Q O 1 .0

Dressing

HGSiQGnis requiring somG or lOiai assisiancG in orGSSing. 51 87.9 0\J.\J oo.<i

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 58 100 oy.o f O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bGd to chair or to

tub or toilGt. 58 100 1 nn
1 UU 77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 49 84.5 DD.y

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A

Eating

ResidGnts rGCGiving tubG feedings or requiring assistance with Gating. 24 41.4 OD.O 07 7SI .1

completely bedfast residents. 1 1.7 1 R
1 .o

Residents confined to chairs. 28 48.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 38 65.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 36 62.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 6.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 6.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

16
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
Wlin aCCcpicU prOTcoolurial praUllv./Cb uy L]Ucinilc;U Uloicipiolb Ui LjUalllloU aoololaiUo.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facilitv or hv referral to an rinnronriatp social anpnrv

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comion oT resiuenxs.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MADISON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WATROUS NURSING CENTER
street Address: City and State:

NECK RD, BOX 668 MADISON CT 06443

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 45 PROPRIETARY 12/02/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

43

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

nc;olUclllo IcLjUlllliy oUllIc (Jl lUldl doolbldlliUc III Udllllliy. 16 37.2 / o.o R1 <=;

Dressing

PicblUm lib lt;L|Ulllliy bUlllc Ui KJldl dbblbldllOc III Ulobblliy. 32 74.4 ou.u R*^ 9

Toileting

ricblUc^lllb IcLjUIMIiy bUlim (Jl lUldl dbblbldl IL/C 111 lUIKrllliy. 28 65.1 fiQ T 7T ft/ o.o

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 43 100 1 nn
1 uu 77 5>

Continence

nesiaenis wiin caineiers or pariiai or loiai loss oi Dowei or Diaoaer coniroi. 28 65.1 fift p

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 1 2.3 1 A
1 .M-

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 10 23.3 ^fi Roo.o 'Xl 7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 24 55.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 14 32.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 28 65.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 7.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 15 34.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

20
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. 'Not Met" means the facility

was deficient In the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Exrent in a mediral pmernenrv a rp<?iripnt i^? not tran'sfprrpri or rii^iPharnpd nor 1"^^/SV.«Wk/ i III Ct H i^\Jt\jCAi ^III^I^^IIOV) CI I^OIU^IIl lO IIWl lldllOI^IIWVl \jl \J lOV/ IICllM^vl, IIL/I lO

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Fflph rp^iripnt rpppivp^ rl?)ilv npr^nnal hvnipnp a<? r\e^e^cie^ci tn ^Qciirp pjpsinlinPQQ nnnrfL—civ^i I i^oikjdii i^v.#^ivco udiiy ^^1 ovji loi i lyMi^i cio i ic^oLicu dooui v^icdi nil iC7oo, u^^wu

skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who ha<5 nrnhlpm*? with howpl and bladder control i<; nrovided withLb WAV/ 1 u «^ 1 \ji 1 1 V TV I IW 1 mo l>^l l>y 1 1 1O Willi Kf\J VV ^ 1 CAI WA KJl tA\_l\-l<>-> I v\J 1 1 11 V/ 1 lO fJl \J V IVJVx'VJ Will 1

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council National Academv of Sciences
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MANCHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
CRESTFIELD CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

565 VERNON ST MANCHESTER CT 06040

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 95 PROPRIETARY 05/26/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

87

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 62 71.3 78.8 81 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 85 97.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 79 90.8 69.3
"70 O73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 83 95.4 1 UO
7"7 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 65 74.7 ob.y CO o

•_! • l**l II 'ii 1 1 ill II 1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 2.3 •i A
1 .4

A C4.b

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 44 50.6 ob.o of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 3 3.4 1 .0
"3 A0.4

Residents confined to chairs. 76 87.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 60 69.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 58 66.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 6.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 9 10.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

44
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Ttie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in otfier facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Mel" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facilitv must meet There are over 500 seoarate reauirements The information oresented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

IVIC 1 /

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facilitv uses a svstem that assures full and comolete accountina of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. NOT MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

txcept in a meaicai emergency, a resioeni is noi iransTerrea or uiscnargeo, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected periormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET DO inn
1 u.y 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 10 4

1 \J\JC. 1 7 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 O Q

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1 R

1 O.O 1 '^ftQ 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET Tin 14 Q R 0o.^

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET q 4 R ft R

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 1 o.o 1 1 .o

Appropriate staff develop and implement a whtten health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NOT MET 17
1 / ft 4 1 270

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET a 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25 2 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MANCHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MANCHESTER MANOR

street Address: City and State:

385 W CENTER ST MANCHESTER CT 06040

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 71 PROPRIETARY 09/14/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

68

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

ResidGnts requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 23 33.8 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 38 55.9 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 10 14.7 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih r\T toilet 0 0.0 36.7 66.0

Continence

Resldpnts with catheters or oartial or total lo«?<; of howpl or hiariripr rontrol 10 14.7 19.4 59.1

Rp^iflpnt^ on inHi\/iriiJr)ll\/ writtpn hnwpl anH hlflHHpr rptr?iininn nrnnrflmI l^Olvl^l 1 lO \J\ I II lUI V IvJUClll y Will i^l 1 k/VJVV^I Cll lU wIClUVJ^I 1 ^ 11 Clll II 1 1^ yj% Cll 1
0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rpppi\/inn tiiKp fppHinnc cvr rpniiirinn aQQiQtan^^ with oatinn 0 0.0 5.4 29.3

0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 1 1.5 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 5 7.4 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 0 0.0 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

22
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

anu lUDc TfcjtJuirig. Mtl 1 0 0 0 255 4 7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis. MPT qo Q 7 1 7
1 0. 1

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MANCHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MEADOWS MANOR -EAST

street Address: City and State:

333 BIDWELL ST BOX 1296 MANCHESTER CT 06040

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 116 PROPRIETARY 09/04/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

115

Medicare Residents:

4

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina. 102 88.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 101 87.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 90 78.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih r>r tnilpt 115 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 80 69.6 66.9 68.2

Rp^idpnt^ on inrliviHur^llv writtpn hnwpl anH hlaHripr rptraininn nrnnram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^lrlpnt^ rpppiuinn tiihp fppHinriQ r>r rpniiirinn aQ^iQtanpp with Pfltinn
1 iwOIVJd HO l^\.«wlVIII^ lUU^ IC7C7\J1I lUO \J\ ICuUIIIIIU ClOolO Idl Willi v^dlll lU. 40 34.8 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 4 3.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 44 38.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 58 50.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 1 0.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 29 25.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

88
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at ttie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in othier facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means tfiat the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

persona! funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (sliots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET c. 1 1 U.'t 1 7 R

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET OR 1 O Q OVQQ «iy.u

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET Taoo 1 D.O 1 QQQ 1/714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET OU 1 /I Q OO /
R 9
Ki.ii.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Q R1 RO 1 D ft RO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET o 1

IRQ 1 noQ 1 1 R
1 1 .D

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 7 « A 1 97n 1 9 A

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 9Qd.O 11/1 1 91 R
1 ^ 1 o 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET ao A n 1 OA1 1 1 n

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET D 1

OR 0 1An 1A Q
1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 o 7 Q 1 AOR ^A Q
1 H-.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MANCHESTER CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MEADOWS MANOR -WEST

street Address: City and State:

333 BIDWELL ST BOX 1296 MANCHESTER CT 06040

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 162 PROPRIETARY 09/08/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

159

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 147 92.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 143 89.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 126 79.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ts ih Ar tAilot 159 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp««i(ipnt<5 with pathptpr<5 nr nartial nr total ln<i«; of hnwpl or hIarlHpr controlt IWOIU^BOIO Willi Odlll^lwIO \JI um IBCll \Ji IV./LC4I IwOO wl I.^WVV^I \Jt ImIICIVJVJwI owl 111 wI. 117 73.6 66.9 68.2

Rp^^irlpnt^ on inrlix/iriimllu writtpn howpl anri hlflrlHpr rptraininn nronram
B l^Olu^l HO \Jtl II l\JIVIUuClliy VVlilLv>il UIJ'VVC?! ul ILi idviU^:?! 1 CIDI III 0^ ^IL^^lCllll- 4 2.5 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncoiuCB iio 1 c7L*c7ivii 1^ luuc; luouii IMO \Ji i c;^u^ ii oooiolcll lOc? Will 1 c^olll 1U> 52 32.7 36.8 37.7

2 1.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 89 56.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 72 45.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 69 43.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 3.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 70 44.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

147
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or t.he duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION
U
ft /o n /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32 ? 2045 ?1 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mt 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MANCHESTER CT

NURSING HOME PROFILE
MEADOWS MANOR-SOUT H AND MEADOWS REST

street Address:

333 BIDWELL STREET BOX 1296

City and State:

MANCHESTER CT 06040

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

240

Type of Ownership:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

09/03/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

230

Medicare Residents:

6

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 215 93.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 130 56.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 113 49.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr toilpt 121 52.6 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 116 50.4 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder retrainina oroaram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents recsivina tube fppriina*? or rpnuirinn a«5<%i'stanrp with patinn 54 23.5 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 100 43.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 80 34.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 136 59.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 4.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 125 54.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

171
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tfiat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented
hplnw rlnp<^ nnt rpfIprt thp ^^pvpritv nr thp fin ration nf thp nrnhlpm<^ IpPidino to a dpfiripnrv A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/
MOT

MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

lUDes, coiosiomy/ iieosiomy, respiraiory ^Dreaining; ana iracneoiomy care, suciioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

f^enus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
flnH intprp^t^ nf parh rp^iHpnt It Hp^innpH tn nrnmntp nnnnrtiinitip^ fnr pnnflninnCll IVJ III Id COlO \J\ ^ClVrfl 1 I^OIVJ^IIl. 11 lO UCOIUIIdJ WJ ^\\J\\ IV_/IC' l.^^^l.'llCJIIIlll^O \\J\ C7I IMdUII 'M

in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean sanitarv and free of odors

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All Prjmmnn rPQiHpnt arpflc arp pjpan Qanitarx/ anrl frpp rA c\f\r\r^

MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care eauioment is clean and nnaintainpri in safe nnpratinn mnriitinn• WWiv^ V^^-IUi^ill^ill lO ^l^dll CIIIU liiulll let II l^\J III OQI^^ WlJWIClllliy 1 IUIll\.,/i 1.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: Ttie results of thie full survey are available

from ttie State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MARLBOROUGH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MARLBOROUGH HEALTH CARE CENTER, INC
street Address: City and State:

85 STAGE HARBOR RD MARLBOROUGH CT 06447

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 07/17/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp'sidpnt*? rpnuirina <5omp or total assistance in bathina 41 34.2 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Rpsirlpnts rpnuirinn somp or total assistanop in drsssina 20 16.7 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Rp«iifipnt"? rpnuirinn somp or total a'i'sistanrp in toilptinn1 1^ OlU^ 1 1 lO 1 w VJ vl 1 1 1 1 lU OW 1 1 1w \J I l\J IQI dOOlO ICll 1 >^w III Lwl 1^ 11 1 lU . 8 6.7 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU (Jl lUMcL. 10 8.3 36.7 66.0

Continence

RpQirlpntQ \A/ith r^athotorc nr nartial r^r tr»tal Ioqc r\i hr\\A/ol r\r hIaHHor onntmlriOOlVJCIIlO Willi WdLIIC^LdO yjt [JCtl llCll VJI lUlCll lUOO \J\ ULfWOI \Jl UldULlC^I OUIIUUi* 6 5.0 19.4 59.1

ntJoiuciiio uii niuiviuuaiiy wiiucii uuwtJi aiiu uiciuuc;i ic^uaiiiiiiy pruyraiTi. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

nesiaenis receiving Tuue leeaings or requiring assistance wiin eating. 0 0.0 5 4 29 3

\^ompieieiy DeuiaSi resiuenis. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 20 16.7 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.7 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 9 7.5 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

103
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Ihe Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not fvlet" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity ot linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MERIDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
INDEPENDENCE MANOR

street Address: City and State:

33 ROY STREET MERIDEN CT 06450

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 179 PROPRIETARY 01/25/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

165

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

RociHontc r^miirinn cnm*^ est Intsil flCQiQtsinpp in hflthinnricoiUwiiLo lC^Ulilll^ Owl lie? \J\ iwidi dooioidi i^^c ii i uciiiiiii^. 149 90.3 7ft ft R1 ^

Dressing

RpQiHpntQ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntp^l ?iQ^iQt?inpp in HrpQ^inn 125 75.8 80 0 83 2

Toileting

RpQiHpntQ rpniiirinn cnmp nr tntal flQQiQt55nr*P in tnilpfinnricoiuc^i Ho 1 c;^Llll II 1^ oUi I \J\ wj\.a\ dooioiai lOc? ii i luiidii i^. 96 58.2 69 3 73 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or lOiiet. 153 92.7 mo 77 ?

Continence

ncolUciUo Willi oalllclclo ur pdrilal Ur lOlal lOob OT DOWcl Ul DIaQUcr COMirOI. 102 61.8 fift ?

ncoiuciiio on inuiviauaiiy wrixi6n uowei ana uiauuer reiraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4 6

Eating

nesiuenis receiving luoe leeaings or requiring assistance witn eating. 44 26.7 Of,/

Cornoletelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 78 47.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 66 40.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 105 63.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 3.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 32 19.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

155
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at ttie time of sun/ey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and ' Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinany catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all tine requirements a

facility must meet. Tfiere are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

opeciTic sell—neip aevices arc avaiiauic wiicri ricccbaary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with flPf^pntpH r»rnfpQ<5innj^ 1 nrj^rtirp*^ h\/ niialifipH thpr?ini^tci ar niifllifipri ?i<^^i'^t?intc;Willi d^OCL/ldJ l-rl Wl COOIWI ICll LJIO^ll^CO ijy L^LJCliiii^VJ LM^l CI^IOLO \J1 \^UCll 1 i i^^VJ dOOlO Idl 1 lO.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

dd^uruing lo irie inairucuoris or trie auenuing pnysician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
uuriuiiion.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET oU oa.b

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of re«>iripntQ

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MERIDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
McRIDEN NUr SING HOME

Street Address:

845 PADDOCK AVE

City and State:

MERIDEN CT 06450

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# Of Beds:

120

Type of Ownership:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

03/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

118

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 105 89.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 103 87.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 98 83.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 101 85.6 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 91 77.1 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 13 11.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinas or reauirina assistance with eatina 42 35.6 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 2 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 72 61.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 81 68.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 76 64.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 11 9.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 12 10.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

73
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

ncrninucr. I l Icbc ocic^Ulcu |Jci i<ji ii idi iv^c ii lUiLrdiui o i tui i ks\ji c^oci i i cm ii i cljum CI I ici iio a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FAnil ITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
NOT MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

Tunciioning to prevent loss ot auiiiiy to waiK or move treeiy, aeiormities ana paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.
^r\o/^if ir* coif holn Ho\/ir'oc oro ox/oilsHIo \A/hon no^OQCCirx/OUcOMILf ooll 1 lol|J UovlLfCO cii o dVclllClUlo Wiloll I loUCoocil y

.

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

ine recommenaea aieiary allowances ot wie rooo driti iNUiriiion DOaru ot trie

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

dLfUVJIUMI^ WJ IMC II loLI UV^LIL/l lo VJI U 1C7 ClLlC7l lUil ly jJI ly OlOICll 1.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
f^onHition\^\J\ lUI LIL/I 1

.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET oU oy.b

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MERIDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MILLER MEMORIAL COMM

street Address: City and State:

EDWARD PAVILION 360 BROAD ST MERIDEN CT 06450

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 NON-PROFIT OTHER 08/10/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

84

Medicare Residents:

0

Medicaid Residents:

34

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 60 71.4
*70 O78.8 81 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 36 42.9 oU.O 00.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 25 29.8 by.o 70 Q
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 24 28.6
"7"7 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 38 45.2 bb.y OO.d

* 1 X ' 1' * 11 '1.1. 1 iiiii *
Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 4.b

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 4 4.8 36.8
0"7 "7
Ot.f

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .0

Residents confined to chairs. 8 9.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 24 28.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 25 29.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 0 0.0 27.1 31.2
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column Indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her persona! possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (iDreathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ^ 1 1 U.H- 1 RRO 1 7 R

1 f .D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET i O Q
1 d.M til o'd

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET ICQ 1 QQQ

1 ooy 1/1714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oU i /I Q
1 4.y oof K>.d.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y 4.0 fti <;o 1 o ft RO.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET '37 1 ft Q

1 O.O 1 r>QQ
1 uyy lift

1 1 .o

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET i 7

1 /
ft A 1 07n 1 Q 4

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 1 1 .4 1 51 R
1 ^ 1 D 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET O 1 r\AA

1 U'f 1
1 1 n
1 1 .yj

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET Q 1
1 A1 '3 14. Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 O 7 Q 1 Anft
1 4.C3

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET fiO ?340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MERIDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

II 1 o KIAMILLS MA ^OR INC
street Address:

292 THORPE AVENUE

City and State:

MERIDEN CT 06450

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# Of Beds:

30

Type of Ownership:

NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS

Survey Date:

08/06/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

30

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 17 56.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 22 73.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 Wl 1 1 VW 1 >>^^^ wl 1 1 1 1 1^4 1 \y I hWAI W«WWlW 1%AI III 1 1 Ni^ ^11 1 23 * 22 73.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUIIUl. 25 83.3 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iHpnt^ with pflthptpr^ nr nartial or tntal ln<^^ nf howpl or hl?iHHpr rnntrnl 16 53.3 66.9 68.2

RpQiHontQ inHiv/iHi isllv/ uuritton KawoI anH hlaHHor rotraininn nrnnramriC'Oiud iio \jt I II ivjiviLiuciiiy Wl 11Id 1 u<L/w^i di lu uidvJUwi i cii ciii iii ly pi uui di 1 1. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

iic^oiuoiiio icuciviiiy Luuc; it^c^uiiiyo ui ic^Ljuiniiy dooioLdiiuc; Willi t^diiiiy. 8 26.7 36.8 37.7

f^omnlptplu hprlfnQt rPcirlpntQ 1 3.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 19 63.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 8 26.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 9 30.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 7 23.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

15
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time, "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specilic requirement, "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility nnust meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

Uc^lUVV UUc^o Mwl ICllcOL LI IC7 ot^VC^IILy \J\ II It^ UUICtllUll \J\ ll IC |JIUUIdliO ICdUII 1^ lU Ct UCIl Ki/ld ILfy . r\

deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NU 1

MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs

in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and hath fapilitip«; are rlean "^anitarv and frpp nf nrinr*;

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

Mil uuiiuiiuii icoiucrii drc^ao dru cit?dn, odniidry anu iroG oi ouors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

riCOILlOill Odl C Ol^Ul|JI Mol 1 L lo L>lC7CiM Cll lU II ICIII 1 LClll IC^U III oCtlO UfJOldllll^ UUI lUI lltji 1

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniaues to orevGnt the soread of infection are followed bv all oersonnel

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MERIDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

THE CURTIS HOME-ST ELIZABETH CENTER
street Address: City and State:

380 CROWN ST MERIDEN CT 06450

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 09/15/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

59

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niQniy opct/lallZcU Oalc^ dllU otJiVlt^co.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 23 39.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 30 50.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 23 39.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 59 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 19 32.2 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinas or reauirina assistance with eatina 12 20.3 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 13 22.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 11 18.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 25 42.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 7 11.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

44
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION
JJ.

if
o/
/o It

o/
/o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. Mh 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
INC 1 IVIt 1 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MFT 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MFT 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full sun/ey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MERIDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

33 CONE AVE MERIDEN CT 06450

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 02/18/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

80

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
hinhlx/ cnopialiTOrl i^5irt> anrl Qprvipp^
1 iiy o^d^idii^dj LfCti ^ cii lu o\?i viv^co.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 3 3.7 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 17 21.2 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 1 1.2 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 0 0.0 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 1 1.2 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 0 0.0 5.4 29.3

Completeiy bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 5 6.3 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.2 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 1.2 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

38
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column Indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MERIDEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WESTFIELD MANOR NURSING HOME
street Address: City and State:

65 WESTFIELD RD MERIDEN CT 06450

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 03/31/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

114

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 86 75.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 101 88.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 91 79.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih or tnilpt 114 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 90 78.9 66.9 68.2

RGsident^ on indix/idurillv writtpn howpl and hlaridpr rptraininn nronram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Resident*? rscpivina tube fppdinns; or rpniiirinn fl«;«ii<;tflnrp with patinn 43 37.7 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 45 39.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 66 57.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 63 55.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 2.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 18 15.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

61
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS i

"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a I

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of
'

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.
;

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

laciiiiy must meei. i nere are over duu separaie requiremenxs. i ne iniormation presenieu

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

TK^:* fri/^llit\/ 1 io£^o o o\/etom thot acci iroc fi ill QnrI r'^mr^lotQ arr^r^i intinn r\f rocirlQntc'
1 ilc^ laOllliy Ubob d oyololil IMctL aooUic;o lUli ciiiu LfUi i d^UUUIIUiiy Ul loolUoillo

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing sen/ices are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

t * i I 1*1 II' III ii> 1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

_ 1^ '
1 . 1 1 _ 1 _ _ 1 1 •j.ii I III II J 1' "1 1 "1.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNaiionai nesearcn uouncii, iNaiionai Acaaemy oi ociences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MIDDLEBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MIDDLEBURY CONVALESENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

778 MIDDLEBURG PD MIDDLEBURY CT 06762

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 58 PROPRIETARY 03/02/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

57

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 46 80.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 51 89.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 46 80.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 57 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 47 82.5 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 23 40.4 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 18 31.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 32 56.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 36 63.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 7.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

17
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of sun/ey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
miiot rvtaot TKoro ciro i^\/or '^OO conarato roni liromontc Thf^ infArmJitiAn nrf^^f^ntpiHTaCllliy 1 1 lUol 1 1 Ice I. 1 1 itJl t; dl C UVcl sj\J\J oc{Jai cilc i cmJii tJii icn lo. i i ic ii Mt_;i ii loiivji i \Ji coci i icu

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

Mt 1 /

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

Tho far^ilttu iiqaq a c\/ct*2»m that aQQiirpQ full ?»nri primnlpfp ;ippnMntinn nf rpcilrlpntc^'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

cacn resiueni wno nas prouiems witn Dowei ano Diaaaer coniroi is proviaeo witn

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected periormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an onqoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

Natlnnal Rp^parrh Counril National Academv of Sciences
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MIDDLETOWN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HIGH VIEW HEALTHCARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

600 HIGHLAND AVE MIDDLETOWN CT 06457

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 03/25/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

86

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 73 84.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 74 86.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 68 79.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih nr tnilpt 86 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 55 64.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder retrainina Dfoaram1 % wtU X^ I 1 1.W V 11 • I IxJ I V IxJU VAI IT TT 1 1 1 1 1 W 1 (Al KJt^A\A\A \^ 1 1 \^ 11 OAR 1 III 1^4 1 1 Vt.! II* 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Re^ident^ reppivinn tiihe fppdinriQ nr rpniiirinn a^QlQtanpp with patinn
1 I^OIVJwl IIO I^V^dVIII^ ILIUv! I^^UIII^O \Jl 1 d^Llil 11 IM clOOIOLCll IOC? Willi C^dlll lU. 27 31.4 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 1 1.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 53 61.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 54 62.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 40 46.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 11.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 16.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

56
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at ail times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives dailv oersonal hvaiene as needed to assure cleanliness aood
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected peilormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions.

NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MIDDLETOWN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

RIDGEWOOD RD MIDDLETOWN CT 06457

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 28 NON-PROFIT OTHER 02/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

27

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

RGsidents rGouirlna sonris or total assistance In bathina 26 96.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 24 88.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 l^^^^l^l^^l 1 1 ^^^tWvll II 1 ^^^^1 I 1^^ ^^1 LWll WC^J 1 1 1^^^^ II 1 L^^II^^LIi 1^4* 19 70.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih or tnilot 27 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp*?idpnt<; with rathptpr*; or nartial nr trttal nf hnwpl nr hIaHripr r^nntrni 19 70.4 66.9 68.2

Rp^idpnt^ nn infiivifiiiflllv writtpn hnwpl 3nrl hlarirlpr rptraininn nrnnram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

riCoiUtJllLo icutSlVliiy lUUt^ ilt;t;UIML|o UI lULjUllliiy dooloLcll lUc Willi t;clUiiy. 4 14.8 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 8 29.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 4 14.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 17 63.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 14.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

20
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Ivlet" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail iUe requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected peilormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maxinnunn physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or nnove freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

laciiiiy or uy rererrai lO an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident It is desianed to oromote ODDortunities for enaaaina
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean sanitarv and free of ndnr'^

MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MIDDLETOWN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MIDDLESEX CONVALESCENT CENTER
street Address: City and State:

100 RANDOLPH RD MIDDLETOWN CT 06457

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 12/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

143

[\/ledicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % 0/
/o

o/7o

Bathing

nesiaenis rec|uiring some or loiai assisiance in Daxning. 99 69.2 70 P
/ O.O SIRO 1 .D

Dressing

HesioenTS rec|uiring some or toiai assistance in aressing. 108 75.5 oU.U

Toileting

nesiuenis requiring some or loiai assisiance in loiieiing. 96 67.1 oy.o 7T ft
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 133 93.0 1 no 77 9

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 89 62.2 fiR Q KjO.c.

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 5 3.5 1 .M-
A R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 49 34.3 OD.O 7

A 2.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 62 43.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 67 46.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 69 48.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 6.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 27 18.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

115
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systein that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency sen/ices from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as rseeded to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

Tunciioning lO prevent loss oi auiiiiy lO waiK or move ireeiy, aeTormiiies ana paraiysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.
Qn<:anifir* coif—h^^ln H^^v/ir'fiQ srp Av/ailshlp whpn npppccflrv0|J"omIU ot5M""i it;i[j ucviv^tJo die ctvdiiciuio wiidi i ic^t^ooocii y.

NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

ine recommenaeu uietary allowances or xne rooo ana iNuiriiion DOaru or uic

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
flf*pnrHinn to thp inctri iPtionQ r\i thp sittpnHinn nhwcir^iflnciw^^^i lu i\j 11 17 II loll u\^iiwi lo \ji 11 1\7 diid luii yj* lyoioidi i.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
pnnHitlrin

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MIDDLETOWN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
RIDGEWOOD CENTRAL INC

street Address: City and State:

959 WASHINGTON ST EXT MIDDLETOWN CT 06457

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 08/20/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

89

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 63 70.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 82 92.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 87 97.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnil^t 82 92.1 100 77.2

Continence

Rpqifient*? with catheters or nartial or total In*?*? nf howpl or hlarlripr rontrolI IwOIUwl I iO Will 1 wdll l^t^l w \Jt IJCLl IICII wl l^LCll IWOO V./ 1 I^^V/VV^I \^l l<JIQUU^i III V/l> 69 77.5 66.9 68.2

Rp<^iHpnt^ on inHix/iHiiPillv writtpn hnwpl and hl^HHpr rptrflininn nrnnram
1 i^oivjc^i 1 lo v^ii tiiuiviuuciiiy win LOI I UKJvV^I Cll IU UldUU^I l ^ ll dll lll im MI v^MI Cll 1 1 •

1 1.1 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rpppi\/inn tiihp fppHinnc nr roniiirinn flQQiQtjin/^o \A/ith oatinn 29 32.6 36.8 37.7

ComDietelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 44 49.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 47 52.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 41 46.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 4.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

68
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation, "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Ivlet" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

RpminHpr' Thp«;p TP <5p|prtpH nprfnrmanrp indiratnr^ do not rporp^^pnt all thp reauirGmsnts a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (sinots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MIDDLETOWN CT

NURSING HOME PROFILE
WADSWORTH GLEN HEALTH CARE CENTER

street Address: City and State:

30 BOSTON RD MIDDLETOWN CT 06457

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersfiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 10/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

69

l\/ledicare Residents:

6

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropnate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 15 21.7 7Q O
/ O.O O i CO 1 .O

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 43 62.3 oU.U OO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 36 52.2 oy.o 7Q Q
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 43 62.3 1 UU 77 O
1 1 .d.

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 36 52.2 DD.y DO. /I

'1 1. '* 11 * 1 iiiii **
Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 2.9 1 .4 A a.

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 11 15.9 ob.o 0~? 7Of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .0

Residents confined to chairs. 2 2.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 13 18.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 32 46.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 3 4.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

44
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at thie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in otfier facilities in tfie State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tliat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1U.4

•4 ceo ^ "7 c
1 f,0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET Jo 16.3 H OOA1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET I4.y C0758/ b.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Qy QICO 1 D O.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET of 1 O.O 1 uyy lie

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET Q A0.4 \tLf\j
i O /I
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do -1 -1 /I
1 1 .4 1 O Q

1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo A n4.U 1 CtA 1

1 U4 1 1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET CI
t3 1

OK O 1 /I i O
1 4 1 o i A Q

1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 b / .a 1 4Uo \ A Q
1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MILFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GOLDEN HILL HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

2028 BRIDGEPORT AVE MILFORD CT 06460

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 07/24/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

ResidGnts reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 98 82.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 107 89.9 80.0 83.2

ToiSeting

Resident*? reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 99 83.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
119 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^idpnt^ with pflthptpr^ nr n;?rti?il nr tntfll ln<i^ nf hnwpl nr hl^iHHpr pontrnl 78 65.5 66.9 68.2

0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ric^olU^illo i^ut:;lvlliy lUUt? K^oUlliyo Ul ic;L|Uirifiy dbblbldllUc; Willi c^dUliy. 43 36.1 36.8 37.7

2 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 92 77.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 52 43.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 39 32.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 5.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 0 0.0 27.1 31.2

l\/ledicaid Residents:

103
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not K/let" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenii that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hofii^ion/^\/ max/ rortrocf^nt an rvnrn^inn nrr\hlom or a r»no-timo failt iro nf a cinnio ctaff norconUcl It-tlci l^y 1 1 lay 1 Ki\Ji KS^x^f 11 cti 1 \Ji i^uii \Ji tjuic;! 1 1 yjt d \Ji i ic loiiui ui d oil ic:; oldi i pel oiJi i.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET C.C.
1 r> Q
1 u.y ^ 1 0O

1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO OO o <iU4b d\ .fa

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10 4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

Ik ilCTTMb 1
1 9 Q ^ /

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1fi T

1 \J.O 1 OOv7 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET ov/ 14 q 587 6 ?

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4 5 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, inciuuing rsiigious aciiviiies oi xne resiuenx s cnoice, it any. MET 37 18.3 1099 1 1.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NUI Mb 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mb 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

INU 1 Mbl 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

IVit 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

IVIC 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MFT1 1 IVII 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MILFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MILFORD HEALTH CARE CENTER, INC
street Address: uiiy ana oiaie.

195 PLATT ST MILFORD CT 06460

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 04/28/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

118

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

resioenis are receiving appropriai^ or inappropriaie care, ii rndy ruiiuoi uiy laoiiiiy o auiiiiy lu pruviuc

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 68 57.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 97 82.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 91 77.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 118 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 88 74.6 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 94 79.7 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 55 46.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 42 35.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 59 50.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 5.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 34 28.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

95
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns Indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "IVIet" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Rpmdndpr' Thp<5p fl? *%p|prtpd DPrfnrmancG indicator*^ do nnt rpnrp^pnt thp rpnii!rpmpnt<=i a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY1 1 ^11 1

MET/

NOT
IVIET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

Watinnal RpQparph f^minril Natir»n?^l Ar^irlpmu nf ftpipnpp^
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16,3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MILFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

POND POI SIT S N F
street Address:

60 PLATT ST

City and State:

MILFORD CT 06460

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

142

Type of Ownership:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

04/15/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

132

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

ntQniy sp6Cia)iz6Q care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 108 81.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 121 91.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 92 69.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih or tnilf^t 132 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 61 46.2 66.9 68.2

Rp^idpnt^ on indiviHiiallv writtpn hnwpl and hiaddpr rptraininn nronram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQidpntQ rpppi\/inn tiihp fppHinnc nr rpniiirinn ^iQcict^inpfi with P^itinnli^OI^Jd ILO ICrV^OIVIIlM ILiUO lO^VJIIIM^ ^1 1 C^UII II dOOlO ICll IL/C Willi CCILIII^- 38 28.8 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast re^irientQ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 82 62.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 47 35.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 82 62.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 12 9.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 12 9.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

101
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column Indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time, "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Ivlet" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perfornnance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0,5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feedina MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full sun/ey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MOODUS CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CHESTELM CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

E. TOWN STREET/RR. 139 MOODUS CT 06469

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 66 PROPRIETARY 01/06/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

61

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 49 80.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 48 78.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 46 75.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 61 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 45 73.8 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinas or reauirina assistance with eatina 24 39.3 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 2 3.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 28 45.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 32 52.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 43 70.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 9.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 23.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

23
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MYSTIC CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MARY ELIZABETH CONV HOME
street Address: City and State:

28 BROADWAY MYSTIC CT 06355

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 50 PROPRIETARY 01/12/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

50

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 35 70.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 39 78.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 32 64.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

50 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripnt^ with p?ithptpr^ or nartifll nr tntfll Ihqq of hnwpl nr hl^^H^^pr pnntrni 32 64.0 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ nn inrliv/iHi i^tlv writtpn hnwpl anH hIaHHpr rptraininn nronrcirnriC'OiDd 1 lo \j\ I II i\jivi\jLiciiiy vviiiiwii ul/wo ciiivj uidULic^i iwiidiiiiiiu ljiwmiciiii* 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

14 28.0 36.8 37.7

W'wl 1 l|Jld'dy ftJCvl 1 Clot ICOlUdI 19« 1 2.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 14 28.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 18 36.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 15 30.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 2.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

23
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at ttie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected wittiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation, "fvlet" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
IVIET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

^aoc|ji III ct Mic;uiucti 1 it7i yt;i iL>y, d looiut^iii lo Mui 11 di loim i ui uioL>i icti yuu, 1 lUl lo

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

c.ctoi 1 ivoiu^iii icL/fcJivtJo ucxiiy pcriouiicii iiygiyric do necuGO lo assure cieaniiness, yooQ
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each rP^IHpnt who ha^ nrnhlpmQ with hnwpl anrH hlaHHpr PAntrnI iq nrnwiHpH \A/ith' l\SvJIVJdIl VVIIV./ I ICAO ^1 WUI^I 1 lo Willi UKJVVK^l al l\J UICIUVJCI ill v./! lo IJIUvlUdJ Willi

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

Nfitinnal Rptiparf^h nniinril Natinnal Arademv of SripnTP^i
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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MYSTIC CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MYSTIC MANOR INC

street Address: City and State:

475 HIGH ST MYSTIC CT 06355

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 02/04/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

60

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 50 83.3
~70 O7o.o o1 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 48 80.0 oU.U o o o

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 46 76.7 by.o
~70 O
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 60 100 1 UU 77 O
/ 1 .iL

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 45 75.0 DD.y CO o
bo.*;

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 21 35.0 36.

o

61.1

i^ompieieiy Deuiasi resiuenis. 0 0.0 1 '\ 4

Residents confined to chairs. 25 41.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 15 25.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 24 40.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 23.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

20
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

(

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
IvIIZ 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10 9 1 123 119

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mb 1 DO C. 1 .\J

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drini<ing is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MFT 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MFTIVILI 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MFT 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal Dursuits includina reliaiou^ activitie'? of the resident'*? choice if anvIII 1 1 1 lUI wU 1 ^^Ul Lw) 11 1wl UVI 1 1 1^ 1 Wl lUIV^Uw CCw LI V 1 Llww \J 1 11 1W 1 WiJI 1 1 1 v7 l\i/l V«w j 11 vt 1 1 V • MFT 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MFT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MFT1 1 IVI 1 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NAUGATUCK CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GLENDALE HEALTH CENTER
street Address: City and State:

4 HAZEL AVE NAUGATUCK CT 06770

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 02/24/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 104 87.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 101 84.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 93 78.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr toilpt 119 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total los^; of howpl or hIaHripr pontrol 91 76.5 66.9 68.2

Rp'^iripnt^ on inriivirluf^llv writtpn hnwpl ?ind hlfiddpr rptrp^ininn nrnnr^^m 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rpqiripntc rpppivlnfi tiihp fppriinriQ nr rpniiirinn a^Qitstflnf^p with patinn 50 42.0 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 1 0.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 55 46.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 76 63.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 77 64.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 10 8.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

61
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the seventy or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^iEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to wall< or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Rp<5Parrh Dniinril National Arariemv of Srienr^pi
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident, it is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW BRITAIN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
ANDREW HOUSE SNF

Street Aaaress: v^iiy ariu oiaie.

66 CLINIC DR NEW BRITAIN CT 06053

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 10/23/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

87

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 67 77.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 80 92.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 68 78.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 87 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 58 66.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 2.3 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 34 39.1 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 3 3.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 47 54.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 46 52.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 52 59.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 6.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 34 39.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

66
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

tl6ininu6r. I riob^ o*^ oclcOlcU pcrriUTIIIdTlOc; l[IUIUaLU[o UU [lUl ic^pioooiU all ult^ IcCIUlI cri 1 icl lib ct

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

PAPII ITV

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET di 1 U.4

•1 ceo i 7 C
1 / .0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 1 2.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 4.y COT00/ c 0
'o.tL

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y A C4.0 01 b 0 c0.0

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 0 / 1 0.0 1 uyy lie

1 1 .0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
NOT MET -i

-7
0.4 \iLf\j 1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 11.4 \C\K3

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Q 4.U 1 U41 1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET OK 0 141 0 1 /t Q
1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 0 1 Q
/ .y 1 A no

1 4Uo 1 /I Q
1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET P4 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW BRITAIN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

BRITTANY FARMS HEALTH CENTER
street Address: i City and State:

400 BRITTANY FARMS RD NEW BRITAIN CT 06053

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 300 PROPRIETARY 02/03/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

289

IMedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A targe number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 206 71.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 163 56.4 80.0 83.2

Toiieting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina• 1 1 %^ 1 1 ^sj 0 VJV till 1 ^1 ^^^^ III 1 ^^41 Wi^J^J 1 1 III D 1 ^1 D 1 121 41.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

171 59.2 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iHpnt^ with pflthptAir^^ nr narti^il nr tot^il Ihqq nf howpl nr hlarirlpr pnntrni 132 45.7 66.9 68.2

RpciiHpntc on inHiv/iHi i£)ll\/ writton hr\\A/pl anH hIaHHor rotraininn nmnramnooiLioi 1 lo \j* I 11 lui V luiuciiiy vvi 1 iis^i 1 UL/vvc^i diiu uidULivi 1 'Gu dii ly I-" v/UI Cll M- 1 0.3 1.4 4.6

Eating

Fio'oliUUiUo it^VvUIVIlsy lUUc; lt;c;UUiyo Ul loyUiiniy dbblbldilu^ Willi c^dllliy. 68 23.5 36.8 37.7

6 2.1 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 103 35.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 78 27.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 96 33.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 3.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sl(in care. 22 7.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

183
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at thie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION
MW o/

/o W To

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

IVIQ 1 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
IVlt 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

AH essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW BRITAIN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
LEXINGTON CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

32 LEXINGTON ST NEW BRITAIN CT 06052

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 65 PROPRIETARY 04/28/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

63

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not Indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or Inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 48 76.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 52 82.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 52 82.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Rp^irlpnt^ rpniilrinn <ir>mp nr tntal fl^<?i^t3npp mnvinn fmm hpH tn phair or to

tub or toilet. 63 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 55 87.3 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 1 1.6 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requihng assistance with eating. 32 50.8 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 46 73.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 30 47.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 50 79.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 13 20.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 39 61.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

49
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

RerTiinder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

f 1 inntinninn tn nrfa\/pnt InQQ r»f nhilitv tn wflik r»r rnnvp frppiv Hpfnrmitip^ flnH n?5rfll\/<5i<5
1 Ui lOilUI III lu Liiv^vdii lUoo \J\ ctuiiiiy iw vvciiiN \ji iiiuvo iio<7iy, u^ivji 1 1 iiiic^o cii lu ^ciiciiyoio.

MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Snpcific self-heln devices are available v\/hen necessarv
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
th^ roi^nmrnonHoH Hi^tarx/ sillnvA/sinf^^Q thp PnnH anH Miitritinn RnarH r»f thp
11 iC 1 COLf 1 Ml lid lUCLI \JldCli y allWwell I^C70 \Jl 11 IC7 I \J\J\J CII lU i 11 1 IIUI 1 \—/\JCa\ \J \J\ 11

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 A A

14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9
r— o ~7

587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y 4.5 olo Q CO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 lo.o luyy 1 1 .0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1

7

8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1 .4 1 21 D 1 2.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET oo 4.U 1 U41 1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET b 1 1 41 o i4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET lb —J r\
7.9

A AdQ14Uo i4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39 6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW BRITAIN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MONSIGNOR BOJNOWSKI MANOR
street Address: City and State:

50 PULASKI ST NEW BRITAIN CT 06053

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 06/09/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

59

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 52 88.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 59 100 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reouirina some or total assistance in toiletina 59 100 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui lUMcl. 59 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iHpntQ with p;ithptprQ nr n?irtifll nr tnt^^l Ioq^ of hnwpl nr hl^^HHpr pnntrni
1 ICOIU^I 1 lO will 1 Odll l^ld O ^1 L^Cll IICII \J\ l^LCll I^OO \J\ LJ^^VV^I \J\ UlCluu^l III wl> 41 69.5 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ nn inHi\/iHi iaIIv writtpn hnwpl anH hlarlHor rptraininn nrr^nramriooiud Ho 11 iLJiviLJUciiiy wi iiic;i i uuwc^i cii lu uici\JU\i;i i sdw dii in |Ji di i
16 27.1 1.4 4.6

Eating

riC/OlUc;) llo It70c7iviiiy lUUc? lUUUIIiyo Ui it^LfUlilliy doololcti lUt? Willi t^alliiy. 34 57.6 36.8 37.7

Ofimnlotolv KoHffict rocirlonte\i/UIII|Jlddy UC7UlCloL iVolUdllOa 1 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 30 50.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 36 61.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 36 61.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 6.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 23.7 27.1 31.2

l\/ledicaid Residents:

39
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % #IT %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tiihp fppriino MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MFT 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW BRITAIN CT
NURSING HOME PROFtLE
THE JEROME HOME

Street Address* Citv and State:

975 CORBIN AVE NEW BRITAIN CT 06052

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 60 NON-PROFIT OTHER 07/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERSSTiCS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

59

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 53 89.8 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 6 10.2 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 0 0.0 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 56 94.9 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 8 13.6 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 0 0.0 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 0 0.0 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 2 3.4 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

22
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at thie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in ottier facilities in tfie State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to wall< or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

opeciTic seiT-neip uevices are avaiiaoie wnen nectJaoary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and foiiow/ed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with arrpntpri nrnfp^^innal nrarfirp'; hv niialified thpraoi'St'S or nualified a*5'?i'5tant<5

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

ctuuuiuiiiy lu uic ii loll uuuUi lb oi ui^ diicriuiriy priybician.
NOT MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
K/\J\ lUlllUl 1.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
nnmfnrt nf rpQlrlpntQ

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW BRITAIN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WALNUT HILL CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

55 GRAND STREET NEW BRITAIN CT 06053

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 192 PROPRIETARY 08/05/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

178

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

rissiasnis requiring some or loiai asbisiaiiue iri uaiiiiriy. 144 80.9 7ft ft ft1 ^O 1 .Q

Dressing

riesiuents requiring some or loiai assisiance in uresbiny. 157 88.2 ftT ?

Toileting

riesiuenis requiring some or loiai assistance in loiieiing. 147 82.6 fiQ T 7T ft

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 178 100 77 ?

Continence

nesiaents witn catneters or partial or total loss oi oowei or uiaouer control. 129 72.5 68 ?

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4 6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 72 40.4 oo.o '^7 7

uompieteiy DeaTasi resiaenis. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 165 92.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 62 34.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 146 82.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 21 11.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 71 39.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

120
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected petlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (sliots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the
Nfltirinfll RpciP^^rph f^riiinpil N^tinn^il Ap^iripmw nf ^pipnppQB^dLIUIIdl riCOCCll wl 1 wULlllwll, iNdLIUIIdl rAV.^dVJv7l 1 1 y \JI IWv70.

MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW CANAAN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WAVENY CARE CENTER

street Address: City and State:

3 FARM RD NEW CANAAN CT 06840

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 67 NON-PROFIT OTHER 01/28/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

65

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 34 52.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 48 73.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 41 63.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 65 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 23 35.4 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 7 10.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 13 20.0 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 11 16.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 5 7.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 18 27.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 3.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 18 27.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

16
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of Win or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonfiy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 oo o32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ?1ei. \

10 4 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET OP. 1 O Q 07QQ
c. 1 oy

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1 R '5

1 D.O 1 OOI3 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 14 Q

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET q 4 ^ ft 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O r 1ft T 116

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 171 / R 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET C-yJ 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET R 4 0 1041 110

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET \J 1 25 2 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14.9

isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

Mb 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
CAREWELL REST HOME

street Address: City and State:

260 DWIGHT STREET NEW HAVEN CT 06511

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 45 PROPRIETARY 08/05/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

44

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
hifihlu QnppiflliTpH f*3rp finrl ^prvipp^

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 19 43.2 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 34 77.3 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 12 27.3 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 44 100 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 14 31.8 19.4 59.1

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder retrainina oroaram 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receivina tube feeriinn«5 nr rpnuirinn fl«i<?i«?tflnrp with patinn 3 6.8 5.4 29.3

Comoletelv bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 5 11.4 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 44 100 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 0 0.0 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

44
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected peiiormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNaLlOllcll ncocdlUlI OUUildl, iNdUUIIcll MUaUttlliy Ul OUItJFlUco.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

COVE MANOR CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

36 MORRIS COVE ROAD NEW HAVEN CT 06512

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 70 PROPRIETARY 11/10/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

67

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp<?irlpnt^ rpniiirinn <5nmp or total a«5<?i*5tancs in bathina1 i^oivi^i 1 lo 1 ^uuii II lu ov/i 1 1w \ji ml cA<^oio tui i^^ iii ^miiiiivj. 42 62.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp^idpnt^ rpniiirinn <?omp or total assistance in drfissina1 l^CIVIWI 1 LO 1 U II II lU Owl 1 1^ w 1 \:\J Idl UwwIOmi IWW III VJ 1 wwwl 1 iw 58 86.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rpsidpnts rpniiirinn snmp or total assistanpp in toilptinn
1 I^OIU^I 1 1 ^UUII II lU Owl 1 1^ \Ji LQI dOOIOmi IW^ II 1 L\.^ll^lll IM' 44 65.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

luu or IOII61. 67 100 100 77.2

Continence

iic;olUwlllo Willi Udll Icjlt^l o Ul [Jell LIdl Ui lUlOl lUoo Ul UUVVt^l Ul UlciUUt;! UUIIliUI. 26 38.8 66.9 68.2

ric^olUc;! llo Ull 11 lUlVIUUdliy Willlc;ll UUWUI olMU UldUU^r r^Ualllliiy [Jiuyidni. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncoiufc?iiio ifcjutjivii ly luuc; icjuuiiiyb or rcquiriny aobisicincG wiiri eaiiny. 29 43.3 36.8 37.7

f^nmnlpfplv hpHfsQt rpcirlpntc 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 15 22.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 34 50.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 23 34.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 3.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 3 4.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

52
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at ttie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Exceot in a medical emeraencv a resident is not transferred or discharaed nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each re'^idsnt receive'^ dailv npr<?nnal hvnipne a<5 nppripri tn as«iiirp rlpanlinp^<5 nnnri

skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has oroblems with bowel and bladder control i<? nrovided with^— *>AV II IVi^^lV^Virlll VVI ISy 1 1 (AO f-f 1 Wluf iV^IIIO VVilil KJ\J VV^ I Ul 1^ 1 UVlValw 1 IIII \J 1 l<U Ly 1 \J V 1 VJ Will 1

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET d\ 1U.4 1 7.D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oU 14.

a

6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET y bib o.b

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET Of 1 o.o luyy 1 1 .D

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET
A -7
1 /

Q A
\iil\J

AO A
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do 1 1 .4 \d\X3 -ion

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET oo 4.U 1 U41 A A r\

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET b 1 1 41 o 1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D / .y 1 4Uo 1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
JEWISH HOME FOR AGED

street Address: City and State:

169 DAVENPORT AVE NEW HAVEN CT 06510

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 210 NON-PROFIT OTHER 02/05/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

TotaS Residents on Day of Survey:

210

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Rpciripnt<i rpniiirinn <5nmp or tntal a<5^i<5tanrp in hathinn
1 IwOIVJwIllO 1 ^UUII 1 1 lU Owl 1 \Jt l.\JlCKl dOOIOlCtl III UC4llililU. 195 92.9 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp<;iripntt; rpniiirinn <;nmp nr tntal a<5^i«5tanrp in firp<5<5inn1 I^OIU^IIlO I^UMIItlllM OWIIIG wl 1>\J Ldl QOOIOidllw^ III UIV^OOIIIM> 157 74.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rpciiflpntti rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal a^^i^tanr'P in tnilptinn
1 lOOIvJdlLO 1 II IM wV^I 1 Iv7 \J\ L^^ldl dOOIOldl III IWII^tlilU. 159 75.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

xuD or loiiei. 210 100 100 77.2

Continence

R^QiHontQ with r*cithotorc or nortiol r^r tr^tai locc r\i hoiXA/ol r\r hIaHHor f^r*ntrr>l 133 63.3 66.9 68.2

r\fc!oiLifc;i Ro ui 1 inuiviuuciiiy wiiucii uuwfcji diiu ulauuc;! icuctiBiniy pruyrdiii. 8 3.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiuenxs receiving luue leeaings or rec|uiring assisiance wiin eaiing. 36 17.1 36 8 37 7

5 2.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 77 36.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 106 50.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 66 31.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 1.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 58 27.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

176
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0,5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by ail personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NEW FAIRVIEW HEALTH CARE FACILITY
street Address: City and State:

181 CLIFTON ST NEW HAVEN CT 06513

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 195 PROPRIETARY 06/03/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

190

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Rp<?idpnt<? rpniiirinn ^nmp nr total as^istanrp in hathina1 l^OI vl 1 lO 1 ^VJLJII II lU OV^i 1 1w \Jl WJml ClOOIOLdl l\.#G 111 k/ClLIIIIIU. 162 85.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp^iHpnt^ rpniiirinn <inmp or total as^istanrp in (irp«5*iina1 I^OIVJ^IIIO IWViUIIIIIU OV^I 11^ \Jl Idl dOOIi^lCII lO^ III UlwOOIIIU. 168 88.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp<>iHpnt«i rpnuirinn <iomp or total a<5«5i9tanrp in toilptinn1 IwOIUWIIlO 1 ^VJUII II IM owl 1 Iw \Ji IV^Ldl dOOIOlClllw^ III IWII^IIIIU* 144 75.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Vjl lUllcl. 184 96.8 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripntQ with pfithptpr^ nr nartifll nr trital Ioqq nf hnwpl nr hIpHHpr pnntrni 131 68.9 66.9 68.2

RpQiH^ntc nn inHi\/iHi I9ll\/ \A/rittor\ HnvA/ol anri KlaHHor rotraininn r\rr\r\rckvc\nc/oiLi^i iio ui 1 M luiviuudiiy wiiiicii uuwui ciiiu uiauuc^i ic;iioiiniiy [Jiuyiciiii. 6 3.2 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncoiuc?iii9 it^uciviiiy luuc ict^uniyo ui ic^^uiiiriy 01001010(110^ wiiii c^aiiriy. 109 57.4 36.8 37.7

ConriDletelv bpdfa^t rpQiHpntQ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 95 50.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 120 63.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 125 65.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 2.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 190 100 27.1 31.2

IVIedicaid Residents:

184
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

i_ _ 1 _ 1 1 1 11 "ill 1 iiiii ii" "11 •I
Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
Wlin aCU6pL6Q prOTeSSIOrial piaCllCeS Dy CjUallTlcCJ lilcrdpiolb (Ji (^UdlllloU abblbldlUb.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
fapililv nr h\/ rpfprral tn an ^innrnnrifltp ^npi^il anpnrv

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NEW HAVEN NURSING CENTER
street Address: City and State:

50 MEAD ST NEW HAVEN CT 0651

1

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 89 PROPRIETARY 10/15/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

87

l\/!edicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /O /o

Bathing

RociHontc rom lirinn cr^mis or tr^tal ijccictisnp^ in hcithinnricolUt^l llo 1 c^LjUll 11 oUi 1 KJt lUlcil cioololcii ill Udii ill ivj. 78 89.7 7R R ft1 *i

Dressing

RociHontc roni lirinn cofno nir tr^tal accictGno^ in HroQcinnn^oiu^i Ho 1 ^v^uii 11 lu oui Mo vji LL/idi dooioidi loc; ii i ui cooii i^. 73 83.9 80 0 83 ?

Toileting

ricolUt^llLo it^LjUiilliy bUi 1 Ic Ui lUldi doololdliUt^ III LUIIULIliy. 70 80.5 69 3 73 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

TUD or lOiiet. 83 95.4 100 77 2

Continence

nesiaenxs wiin Cdxneiers or pdniai or lotdi loss oi uowsi or uidOOBr coniroi. 67 77.0 R6 9 68 ?

nesiaenis on inaiviauaiiy written Dowei ana Diaaaer retraining program. 1 1.1 1 4 4 fi

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 41 47.1 OD.O "kl 7

Lrompicieiy ueQiasx resioenis. 2 2.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 51 58.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 40 46.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 55 63.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 4.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 53 60.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

60
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan Indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hpfit^ipnpu mp\y rpnrp^pnt fln nnnninn nrnhlpm nr 3 nnp-timp fAiliirp nf 3 ^innlp Qtflff npr^nn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 n Q
1 1 C.O 1 1 M

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 6d..iL

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10 4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

Mt 1

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16 3 138Q 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30\J\J 14 9 587 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4 5 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III flUlMlcll pUioUllb, IMUIUUIlly it;liyiUUo dOUVIllt^o Ul UiKi icolUolU o UiiUluc;, II ally. Mh 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
ft jicrxMb 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

Mb 1 23 1 1.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mb 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

ML 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MC 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

Mt 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and sen/ed under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder; The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PARKVIEW MEDICAL RECOVERY CENTER
street Address:

915 BOULEVARD

City and State:

NEW HAVEN CT 0651

1

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

120

Type of Ownersliip:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

07/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

117

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 87 74.4 78.8 81 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 82 70.1 OA r\oO.O DO.

2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 79 67.5 by.

3

/o.o

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 84 71.8 lUU
"7"7 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 78 66.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 49 41.9 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .D

Residents confined to chairs. 71 60.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 57 48.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 34 29.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 25 21.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

65
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan Indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified pehod of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinrtinninn to nrpvenf lns<? of ahilitv to walk or move freelv deformities and oaralvsis
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 1 7.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the rprommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the11 1^ 1 x-'w\J 1 1 1 1 1 1^ 1 lUWVJ VJ 1w ICIil y Vll tyj VV CAI 1w \J \J 1 LI 1 VaT 1 U.I l\Jt U LI 1 LIWl 1 V/UI \JI \J 1 LI l>arf

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 1 6.3 1389 "4 /I "7

14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET JO 1 4.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET a 4.5 81 b 8.b

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET

0*7of 1 o.o 1 uyy 1 1 .b

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 /
Q A0.4 1 / U 1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do 1 1 .4 1 iJl b 1 tL.\d

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo A c\ i r\A 1

1 1 .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET O 1

OK o
1 41 o

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 b / .y
H A HQ
1 4Uo \ 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET \J\J 39 6 2340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SAINT REGIS HEALTH CENTER
street Address: City and State:

1354 CHAPEL STREET NEW HAVEN CT 0651

1

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 125 PROPRIETARY 01/21/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

Rp^irlpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal a^^i^tanpp in hathinn
1 l^OIViwI 1 lO 1 ^UUII II lU 01.^1 1 l\7 \Ji IWICII ClOOIOlCll IV./\^ II 1 UCllI III IM> 72 60.0 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp<>idpnt^ rpniiirinn t5nmp nr tntal a<?<?i<?tanrp in rirp^sinn
1 1COIUOIILO ICKJUIIIIIU Owlll^ ^1 IW iCll dOOIOiClllOw III UlwOwlllU* 104 86.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^iHpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp or tntfil fl^QiQt?inpp in tnilptinn
1 l~OIU^9 1 lO ICVJUIIIIIM Owl lie \J\ LWldl ClOOIOlCll IV./0 II 1 Iwll^lll IM> 72 60.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or toiiei. 85 70.8 100 77.2

Continence

RpciHpntc \A/ith r^athptprc r\r n^rtisl r\r tr\tal li^cc r»f hr\\A/ol nr hlaHHor nr\nfrr\\ricolUt^fllo Willi UclUIC7l^lo Ul fJdi llcil \J\ lUlcil lUoo Ui UUWc7l Ul UldUUt;! L/UtlllUi. 65 54.2 66.9 68.2

nesiaenib on inuiviQUany wnuGn uowei ana uiaQQ6r reiraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4.6

Eating

nesiaenis receiving luue leeaings or requiring assisxance wim eating. 39 32.5 36 8 37 7

v^ompiciciy Dcaiasi lesiticnis. 1 0.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 59 49.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 74 61.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 86 71.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 8 6.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 84 70.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

93
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan Indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies In other facilities In the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient In the Indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected petlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WEST ROCK HEALTH CARE CENTER
root ArlHroec"

34 LEVEL STREET NEW HAVEN CT 06516

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 08/24/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

86

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receivina aoDroDriate or inaoorooriate care It mav reflect the facilitv's abilitv to orovide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 33 38.4 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 60 69.8 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 18 20.9 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 22 25.6 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 8 9.3 19.4 59.1

Residents on Individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 3 3.5 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 7 8.1 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 4 4.7 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 29 33.7 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.2 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 1.2 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

85
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinrtinnina to orpvent los*; of abilitv to walk or move freelv deformities and oaralvsis
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 O.d. M .U

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 I2.y 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET
•4

1 ilby 4.y

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET A4 o 1

1

0. /

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET o 1 y.4 4o 1 O.O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET D.O 4/y O.O

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET oo Q 7y. / 1 Uo4 1 y.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o D.O 1 1 oy 01/1^1 .4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET U U.U U U.U

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET U U.U U U.U

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET n n n n 0 0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WINTHROP HEALTHCARE INC
street Address: City and State:

240 WINTHROP AVE NEW HAVEN CT 0651

1

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 240 PROPRIETARY 08/03/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

231

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with ttiese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 158 68.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 189 81.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 157 68.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUllt^L. 231 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripnt^ with p^thptpr^ nr nflrtifli nr tntal Io^q nf hnwpl nr hlflHrlpr pnntrni 139 60.2 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ inHi\/iHi if)ll\/ \A/ritton Kaia/oI anH hlaHHor rotrcsininn nronrarnFicoiud Ho \JM iiiuiviuuciiiy wi iiic^i 1 L/LfWc^i di lu uici\ju*^i 1 ciinii lu yji Um' cii i i. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nt^olUoUlo Ic^uclVliiy lUUt; lc?t7Uliiyo Ui ic^LjUliMiy aooloLallL/c; Willi c^dlliiy. 62 26.8 36.8 37.7

4 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 111 48.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 85 36.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 118 51.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 14 6.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sl(in care. 65 28.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

203
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

f 1 inr'tinninn to nri^\/pnt Ihqq nf ^^hilitv tr* wplk nr mn\/P frppiv HpfnrmitiPQ anH narjilw^iQ
i ui loLiL'i III lu i\j |_/i cv 11 i^oo \j 1 auiii ly ikj vvcii r\ \ji 1 1 iv/vo 1 1 ^oiy , i vji 1 1 ii iico cii lu |>^cii ciiy oio.

MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp r<:ipnmm<^nrlp(i Hiptarv ?^lln\A/?*nppQ nf thp Fnorl anrl Niitritinn Rr»?irrl nf thpIMC 1 V^Ol^l 1 II 1 Id UiOlOiy ClIlwVvCll IwCO ^1 11 lO 1 V_(v_/VJ CII 1 LI 1 LIUI 1 [—'well U \Jl LI IC

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 1 1 .6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23
•4 -4 A
1 1 .4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 1 1 .0

Ail essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition

MET 51 25.2 141o 14.

y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.

a

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW LONDON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
BEECHWOOD MANOR INC

street Address: City and State:

31 VAUXHALL STREET NEW LONDON CT 06320

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 45 PROPRIETARY 02/19/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

45

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 43 95.6
~70 Q/o.o o 1 .b

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 38 84.4 on o oo.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 38 84.4 by.o
70 0
/ 0.0

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 45 100 1 UU
7~7 0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 34 75.6 bb.y CQ 0bo.^

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 i A
1 .4 4.b

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 16 35.6 36.8
0~7 "7
of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 1 2.2 \ .0

Residents confined to chairs. 10 22.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 17 37.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 21 46.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 2.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 45 100 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

18
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING t

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tinat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9
-4 A /to
1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available w/hen necessary.
MET 91

C. 1 1 (j.f 1 RRO 1 7 R
1 / .D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 cd.y
oo r\
iiy.U

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oooo ICO

1 D.O 1 OQQ 14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oU 1 4.y OO/ K O
D.<1

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q A c; ftl R0 1 O ft RO.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET o /

1 ft Q
1 o.o 1 nQQ

1 vjyy 1 1 R
1 1 .O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 /
ft A 1 07r> 1 ^ 4

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 11/1
1 1 .4 1 oi R

1 ^ 1 o 1 5 Q
1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET oo A r\ 1 r>Ai 1 1 n

1 1 .yj

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET O 1
OR 0

1 4 1 o ^A Q
1

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D 7 Q 1/inft 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 2340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsnfian.
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NEW LONDON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CAMELOT INC
street Address: City and State:

89 VIETS STREET EXTENSION NEW LONDON CT 06320

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 11/23/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

60

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 19 31.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Resident*? reouirina some or total assistance in dressina1 1 Wl VaXi' 1 1 hW 1 Vil VI III II 1^^ 1 1 1%^ L\rCI Wl 1 l\p/X^ 111 V4 I 1 1^4 « 45 75.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reniiirinn some or total assistance in toiletinn
1 I^OIVJ^IliO IwUUIIIIIM OWIII^ \Jl K\J tell dOOIOiCtl lOw III tv/l 1^ ill IM • 37 61.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti iHv r\r f/^il^itlUU (jr lUllcl.. 60 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQirSpntQ woth p^ithf^tprQ or n^rti^S at total locc Af Kaia/oI at hl^sHHor PAntrAlnC^OlLSC/l HO Will S ^Oll ICIC^I ^ KJl pciB lldl \Ji iXJiOLl IWOO \Ji VjyjvVs^i \Jl UlaU'UUI \^\Jl lU XJi- 19 31.7 66.9 68.2

nuoiuuiiio uii II luiviuuaiiy wgiut;ii uuvvt?! ctnu uictuuc?! ic^uaiiiiiiy piuyicini. 2 3.3 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntsbioGiuo receiving luue Teeaings or recjUiring assisiance wiin eaiing. 12 20.0 36 8 37.7

1 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 18 30.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 24 40.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 39 65.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 6.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 15 25.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

29
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tiiat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their ow.i self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW LONDON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NUTMEG PAVILION
street Address: City and State:

78 VIETS ST EXTENSION NEW LONDON CT 06320

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 140 PROPRIETARY 11/12/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

140

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/To o/To

Bathing

nesiaenis requiring some or loiai assisiance in oaxning. 117 83.6 7P ft
/ O.O fti f;o 1 .0

Dressing

nesiaenis requiring some or loxai assistance in oressing. 104 74.3 fin n ftQ o

Toileting

nesiuenTS requiring some or Toiai assistance in loiieiing. 97 69.3 oy.vj 7*^ ft

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 140 100 1 nn 77 0

Continence

nesioenis wiin caineters or partial or total loss ot Dowei or Diaaaer control. 89 63.6 Rft 0\i0.c.

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A
1

A R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 47 33.6 "^R ftOD.O •57 7

v^ompieieiy Deaiasi resiaents. 1 0.7 T 4

Residents confined to chairs. 42 30.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 71 50.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 69 49.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 5.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 12 8.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

83
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the sun/ey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y 1 1 £10 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET ob 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 10 4 17 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 0 Q
c. 1 oy

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1 O.o 1 ooy 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET '^ft7

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET q 4 R ft1 R ft Ro.o

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O 1 1ft 1 DQQ 1 1 R

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 i R 4 1 ?7n 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET CO 114 1 ? q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET O 4 n 1041 110

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 1413 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1fi 7 Q 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW MILFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CANDLEWOOD VALLEY CARE CTR
street Address: City and State:

30 PARK LANE EAST NEW MILFORD CT 06776

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 104 PROPRIETARY 01/25/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

101

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 71 70.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 97 96.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 86 85.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

101 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpcjHpritc; with rathptpr<5 nr narti?i! nr tntal lnc;<5 nf hnwpl nr biaddpr pnntrol 78 77.2 66.9 68.2

Rptiirlpnt<> nn inHiviHiiflllv uurittpn howpl 3nH hlarlripr rptraininn nrnnrflm 1 1.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rf^QiripintQ ror*cii\/inn tiiKo fooHinnc r»r roniiirinn accictonr^o \A/ith oatinn 35 34.7 36.8 37.7

1 1.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 77 76.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 39 38.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 63 62.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 3.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 34 33.7 27.1 31.2

IVIedicaid Residents:

30
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tlie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEW MILFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NEW MILFORD NURSING HOME
oireei Aaaress* Oily alia oidic.

19 POPLAR ST NEW MILFORD CT 06776

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 99 PROPRIETARY 06/03/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

99

l\Aedicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 76 76.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 93 93.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 89 89.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 99 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 69 69.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 42 42.4 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 28 28.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 48 48.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 67 67.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 6.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 18 18.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

70
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

ClA^^opl Ml ci illcUllUctl VI I loi yVI iL/y , d iVoiUViii lo iiui 11 cli loi oi 1 \J\ LiloUi icii vjvu, \\\J} lo

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

tidcii rebiusni rcceivco Qaiiy per&onai nygiene as neeueQ lo assure cieaniinebo, youu
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

dClUi 1 IfciolLlClll Wl lU lido piUUIoIIlo Willi UUVvcl Cil lU UlCiUUVl L/wllllUI lo pUJviuWJ Willi

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 A A
1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET C. 1 1 DD^ 17ft

1 / .D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET OC 1 O Q
1 iL^d

070Q

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oo ICQ H QQQ 14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oU 1 /I Q
\ 4.y KQ7 ft o

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Qy 4.0 fti ft0 1 D ft ftO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET Q7 1 ft Q

1 o.o 11ft

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NOT MET i 7 ft A 1 97n 1 Q A
1 v3.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 1 1 .4 1 ^ 1 D 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET Qo 1 DAI 1 1 n

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 1
1 /in 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 R
1 D 7 Q 1 4 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

^/IPTIVIC 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEWINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

BEL-AIR MANOR
street Address: City and State:

256 NEW BRITAIN AVE NEWINGTON CT 06111

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 71 PROPRIETARY 11/04/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

69

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

nigniy speciaiizeu care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 13 18.8 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 13 26.1 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 17 24.6 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
2 2.9 36.7 66.0

Continence

Resident's with catheters or oartial or total lo<?<? of howpl or bladder control 17 24.6 19.4 59.1

RpQiHpntQ nn inHi\/iHi i^llw writtf^n howol anH hl^iHrifir rotraininn nrnnramricoivjc^i 1 lo n iLJiviLJUcifiy vviiiidi uwwo chili uidULi^i i c^ii ciii iii L'il'h'^'''* 16 23.2 2.3 6.1

Eating

RAQiHfintQ ror'^iv/inn ti iho fooHinnc rw roni lirinn accictanr'o \A/ith ostinnnc7oiuc7i iio 1 c^Owivii luuo ic^c^uii i^o \J\ \ ov^uit ii lu ciooioLcti luc? will i cctui ly. 0 0.0 5.4 29.3

0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 28 40.6 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 16 23.2 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

43
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility etisures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

Tunciioniny lo prfcjvciu lUob ui duimy lu wciir\ ur iiiuvfc; iicciy, uoiuriiiiutJo diiu paiaiyoio.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Snppifip <^plf—hpin Hpvipp^ arp availahlp whpn npop^^^arv
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
lilt; 1 t;L/Ul 1 II I IcI lUtJU Uloldiy dllUWcll lUtJo L/l U It; nU«JU dl lU INUIIIIIVJII OI^^Cll tl VJI IMC

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
accordina to the instructions of the attendina ohvsician

MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1 169 21 .4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEWINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
JEFFERSO N HOUSE

street Address:

ONE JOHN H STEWART DR

City and State:

NEWINGTON CT 06111

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

90

Type of Ownership:

NON-PROFIT OTHER

Survey Date:

03/09/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

88

i\/ledicare Residents:

12

Caution: A large number of residents with tliese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/vo o/To

Bathing

nesiuenis requiring some or loiai assisiance in Daining. 48 54.5 in o
/ o.o O 1 .0

Dressing

nesiaenis requiring some or loiai aSSisiance in uressing. 52 59.1 on nOU.U

Toileting

nesiaenxs requiring some or lOiai assisvance in loiieiing. 49 55.7 7"5 ft
/ O.o

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 87 98.9 1 uu 77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 25 28.4 DD.y fiR 0OO.c.

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 11 12.5 -1 A

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 16 18.2 OD.O Q7 7

completely Deaiast residents. 1 1.1

Residents confined to chairs. 9 10.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 27 30.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 27 30.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 13 14.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 33 37.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

46
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

belovkf does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET d\ 1 U.4 H ceo 1 "7 C

1 / .D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739
r\r\ f\29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 36 lb.J 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET I4.y CQ7bo/ c oO.d

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y 4.0 QIC O.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET Of H Q O

1 O.O luyy 1 1 .D

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NOT MET •i
-7

1 /
Q A i 07r\ i O A

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do 1 1 .4
•1 0-1 c i O Q

1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo 4.U 1 U41 1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET O 1 1 41 O 1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 o 7 Q
1 4Uo 1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET ou OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEWINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MEDIPLEX OF NEWINGTON

street Address: City and State:

240 CHURCH ST NEWINGTON CT 06111

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 10/29/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

176

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niCjniy sp6CiaiiZG0 care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 107 60.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 108 61.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 104 59.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 173 98.3 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 105 59.7 66.9 68.2

Rf^^iripnt^ on indiviriuallv writtpn hnwpl anri hlarlHpr rptraininn nrnnr?im 1 0.6 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^iHpnt^ rpppix/inn tiihp fppHinriQ nr rpniiirinn ^iQQiQt^inpp with p^tinn 44 25.0 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast re^idpnt^ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 57 32.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 47 26.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 100 56.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 2.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 38 21.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

109
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

TaCHiiy must meet, i nere are over duu separaie requirerricrub. i ric iiiiuriiiduuri prt^bcruca

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ric FdUniiy UoUo d oyolclll Ulal aooUic^o lull ctl lU uUl 1 ipit^Li:; dUL/UUl lul ly Ul icrolUclllo

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

fr /o W /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

IVIC 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mt 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NEWTOWN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ASHLAR OF NEWTOWN INC
street Address: City and State:

TODDY HILL RD NEWTOWN CT 06470

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 156 PROPRIETARY 06/19/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

155

l\Aedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
I'll 1 _ _

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % /o

Bathing

Rp^irlpnt^ rpniiirinn Qomp nr tntai a^^i^tanrp in hathinn 115 74.2 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp^iripnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal a^^i^tanr^p in rJrp^^inn 112 72.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^irlpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal a^^i^tanrp in tnilptinn
1 l^OIVJd 1 to I^UIvllllIlM OV^IIIC \J\ IWICII ClOOIOldllO^ III IWII^ tl 1 IM * 91 58.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUu or loiiei. 155 100 100 77.2

Continence

R^QiHpntQ with PSithptorQ nr nsrtisl r\r tr^tal Ir^cc rii hnxwol r\r hIaHHor ^r^ntrr*!riooiudiio Willi v^diiic^Ldo yji |jcii iicii \J\ luidi luoo kji uuwc^i kji uiciljvjc^i ouiiiiwi. 97 62.6 66.9 68.2

r\C70lUd llo UN II lUIVIUUdliy Wllllcll UUWt?! allU UlclUUc;l ic^uallllliy [JiUyialli. 3 1.9 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntsbiuciuo rcOciving iuij6 leeuings or recjuiriny aSSiSianc© wiin eaxing. 45 29.0 36 8 37 7

4 2.6 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 78 50.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 60 38.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 72 46.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 5.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 43 27.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

75
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column Indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns Indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies In other facilities In the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility Is In compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the Indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

opeciTic seiT-neip aevices are avaiiauie wnen necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
u/ith apptaritpH nrnfpQQinnal nrpptippQ hv nii^lifipH thprani^t^ r»r nii^lifipH Pi^^i^tflnt^Willi QwV/CLJldJ L^l ^1 COoll.^1 Idl L./I iIV.r70 L/y VJUClll ll^VJ 11 1^1 CI^IOIO ^.^1 ^.^VJCll 1 1 OOOIOICII 1 lO.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

douuiuiriy lu uit? irioiruouorio ut iric aucnuiny priyoician.
NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
ouriuiucjn.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of rp^iHpnt^v/UI lllUll \Ji I^OIVJdl lO.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORTH HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
CLINTONVILLE MANOR

street Address: City and State:

201 CLINTONVILLE RD NORTH HAVEN CT 06473

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 03/18/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

112

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % /o

Bathing

Rp'siripnt'? rpniiirinn somp nr total ati^i^stannp in hathinn 30 26.8 43 2 78 3

Dressing

Rp^iripnts rpnuirina somp or total a^«5istanc:p in dres<?ina1 I^CIUw 1 1 1 wvlU II 1 1 lU WWl 1 1^ wl V\J lUl Uwwl fcvll IV/w 111 VJI wOwl 1 iU 14 12.5 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Rp^iflpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr total a^^i^tanpp in toilptinn
1 l^OlVJ^IIlO 1 ^UUli 11 lU owl I 1^ Wl iWtdl dOOIOldl Iw^ III iWllwllllU. 112 100 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

luu or loiici. 29 25.9 36.7 66.0

Continence

nciolUcil llo Willi Ualllclcib (Jl ydi llal UI lUldl lUoo (Jl UUWol (Ji UldUucI UUlUrUI. 2 1.8 19 4 59 1

ntJoiucnis on invjiviuuaiiy wnuen uowei cino uiauucr reiraining program. 0 0.0 2 3 6 1V/* 1

Eating

nesiaenis receiving luoe leeaings or requiring assistance wiin eaiing. 0 0.0 5 4 29 3

v^ompieieiy ueaiasi resiuems. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 4 3.6 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 22 19.6 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 16 14.3 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

86
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Mei" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified pehod of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at ail times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1

cr>HbUl n .u

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 0 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 HonI2.y 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 o.d. cxyd 4.y

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 o1

1

0. /

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET D 1 y.4 4o 1

Q QO.O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET d. D.tJ 4/

y

d.o

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET OO Q 7
1 UD4 1 y.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o

d. D.O 1 1 oy •51 A
c. \ .4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET U U.U u U.U

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET U U.U nu n nU.U

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET n n 0 n 0 0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORTH HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MONTOWESE HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

163 QUINNIPIAC AVENUE NORTH HAVEN CT 06473

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 09/28/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

58

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 53 91.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring sonne or total assistance in dressing. 53 91.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 55 94.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 58 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 55 94.8 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 34 58.6 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 40 69.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 30 51.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 38 65.5 57.4 58.4

1

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 58 100 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

29
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinrtlnninn tn nrpvent loss of abllitv to walk or move freelv deformities and oaraivsis
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET \r\ A

1 U.4 1 ceo
1 /.b

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rprnmmpnripri diptarv allowanrps of the Food and Nutrition Board of the11 1^ 1 ^ i 1 11 1 1^1 VJ vJI^ mi y dl t\JW Ctl l \J l LI Iv I \^\J\JI UI IU 1 ^U LI 1 LEWI 1 ka/\^UI \-l \J 1 LI l^uf

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET dJ 16.3 1 389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oU i4.y DO/ D.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y 4.0 o 1 b Q Co.b

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET of 1 O.O luyy 1 1 .b

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET
A -J
1 /

Q A0.4 \iLf\j
\o A
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET oo
1 1 .4 1

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET oo A n4.U \ U4l Sin

1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 01 A A AO
1 41 O 1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D / .y
H A no
1 4Uo 1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET OU oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWALK CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

FAIRFIELD MANOR HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

23 PROSPECT AVENUE NORWALK CT 06850

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 240 PROPRIETARY 07/12/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

232

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with tliese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % fO /o

Bathing

RpQiHpntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr tntpl flQQi^tanpp in h^thinnriC?OlUC7l 1 LO IdJUIIIII^ OL/I IL/lCll dOOlolCll III Udll III lU. 203 87.5 7R fi ft1

Dressing

RpciHpntc rpni lirinn cornp or tr*tfll flccictanpp in HrPCQlnniiColUwl llo 1 t^LfUII li ly oVJi 1 1C VJI ILIldi doololdl IOC? ill UlCfoolliy. 181 78.0 fin n ft? 9

Toileting

RpciHpntc rpm lirinn cr\mp nr tr^tal ciccictanop in tnilptinnric^oiuui llo i^\^uiMiiy ouiiit? ui luidi dooioidiiL/c Ml luiiuiii ly. 156 67.2 6Q T 7? 8

Transferring

Residents requiring sonne or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tuD or toiiei. 232 100 1001 \J\J 11 2

Continence

nesiuGnis wiin caxneiers or pdriidi or xoidi loss ot uowei or Diaaaer coniroi. 152 65.5 68 2

nesiaents on inaiviauaiiy wnnen uowei ana Diaauer reiraining program. 2 0.9 1 4 4 6

Eating

riesiaenis receiving lUDe leeuings or requiring assistance witn eating. 61 26.3 ^6 ft 37 7

v^ompiexeiy Deoiasi resioenis. 3 1.3 1 .5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 107 46.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 87 37.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 110 47.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 18 7.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 61 26.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

206
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the
Natinnal RpQParph f^minpil Nfltinnfll Aparipmv/ nf SpIpmppq MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWALK CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

73 STRAWBERRY HILL AVENUE NORWALK CT 06855

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 10/28/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

114

{Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 92 80.7
"70 O
78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 82 71.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 69 60.5 by.o
70 0fO.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 71 62.3 H f\r\100
7*7 077.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 56 49.1 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 25 21.9 36.8 ofJ

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .t)

Residents confined to chairs. 32 28.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 34 29.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 54 47.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 2.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 3.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

82
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
QGTiCiGncy may represGnx an ongoiny prouiciTi or d uric-Liiiiy latiuic ui a biiigi^ oiaii [jyiouM.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET dd lu.y 1 12o -inn
1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 91 10 4

1 VJ.H 1 7

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 9 Q 97QQ 9Q r\

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1 R '5

1 O.o 1 '5ftQ
1 ooy 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET ou 1 4 Q '=;ft7 R 9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Q R1 PkO 1 o ft RO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET O / 1 ft

1 O.O 1 DQQ 1 1 R

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 f ft 4 1 970 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1916 12 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET A

t? 4 0 1 041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET *i1 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 fi 7 Q 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

ivic 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWALK CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
NOTRE DAME CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

76 WEST ROCKS RD NORWALK CT 06851

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 10/30/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

59

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 53 89.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina1 l 1 ^1 1 1 K^J 1 ^1 1 1 1 1 1 V4 ^^^^ 111 1 1 ^^^^ 1 ^^41 I ^> III ^1 1 \^^^^^t 1 1 \^ k 51 86.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

PpQjrjpnt^ renuirina some or total assi<?tance in toiletina 50 84.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU (Jl lUllcl. 59 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiripnt^ with p?ithptprQ or n?irtifll or tnt?il Ihqq nf hnwpl nr hlaHHpr pnntrniriC^OlLJC?! 1 lo Willi wCILI IC7l\7l O \J\ IJCli Lldl \jy kKJkCLi iwOO \J\ UwVVd yjl UlClUUd LrwIILIwl. 46 78.0 66.9 68.2

rit;olUt;l llo Uil II lUIViUUclMy Willlc;ll UUWc7l dllU UldUUc;! ic^udllUliy piuyialll. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpciHpntc ropplv/iniTi ti iHo fooHinnc or roni lirinn occict^n/^Q \A/ith ootinnriooiuc;iiio it^uuiviiiy luut? ic^t^uiiiyo ui ic^LjUiiliiy aoololdilOc? wiui c;aUiiy. 26 44.1 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 46 78.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 33 55.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 44 74.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 5 8.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

25
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

#TT % fr %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWALK CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

OVERLOOK PARK HEALTH CARE
street Address: City and State:

4 ELMCREST TERRACE NORWALK CT 06850

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 90 PROPRIETARY 04/20/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

83

Medicare Residents:

10

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 66 79.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 70 84.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 66 79.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 83 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 59 71.1 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 27 32.5 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 40 48.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 43 51.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 63 75.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 10.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 72 86.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

52
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in othier facilities in tfie State and Nation. "Met" means tfiat ttie facility is in compliance witfi tfie specific requirement. "Not Met" means tfie facility

was deficient in tfie indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
ivlb 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10 9 11 23 119

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET op o c \ .o

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MFT 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Win. 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
iVit 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in nnrmal niirQiiitQ inpliirlinn rplininii^ ^iptix/itipQ of thp rpQiHpnt'Q r^hnipp if anv/III 1 iv^i 1 1 icii ^uiouiio, II i\./iuviii lu 1 wiiuiv^uo dwiiviLico \jt 11 ic icoicj'dii.o \/i II oily. MOT ^i1PT 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician. MPT 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.
MOT KjIPT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MFT 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition. MFT 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.
MOT MFT 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.
MFTIVtC 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder; The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CONVALESCENT CENTER OF NORWICH
street Address: City and State:

60 CROUCH AVE NORWICH CT 06360

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 115 PROPRIETARY 05/08/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

115

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 92 80.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Retiirients reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 78 67.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

RpqiHpnte reouirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1 v^«JI \>lW 1 1 1 Vr VI \A 1 1 1 1 1^4 yJ\-r III Vp' Vi/I LV/ LVII VIwwlO* LVll 1w Vf 1 1 I IV/ 1 1 V< III 1U > 66 57.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

115 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rpcifjontc with pj^thptpr^ or nartial nr tnt?^! In^<5 of hnwpl nr hl?iHHpr pnntrni 74 64.3 66.9 68.2

RpQiripntQ on inHix/iHi i^llw vA/riltpn Wr*\A/pl anrH hlaHHor rotraininn nrnnramric^oiuc^i iio \ji I iiiuivivjuciiiy vvi i UL/Wd di lu uicivJU\>i i vtii ciii iif yji uyi cii 1 1. 5 4.3 1.4 4.6

Eating

n^olUc^Illo lc:Uv;IVIiiy lUUt:^ lUUUIIiyo Ui lc?L]Ulllliy doololclilOc; Willi t:;cilliiy. 28 24.3 36.8 37.7

3 2.6 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 51 44.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 37 32.2 42.8 41.3

Confuted or disoriented residents. 44 38.3 57.4 58.4

Residents %vith bed sores. 8 7.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 31 27.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

84
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
IVIlI I

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luue leeoing. MET 1 n Q 1 1 99
1 1

1 1 Q
1 1 .a

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NUl Mt 1 DO oc.tL d \ .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 1 9 Q 979Q 9Q n

Menus are planned and follovt/ed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
IvIC 1 \J\J 16 ^ 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MOT NylPT 30 14 9 587 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MFTtv\C 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident, it is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MFT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ELMACHRI CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

251 WASHINGTON STREET NORWICH CT 06360

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 30 PROPRIETARY 06/12/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

26

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % o/

Bathing

RGsidents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 20 76.9 "7Q Q
/ O.O O 1 .O

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 22 84.6 oU.U QO OOO.C.

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 17 65.4 ba.o / O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 26 100 1 nn
1 UU 77 O

1 1 .d.

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 17 65.4 DD.y ftp O

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 12 46.2 1 .4

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 12 46.2 ob.o 07 7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 3.8 1 .D

Residents confined to chairs. 6 23.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 10 38.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 16 61.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 3.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 3.8 27.1 31.2

IVIedicaid Residents:

21
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deticiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perfornnance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic
evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMSANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected peiiormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss ot aDiiiiy lo waiK or move ireeiy, aeiormiiies ana paraiysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.
Crtfi/^ifi/^ calf K^ln t^a\/i/^Ac oro ils h\lo \A/Hon nor'CsccQ r\/opc^diiu ocii McijJ utJVioco dJt; ciVciiiciiJit; vviit?M 1 lootJoocii y

.

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the w/ritten orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

tne recommenoeo uietary allowances ot ine rooo ano iNuiriiion boara ot me
National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.

MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
ciLri^tji uii 1^ lu u II loll uuLiiJi lo \j\ u lo diioiiuiiiy pi lyoioidi i.

NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
pnnHitinnlUlllUi 1.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of re«;ident«?

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

FAIRLAWN CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

5 ROCKWELL TERRACE NORWICH CT 06360

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 45 PROPRIETARY 06/24/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

45

lUledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 27 60.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 33 73.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Re<>idents reouirino some or total as<?i"?tancG in toiletina 25 55.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUHol. 25 55.6 100 77.2

Continence

Rp<^irlpnt^ with rp5thptpr«i nr nartial nt tntal ln^<5 nf hnwpl nr hl^iHripr rnntrnS 27 60.0 66.9 68.2

il^oBUUl Ho UN El lUlVIUUclliy WillloM UUWcfl CtMU UiClUUt?! icUdliliEiy |JlUyiCllll. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

rit;oiUUlllo 1 CyUt^lVli ly lUU^ it;:;t:^Uinyo Ul it^i^Uulliy abbBblal lOc; Willi ^aUliy. 13 28.9 36.8 37.7

1 2.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 6 13.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 10 22.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 30 66.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 8.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

28
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies Immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the Indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs. ^ MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, includinc, periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hpfipipnrv mav rpnrp<^pnt onnninn nrnhlpm or ?i nnp~timp failurp nf ^innlp *5taff npr^nn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y I i Q
I I .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO 32.2 or\ A c2045 O 4 C

21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET P1^ 1

10 4 IfifiP 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

IVlt 1
1 9 Q 97'^0 £.i3.\J

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Mb 1 oo 1 \J.O 1 oos 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

Mb 1 OVJ 14 Q 6 9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
Ivlb I

Q 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in nDirmal niirciiitc inpliiHinn r^liniDiiQ ar'tix/iticic r\i th£s rficiHon'!''c: r'hriiP'O if anwin iiuniicii puiouiLo, iMi^iuuiiiy itujMUiwUo cii^uviiico ui iiio i ii o U'liuioc, ii ciiiy. Mb 1 37O / 18 3 10991 \J \J \J 11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
Mb 1

17 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

Mb 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
KAf^TNIC. 1 B 4 0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

ViKJ \ MC 1
51O 1 25 2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

V4\J I IVIC ) 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

IVIC f 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HAMILTON PAVILION NURSING HOME
street Address: City and State:

50 PALMER ST NORWICH CT 06360

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 160 PROPRIETARY 10/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

157

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/
To o/

/o

Bathing

nesiaenis requiring some or xoxai assisiance in Daining. 112 71.3 7(5 Q
/ O.O o 1 .D

Dressing

riesiaents requiring some or loxai assisiance in aressing. 125 79.6 oU.U RQ OOO.C.

Toileting

Hesioenis requiring some or loiai assistance in loiieting. 0 0.0 oy.o VQ ft
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 0 0.0 1 uu 77 0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 98 62.4 DD.y DO. /I

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 5 3.2 1 A A ft

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 48 30.6 OD.O 07 7

irfOmpieieiy ueaiasi resiaenis. 0 0.0 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 50 31.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 11 49.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 83 52.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 3.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 5.1 27.1 31.2

l\/ledicaid Residents:

118
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote nriaximum physical

funrtinnina to orevent loss of abilitv to walk or move freelv deformities and oaralvsis
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET OA

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET do ion on r\

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oo 1 D.O 1/1714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET OU 1 / Q Do/ R O
Ki.d.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q 4.0 Q1 RO 1 D P ftO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET T7

1 o.o 1 uyy lift

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 /
P A0.4 \c.l\j 1 Q /I

1 v3.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET OQd.O 1 1 .4 1 01 ft
1 ^ 1 o 1 O Q

1 c..\3

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET OO & C\H.VJ 1 UM- 1

1 1 r>

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET D 1 1 H 1 O 1 id O
1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D 7 Q
1 4UO 1 4 Q

1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET \J\J 2340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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NORWICH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NORWICHTOWN CONV HOME
street Address: City and State:

91 W TOWN ST NORWICH CT 06360

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 11/23/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

109

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

nic|niv sp6CiaiiZ6u care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 84 77.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 94 86.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 82 75.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih nr tnilpt 108 99.1 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 76 69.7 66.9 68.2

Rp^iflpnt^ on inHivirlu^illx/ writtpn hnwpl anrl hlaHHpr rptr;iininn nrnnram
1 l^OIU^IliO wll IllVIIVIVJUCiliy VVII IIOI 1 UKJW^l Cll lU UlClUUd 1 dll 111 1^ hJt N^MI Cll 11* 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rpppi\/inn tiiHp fppHinriQ dr roniiirinn acQiQtiirioo \A/ith o^tinn 31 28.4 36.8 37.7

ComDietPiv hpHfa^t re^idpnt^ 1 0.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 49 45.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 28 25.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 54 49.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 60 55.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

54
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Mel" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic
evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hofir»ionr*\/ ma\/ ronrocont an onnriinn nrohl<^m rvr a ono-timo faili iro rtf a cinnl^ Qtaff norcr^n

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET d.d. 1 u.y 1 1 do n .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO o2.2 oo A C2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10 4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 2 Q t / oo

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1fi T 1 ^RQ 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 14 Q 5R7oo 1 6 9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET q 4 «S 816 R 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III normal pursuits, inciuuing religious aciivuies oi xne resiueni s cnoice, it any. NOT MET 18 10991 \J \y \J 11 61 1 .\J

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mt 1 8 4 0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25 2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

Mb 1 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

Mb 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MFTWIC t 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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OLD SAYBROOK CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GLADEVIEW HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

60 BOSTON POST RD OLD SAYBROOK CT 06475

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 10/07/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

6

{Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/% %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 6 100 fo.o o 1 .0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 6 100 oU.U QO OOO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 6 100 oy.o 1 O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 5 83.3 1 UU 77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 2 33.3 DD.y GQ O
'OO.d.

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A
1 .4

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 1 16.7 ob.o 07 7of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 c;
1 .o

Residents confined to chairs. 1 16.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 1 16.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 16.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 2 33.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

0
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient In the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its whtten procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne TaCiiuy usss a aysiem inai abbuico tuii ana compicic dL/OOuruing oi rebiucriio

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
WItn aCCepicO prOTcSSIOnal praCllCcb Uy C]UdllTlcU lllcrdpiola ur L)UalillcU aablbldlllb.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
farilitv or hv rpfprral to an annronriate 'inrial anpnrv

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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OLD SAYBROOK CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SAYBROOK CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

BOSTON POST ROAD OLD SAYBROOK CT 06475

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 03/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

116

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 94 81.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina1 1 ^1 1 1 1 ^1 1 1 1 1 1 ^4 VJ*^^ III 1 «W«l ^^^^^^ 1 1 1 III ^1 1 \J III 105 90.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Re<iident<? reauirina <5ome or total assistance in toiletina 98 84.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUllcL. 116 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iHpnt^ with p^ithpfprQ nr n^irtial nr tnt?4l Ihq^ nf hn\A/pl nr hl?»HHpr pnntrniIIOOIVJOI 1 lo Willi OQll IdCI O \J\ Lldl lldl ^1 ll^'ldl IwOO Ul UwVVC7l \J\ UldvJUwl OUIIIILII. 99 85.3 66.9 68.2

ric;oiut;i iio II luiviuudiiy wiiiicjii uuw<ji di lu uiduuci iciidiiiiiiy |jiuyidiii. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncbiuciiio icumviiiy luuc iccuiriya or rccjuiririy assioidncc wiui cdiiiiy. 55 47.4 36.8 37.7

2 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 96 82.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 66 56.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 77 66.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 12 10.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

34
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected withiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in otfier facilities in tfie State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne Taciiity uses a system inat assures luii ana compieie accounting ot resiaenis

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

iNctUUIIdl rVobcdlUlI OUUIILH, INctUUIIal rXUaUfcJIIiy Ui OOlcllUco.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

Ail common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ORANGE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

LYDIAN INC
street Address: City and State:

324 GRASSY HILL RD ORANGE CT 06477

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 27 PROPRIETARY 10/20/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

27

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 27 100 4d.2
70 078.

0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 6 22.2 ob.O foJ

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 3 11.1 CO AD0.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 2 7.4 ob./ bb.U

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 4 14.8 1 y.4 oy. 1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 21 77.8 b. 1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 1 3.7 b.4 on 0

completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 0 RO.D

Residents confined to chairs. 1 3.7 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 1 3.7 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 6 22.2 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 3.7 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

22
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perfornnance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three monlhs. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (sinots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

anrl tuhp fperiina MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full sun/ey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ORANGE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ORANGE HEALTH CARE FACILITY
street Address: City and State:

225 BOSTON POST ROAD ORANGE CT 06477

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 01/26/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

55

lUSedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

RpQiripntQ rpmiirinn Qnmp nr tntal fiQ^i^t^npp in h^ithinnriwoivid 1 lo 1 ciJUii II IM ovjiiis? \j\ iwicii ciooioicii ii^c:? ii i uciiiiiiiu. 45 81.8 4*? ? 78 3

Dressing

RpQiHpntQ rpmiirinn Qomp nr tnt?^! ?iQ^i^tflnpp in HrpQ^innriv70lU\71 1 lO ICvlUIIIIlM C>UI 1 IC7 \J\ IwlOl ClOOIOlCll ll^O III UlwOOIIIM- 48 87.3 36 5 76 7

Toileting

RpciHpntc rpmiirinn cr^mp nr total acQictancp in tnllptinnnic^oiuc^i Ho 1 CLfuii M lu oui 1 ic \j\ wjvo.\ dooioidi \\ i luiiwLii . 33 60.0 23 0 63 4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

TUD or Toiiei. 55 100 36 7 66 0

Continence

C3AcirlAnte \Afit(^ ^oth^t^re r\T i^ortiol t^tol l/^oo ]r\r\\hi^\ r\r ^^lo/^^^Q^ /^rtntrrtlnobiUc^illo Willi ualllc^l^io Ui (Jell 11a 1 Ui lUldl lUbb Ul iJUWc;l Ui UldUUc;! UUIUIUI. 31 56.4 1Q 4 59 1

nesiuenxs on inuiviauaiiy wriuen uowei ano Diaouer reiraining program. 0 0.0 ? 3 6 1

Eating

nesiaenis receiving luue leeaings or requiring assistance witn eating. 12 21.8 4 ?Q 3

V/Ompiexeiy Deuiasi resiaenis. 0 0.0 2 0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 31 56.4 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 26 47.3 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 32 58.2 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.8 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 20 36.4 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

33
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PLAINFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

sfll M mm mm A ^11 mVILLA MARIA NUFISING HOME INC
street Address:

20 BABCOCK AVE

City and State:

PLAINFIELD CT 06374

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

52

Type of Ownership:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

11/09/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

52

lUledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 40 76.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents renuirina some or total assistance in dressina1 l^OIUwl 1 1 wUUII II lU Owl 1 1^ \Jm \\J K^At vtwwIwlCif l^w 11 1 \Al ^wwll Ig* 43 82.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 40 76.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUllt^l. 52 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iHpntQ with p^ithpfprQ or nprti^l nr tntal Ihqq nf hnuv/pl nr hlaHHpr pnntrni 28 53.8 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ inHiv/irii isilv/ \A/rittPn hr»\A/ol anH hIaHHor rotraininn nri^nramiiooivjd iio \ji I iiiuivitJuciiiy wi 1 di lu uiduud i c^u dii iii ly yJi uy' di i )• 1 1.9 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncaiuciiio icuciviiiy luuc iccuiiiyb ui icLjuiiiriy abbibianoc wiui cdiiny. 23 44.2 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 38 73.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 27 51.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 31 59.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 1.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

27
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
^/sf 1A|nn rr^ox/ ranrecant or* rtr^n^ir^n r^rr^hlf^^Yl rtr o ono-timo fsill iro /^f £) cinnio ctdif Piorc/^nOSTicisncy may ic^pic^ociu an uriyuiny pruuicfii ui a uiic'iiiMt; laiiuic ui a oniric; olcim [joiouii.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

% # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 U.i7 1 1 OO
1 1

1 1 Q
1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET OO OO o OA i C 0-1 c

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1fi 1 38Q 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14 Q 587 6 ?

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4 5 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuiis, inciuuing religious activities oi tne resiueni s cnoice, it any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8 4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1 .4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PLAINFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

P.O. BOX 126 PLAINFIELD CT 06374

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 06/22/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

88

Medicare Residents:

13

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Re<?ident<? reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 45 51.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp<5iHent<i reouirino some or total a*?<5i<?tance in dressina 41 46.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

PpciripntQ rpnuirinn ^ome or total a*i<^i<?tanop in toiletina 19 21.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUMcl. 66 75.0 100 77.2

Continence

R^ciH^intQ with psithotorQ rw nartial nr tr^tal lr»CQ of hn\A/ol r»r hIaHHor r*r»ntrnlnC^OlUv?! llo will 1 Odll 9C?L<?I O \J\ \Jd\ IICII Ul lUldl lUoO \J\ UUVVd Ul UiClUUC;l OUI Hi Ul. 15 17.0 66.9 68.2

riic;olUc;I llo Ull 11 lUIVIUUcliiy WIIUc;ll UUVvc;! ailU UldUU^I (^ualllliiy piUyidllt. 1 1.1 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntibiuciiib icJUciviiiy luuo ic^uinyb or rcCjUinny aobisianoc wiiri cauny. 2 2.3 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 4 4.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 11 12.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 18 20.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 16 18.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

72
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Ivlet" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected peiiormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
KAPTIVIu 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luoe leeaing. Mb 1
00 mo

1 1 C.O 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Wit 1

ftp;
tL \ .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12 9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MFTIvIC 1 33 16 3 1389 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PLAINVILLE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

269 FARMINGTON AVE PLAINVILLE CT 06062

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 08/12/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

176

A/ledicare Residents:

5

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

% % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 145 82.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 152 86.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 124 70.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tr»il<st 176 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 140 79.5 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and hiadripr rptraininn nrnnram• 1 1 1%J \/ II II l\J 1 V 1 UUl 1 y VV 1 i L 1 1 Im/v^ TV^ 1 Ul lU ICiUU^ 1 1 ^ LI Cll 1 III 1^ hJ 1 Cil 1 1 •
0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating
r

Rs^idpnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fppHinn^ nr rpniiirinn fi^^i^tanpp with patinn 61 34.7 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 3 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 100 56.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 76 43.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 89 50.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 4.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 32 18.2 27.1 31.2

[\/ledicaid Residents:

104
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tiihp^ rnln9tnmv/ilpn«?tnmv rp<?Diratorv ^b^sathi^a^ and tracheotomv care suctionina

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
witn acceptea protessionai practices oy quaiiiiea tnerapisxs or quaiiTiea assisxanis.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
UL;IMIUil Ul icolUoillo.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PLYMOUTH CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

COOK-WILLOW REST CONV HOSP
street Address: City and State:

41 HILLSIDE AVE PLYMOUTH CT 06782

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 30 PROPRIETARY 03/17/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

30

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

ncbiUciiio rymjii Illy boiiifc; ui luicii ctasibidi lot; 111 uaLiiiiiy. 20 66.7 7ft ft
/ o.o ft1 RO 1 .3

Dressing

ricblUcillb rcLjUlilliy bUllic Ul lUlal abblbldlluc III vJIcbblliy. 24 80.0 ftn n ft*? 9

Toileting

rtcblUcillb icv^Uiriliy bUlllc Ui lUlctl dbblblallOc III lUllcUliy. 24 80.0 fiQ T 7*^ ftf o.o

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 30 100 100
1

77 ?

Continence

nesiuenis wiin caineiers or paniai or loiai loss oi oowei or Diaaoer control. 24 80.0 Rft 9

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 10 33.3 OO.O 'S? 7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0

Residents confined to chairs. 18 60.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 4 13.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 17 56.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 3.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 6 20.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

19
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
ueiiciency may represeni an ongoiny prootem or a one-iime laiiure ot a singie sian person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET lu.y 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioninq to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO 32.2 2045 2a .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ^ 1 1 V.H- 1 KRP 1 7 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET c. 1 oy OQ C\
c.\S.\j

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1 O.O 1 ooy 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1/1 Q ^^7 R 9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET Q O 1 Q ft 6O.Q

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET o / 1ft T

1 o.o 1 1 fi

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 1

7

ft 4 1 ?7n n 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1?16 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET R 4 n 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET yj 1
141^ 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1fi 7 Q 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at ail times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mt t 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of ttie full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PORTLAND CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PORTLAND CONVALESCENT CENTRE INC
street Address: City and State:

333 MAIN STREET PORTLAND CT 06480

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/iCF 89 PROPRIETARY 10/23/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERiSTiCS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

86

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/
70

o/To

Bathing

ncolUclllo m^Ulllliy bUlllc Ul lUldl aoblolallot:^ III UdUllliy. 76 88.4 7R ft O 1 .0

Dressing

76 88.4 ou.u

Toileting

ncblUciilo ict^Ulllliy bUillc Ul lUldl abblbldriL/^ ID lullcliny. 64 74.4 / yJ.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 77 89.5 i UK) 77 01 1 .c.

Continence

nesiuenxs wiin caineiers or paniai or loiai loss oi Dowei or Diaaoer control. 51 59.3 RR QDD.y RA 9

nesiuents on inuiviauaiiy wrinen uowei ana uiaooer retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A
1 .H A R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 25 29.1 QR a Q7 7

1 1.2 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 35 40.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 25 29.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 48 55.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 6 7.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

48
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne Taciiiiy uses a sysiem xnai assures tuii ariQ compicic aCLuuniiny oi rcsiticruo

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing sen/ices are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all tlie requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 1 7.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 A A

1 1 .6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 A f\ A
13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1 .4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 A r\4.0

A r\ A A1041 1 1 .0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 A A A *^1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9
A A r\a1408 A A r\14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET ou oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions.

NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PROSPECT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

COUNTRY MANOR HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

64 SUMMIT ROAD PROSPECT CT 06712

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 11/05/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

149

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care, it may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Rpsiripnt"5 rpnuirina <;ome or total a«;<5i«;tancG in bathina 114 76.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp<?irlpnt<? rpnuirina <;oms or total a*;si<5tancp in dre<;'?ina1 1^ VJw 1 1 to 1 ^ U 1 1 1 1 lU OW IIIw \JI K\J idl dOOlO VC4I l^^ur III vJ 1 1 lU > 117 78.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

RpciHpnt<; rpniiirinn <iomp or total a<5<ii^tanpp in toilptinn 99 66.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU (Jl lUllcl. 149 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiHpntQ with PflthotorQ r\r nartial dr trvtal Iaqq ni hnxA/ol dr hIaHHor pnntrninCOlUd ilo Willi OCILI l\>lc;i O \Ji pdl lldl \J\ Iwldl l^oo Ul UUWC7I KJl UldUUwl 95 63.8 66.9 68.2

rvooiumiio UM iiiuiviuudiiy wiiiic;ii uuwt;i diiu uidUUci i^Uduniiy pruyidiii. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nyoiut?nib receiving iuu6 Teeaings or requiring dSSisidnce wiin ediing. 44 29.5 36 8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 53 35.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 74 49.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 88 59.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 2.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 58 38.9 27.1 31.2

{Medicaid Residents:

129
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne laciiiiy uses a sysiem inai assures tuii ana compieie accounting ot resiaenis

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

»• 1*1 * I A ' M. A t 11*1 1

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

tach resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PROSPECT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
EASTVIEW MANOR INC

street Address: City and State:

170 SCOTT RD PROSPECT CT 06712

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 30 PROPRIETARY 10/06/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

30

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or Inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 28 93.3 7Q QlO.O O 1 .O

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 25 83.3 oU.U

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 19 63.3 by.o 7*3 Q
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 30 100 1 UU 77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 18 60.0 DD.y DO.<l

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 -1 A
1 .4

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 9 30.0 ob.o 07 7Of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0

Residents confined to chairs. 8 26.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 11 36.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 23 76.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 3.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sicin care. 2 6.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

24
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne laciiity uses a system tnat assures tuii ano compiexe accouniing ot resiaenxs

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at ail times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinrtif^ninn tn nrpvf>nt ln«;<5 of ahilitv tn wfiik or move freelv deformities and oaralvsis
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rprnmmpnderi dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 A A ^

11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 A r\ A

13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 A A A
11.4

A r\A1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8

A f\
4.0

A r\ A A1041 A A f\
1 1 .0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2
A A A f>1413 A A r\

14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 A A C\14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET oU oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and sen/ed under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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PUTNAM CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MATULAITIS NURSING HOME
street Address: City and State:

RT 44 THURBER AVE PUTNAM CT 06260

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 119 NON-PROFIT OTHER 12/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

117

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 67 57.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 109 93.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 51 43.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih r>r trtilpt 117 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rssidsnt<? with catheter*; or D^^rtiril or total lo<;<? of howel or bladder rontrol 54 46.2 66.9 68.2

Rp^ifipnt^ on inHi\/iHiiAll\/ writtpn hnwpl flinH hlj^HHpr rptr?iininn nrnnrpm
1 l^OILi^B 1 CO \Jl t II IVJIVlVJUClMy VVIIILC7I1 U'L/VVC7I dl lU UJICIULJOl 1 dl Clll III L/mI Cll 1 • 1 0.9 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rpciriontc rpo^iv/inn ti iKo fooHinnc r\r roniiirinn Qccictanoo \A/itH o^tinnnit^oivjc;! Ho I codvii lUUw icc/Uii lyo wi i CLfUii II ly dooiolcil iLf" win l v:;cliii ly- 31 26.5 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 41 35.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 40 34.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 52 44.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 5 4.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

66
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "MeX" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Qeiiciency may rcprcbcni dii oriyuiiiy prouicrii ui a uiic-uiiic laiiuic; or d oiriyic oidii pt?rburi.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET OA

1 U.4 A ceo 1 7 ft

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET do •ICO

1 b.o A oon A A '7
14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oL) i4.y CQ7oof c o

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y A C D1 COl D Q CO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET of 1 O.O 1 uyy lift

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET I / 0.4 A'i A

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET OQC.O AAA
1 1 .4 1 01 ft 19 0

Ail common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET QO A r>4.U 1 C\AA 1 1 n

1 1 .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET O 1 c.O.£. 1 •+ 1 \J 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 ft
1 D 7 Q 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

ivic: 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ROCKVILLE CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ROCKVILLE MEMORIAL NURS HOME
street Address: City and State:

22 SOUTH STREET ROCKVILLE CT 06066

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 07/07/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

147

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % o/%

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 137 93.2 /o.o ol .O

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 134 91.2 on c\oU.U OO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 125 85.0 oa.o 1 O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 128 87.1 1 UU 77 O
/ f .d

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 107 72.8 DD.y

1^ * _i* ' 1 II *xA 1 1 iiiii J'*
Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 4 2.7

-1 A
1 .4

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 52 35.4 oob.o 07 7of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.7 1 .o

Residents confined to chairs. 89 60.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 70 47.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 73 49.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 65 44.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

90
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and coimplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
riaf\n\ann\/ max/ ronrocont an r\nnr»inn nmhlom or a rinp-timp fsill irP nf 3 ^innlp Qtflff npr^nn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET C.C. 1 U.v7 1 1 C.O 1 1 Q
1 1 .v7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET Dt5 OO O OC\A K c\ .o

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

Mb 1 CJ\J 1 ? Q

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16 3 1389 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III ilUilllal pUlbUILo, lllLIUUIIiy loliyiUUb aOllVIUoo Ul lll<7 icolUc^ill b UilUIOt;, II diiy. Mb 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
Mb 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

Mb 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mb 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

Mb 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

ivlb 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

Mb 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MFTI I IVI i 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ROCKY HILL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ELM HILL NURSING CENTER INC
street Address: City and State:

45 ELM STREET ROCKY HILL CT 06067

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 10/02/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

144

[\Aedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 128 88.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 112 77.8 80.0 83.2

Toiieting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. i06 73.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
144 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 93 64.6 66.9 68.2

Rp^idpnt^ on inriivirinf^llv writtpn hnwpS ?inri hlfiHHpr rptr^^ininn nrnnrflm 1 0.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQifipntQ rpr'Piwinn tiihp fppHinnc r\r roniiirinn acQictanr^o \A/ith oatinnriooivjc^i Ho 1 i:;ov:;ivii luuc? icovJif i^o \jt I c:?L|L3ii ii dooioicti will i c^dlii i^. 52 36.1 36.8 37.7

Conin§Pt@lv hprifact r^Qiripnt<£ 2 1.4 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 56 38.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 55 38.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 78 54.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 6.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving speciaS skin care. 58 40.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

92
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne Taciiiiy uses a system mai assures tuii ana compiexe accouniing oi resiuenis

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
iVIt !

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luue teeuing. Mt 1 22 10 Q 1 1 q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mt 1 C. 1 .Q

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MFTIViC 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

IVIC 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal oursuits includina reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anvill 1 1 1 1 I^A 1 U 1 1 ^^'f 1 1 1^^ IV III \j 1 1 ^ \ M V 1 LI \^W 1 VI 1 1 w 1 %J 1 1 V w 1 1 1 ^>

f
II V«l * jr * NOT MFT1 1 IVI^ 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ROCKY HILL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MAPLE VIEW MANOR

street Address: City and State:

856 MAPLE STREET ROCKY HILL CT 06067

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 03/14/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

110

IVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp<iiHpnt«5 rpnuirinn <inmp or total a<5<5istanc;s in bathina 99 90.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp^lHpnt^i rpnuirinn <5omp or total assistancs in dressinn1 I^OIU^ 1 1 CO 1 w\JU 11 11 lU 1 1 1w ^1 Iw iCll dOwlw Idl 1ww III VJ 1 ^Owl 1 lU 97 88.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp<;irlpnt<5 rpnuirinn <iomp or total a«?<5i9tanrp in toilptinn1 IwOIU^IliO I^UUIIIIIU OV^I 1 1^ \Jl IWiul CIOOIOIUIIV^^ III tWIIGtlllM* 83 75.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUllt^l. 110 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^idpnt^ with pathptpr^ nr n?irti^4l nr tnt^il In^^ nf hnwpl nr hl^^HHpr pnntrol 82 74.5 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ nn inHi\/iHi iaIIw writton hnw^l anH hIaHHor rotraininn ritTkryramno vjii iiiuiviuuciiiy wi ilic^i i uvjwc^i di iu uiduuwi ic^iidiiiiiiy pi uyi cii 1 1. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rciPoi\/inn tiiKo fooHinnc r\r roni lirinn accicfanr^o \A/itH oatinnFicoiucfiiio it?v^dViMy luUc:; it^cUliiyo Ui lU^UIlllly dooiolcli loc; Wlul t;clUiiy. 42 38.2 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast rp^idpnt^ 3 2.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 46 41.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 31 28.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 73 66.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 3.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 10 9.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

68
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING I

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

if /o ft /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luue leeuing. INkJ 1 IVItl 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
iViC 1 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mc. 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MFT1 ^ V_/ 1 IVl 1 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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ROCKY HILL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WEST HILL CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

60 WEST STREET ROCKY HILL CT 06067

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 05/26/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

112

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rpciripntc rpnuirina «?ome or total a«?«?i'?tance in bathina 106 94.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp<?iripnt<5 rpniiirinn <?omp or total a<=i<si<5tanrp in rlrp<5<sina 104 92.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp<5iHpnt<? rpniiirinn <iomp or total a^^^i^itanop in toilptinn 95 84.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or toiiei. 106 94.6 100 77.2

Continence

ric;olUt:;i llo Willi U/dintrlcIo Ul )Jcll llcti Ul LUldl lUoo Ul UUWc;l Ul UlctUUt;! OUIIUUI. 95 84.8 66.9 68.2

riUoiuuiiio uii iiiuiviuuoiiy wiiuuii uuwt^i diiu uiduuc^i icirdiiiiiiy |jiuyidiii. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncbiacnis receiving luue TeeQings or requiring dSSisxance wiin ediing. 46 41.1 36.8 37.7

1 0.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 54 48.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 49 43.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 90 80.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 5.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 42 37.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

87
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Thie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6"
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

ft % u
ft %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SALISBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WHITRIDGE NRSG WING RIGA RES NOBLE MOR
street Address: City and State:

LOWER COBBLE ROAD SALISBURY CT 06068

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 NON-PROFIT OTHER 03/17/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

56

{Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 39 69.6
"7Q Qlo.o oi .b

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 35 62.5 OA AoU.U OO O

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 35 62.5 CA Oby.o / 0.0

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 56 100 A AA
/ 1 .d.

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 35 62.5 bb.y CO 0

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 i A
\ .4

A Ct4.0

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 8 14.3 36.8 07 737.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .0 Q A0.4

Residents confined to chairs. 20 35.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 15 26.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 22 39.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 1.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 10 17.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

15
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Exceot in a medical emeraencv a resident is not transferred or discharaed nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receive*? dailv ner'innal hvnienp a^i nppripri tn a«?<?iirp f^lpflnlinp*!'^ nnnri

skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has oroblems with bowel and bladder control is orovided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
oeTiciency may represeni an ongoing prooiem or a one-iime laiiure ot a singie biaii pt^rsun.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET d-d. 1 u.y I I do 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET d\ .b

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 9 Q 973Q 2Q n

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1fi 3

1 u.o 1 OOC7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 14 Q fi 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET q 4 5 81

B

8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18 3 1099 1 1 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1

7

1 ( 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 1 1 4 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25 2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14.9

isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

IVIC 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SHELTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

FLORA MARY HEWITT HOSPITAL INC
street Address: City and State:

230 CORAM AVE SHELTON CT 06484

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 210 NON-PROFIT OTHER 09/30/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

209

iUledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
hiii^Hilv/ o r^d/~«i o 1 /""^r^ "^nn OQr\/i/^oe
lllLjl iiy bpcOlaliZUU Odit? ai lU bfcJi VlOtJo.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 145 69.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 174 83.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 143 68.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 209 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheter*; or oartial or total lo<s"5 of bowel nr bladder control 135 64.6 66.9 68.2

Rp^iHpnt^ on inrlix/iriiJPllv writtpn howpl anrl hlfirlHpr rptraininn nrnnram 2 1.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^idpnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fpprlinn^ nr rpniiirinn a^i^i^tanpp with patinnI I^OIUV^IIIO IC\./dVIIIU tUk.!^ I^^UIIIUO yjl lOUUIIIIlU ClOOIOlCll Willi CdllllM. 68 32.5 36.8 37.7

Comoleteiv bedfast residents 4 1.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 99 47.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 111 53.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 132 63.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 1.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 17 8.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

143
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

lUI ILrLIUl III lU lU pioVolll lUoo Ul CtUllliy 1<J Wciirv Ul IIIUvC lloc^ly, UdUl 1 1 Hllc^o Ctl lU |JCtl dly olo.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Soecific self-helo devices are available when necessarv
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the v^^ritten orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
lilt? 1 ooui 1 II 1 1^1 lucu uicictiy diiL/Wcti loti^o Ul 1110 1 uuu ctiiu inuliiiil/ii ovjctiu \ji 11 10

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 A A C

1 1 .6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instfuctions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 A n A13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1 .4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 A r\ A A1041 1 1 .0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 A A A n1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 A A f\
14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET on coy.b

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SHELTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

GARDNER HEIGHTS NURSING HOME
street Address: City and State:

172 ROCKY REST ROAD SHELTON CT 06484

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 179 NON-PROFIT OTHER 03/31/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

171

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

% % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 138 80.7 78.8 o1 .o

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 113 66.1 OA f\oU.U

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 89 52.0 Db.O /O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 171 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 82 48.0 bb.y CO o

•_! 1 I" '1 _li 'ii iilii I*'
Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 4.b

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 32 18.7 36.8 O "7 "7
37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.6 1 .D Q A0.4

Residents confined to chairs. 68 39.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 39 22.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 126 73.7 57.4 58,4

Residents with bed sores. 9 5.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 56 32.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

130
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING I

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ^ 1 1 V.^ 1 (\M

1 DO^ 1 7 R
1 / .O

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET OR 07QQ

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET QQ IRQ 1 QQQ

1 ooa 1/1714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 /I Q Do / K>.C.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q A R ftl p. ft RO.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET vJ / 1 O.O 1 HQQ 1 1 R

1 1 .O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 1 7

1 /
ft A 1 07n

1 ^ / u 1 Q A
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 9Q
1 1 .f 1 91 R

1 ^ 1 o 1 9 Q
1 £..y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET oo 1 OAI

1 U4 1
1 1 n
1 1 .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET D 1
1 A1 Q
1 4 1 o 1 4 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 o 7 Q/ .y \ACifK
i *+.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 2*^40t—\J'-T\J ?4 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SHELTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SHELTON LAKES RES + HCC INC
street Address: City and State:

FIVE LAKE RD SHELTON CT 06484

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 59 NON-PROFIT OTHER 06/24/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

59

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 50 84.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 53 89.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1 \^ \^ 1 \Jt 1 1 L 1 ^1 V* 1 1 1 1 1 ^^^^ ill 1 ^ 1 Wt^^ ^^Cl 1 III Ib^^ 1 1 ^11 1 \^ 49 83.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

59 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rpciirlpnt^ with pflthptpr^ nr nartial nr tnt^^l In^^ nf hnwpl nr hlfiriHpr pnntrni
1 I^OIVJv^l no will 1 WCILI l^l^B O \JI k^dl imi \Jl l\J\.G.\ IWOO \Jl U\JvV^i \Jl UIQUU^I i LI \Jlm 50 84.7 66.9 68.2

RoQiHontQ nn inHi\/iHi isll\/ writton Hava/oI onH hlarlHor rotraininn nrr\nrarn 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntjoiut:!! Ilo Ic7UcDViiiy lUUc7 li^c^Uliiyb Ui ic;L|Uiriiiy dbblblal IOc7 WUii c^allliy. 19 32.2 36.8 37.7

4 6.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 30 50.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 35 59.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 49 83.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 5.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 21 35.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

40
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey^

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SHELTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

UNITED METHODIST CONV HOME
^trppt Address* Citv and State:

584 LONG HILL AVE SHELTON CT 06484

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 10/29/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

117

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 95 81.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 98 83.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 88 75.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 117 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 85 72.6 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 4 3.4 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 38 32.5 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 5 4.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 74 63.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 63 53.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 60 51.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 34 29.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

53
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed.

MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to wali< or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 01d\ 1 ftftO 17ft

1 /.b

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 0000 1 b.d 1 ooy 14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 /I Q 00/ ft 0

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y A K4.0 Q1 ft Q ft

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET of 1 0.0 1 HQQ

1 uyy 11ft
1 1 .0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 /
Q A 1 o~7r\\C.I\J

^'> A
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET CO 11/1
1 1 .4 1 01 ft1^10 1 0 Q

1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET a0 A r\4.U 1 (\A 1

1 U4 1
1 1 r>
1 1 .\j

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 1
1 / 1 "5
1 4 1 0 1 A Q

1 'f.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 0 7 Q
1 4Uo 1 / Q

1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET fin 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 lA

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SIMSBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MCLEAN HOME
street Address: City and State:

75 GREAT POND RD SIMSBURY CT 06070

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 95 NON-PROFIT OTHER 07/15/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

89

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niCjllly Sp6ClaMZ6U Caic aDU bv;rVIUc;b.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 80 89.9 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 61 68.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 65 73.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tnilpt 89 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartiai or total loss of bowel or bladder control 68 76.4 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written howpl and hiaddpr rptraininn nrnnram 1 1.1 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^iripnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fpprlinn^ or rpniiirinn aQ<ji^tanpp with pfitinn 30 33.7 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 1 1.1 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 41 46.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 41 46.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 34 38.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 3.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 10 11.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

46
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected peilormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
oeiiciency may represeni an ongoing prouiem or a one-iime laiiure ox a singie sxaiT person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y n .a

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET P1

1
1 7 R

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET cXi £. 1 oy OQ n

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oo 1 O.O 1 ooy 1 A 7

1 H. 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET OKI 1 4 Q OO /
ft 0

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Q ft ft

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 1ft lOQQ lift

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17

1 1 8 4 1?70 1^4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1?16 12 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET n 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET C..\J.C 141*? 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1R 7 Q 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MOT K/IPT 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SIMSBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

40 FIRETOWN RD SIMSBURY CT 06070

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 04/11/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

57

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 44 77.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 51 89.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 46 80.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 57 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 44 77.2 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 35 61.4 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 32 56.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 29 50.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 46 80.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 6 10.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

43
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQU1REMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. NOT MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. Mb 1
22 10 Q 1 123 119

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mt 1 DO c. 1 .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NDT WIFT
1 IVI^ 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal oursuits includino reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anvIII II \^ III l^«l 1^^ 1 1 1 III ^> 1w ^1 III 1 1 ' ^^ W%^^ LI V 1 LI w 1 VII 1 w 1 ^1 \^ 1 1 L w i 1^^ 1 1 II 1 1 y B MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SOUTH WINDSOR CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SOUTH WINDSO i CONV HOME
street Address:

1060 MAIN ST

City and State:

SOUTH WINDSOR CT 06074

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

120

Type of Ownership:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

08/26/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

108

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp<?irlpnt«; rpniiirinn "snmp nr tntal a<5«;i9tanrp in hathinn 100 92.6 78.8 81 5

Dressing

Rp^lHpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntfll atjcicfanpp in rlrp^^inn
1 l^OIUwIliO IwVJUIillllU OWillO \JI l,\J Ldl dOOlO Ldl IW^ III VJI^OOIIIM* 95 88.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^irlpnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntai a^^i^tanrp in tnilptinn1 ICOIU^I 1 LO 1 I^VJUii II lU OV^I 1 1^ V^l LCli dOOIOldl Iw^ 11 1 Iwll^lil IM- 11 71.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or loiiei. 108 100 100 77.2

Continence

ric;olUt7MLo Willi Udllit^l^lo Ui jJcll Lldl Ul LUlal lUoo Ul UUVvUI Ul UictUUc;) UUIIUUI. 94 87.0 66.9 68.2

ntJoiUtJillo Uil li lUIVIUUaliy WIlLlfc?!! UUWfcJI allU UlaUU^I i^Liall iliiy jJlUyrctiTI. 5 4.6 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntJbiuerub receiving luue leeaings or requiring sssisiance wiin eaiing. 48 44.4 36.8 31.1

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 63 58.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 58 53.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 81 75.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 17 15.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 34 31.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

58
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies In other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authohzed by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SOUTHBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

LUTHERAN HOME OF SOUTHBURY INC
street Address: City and State:

MAIN ST SOUTHBURY CT 06488

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 04/05/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

113

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not Indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or Inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/% %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 79 69.9 /o.o Ol .0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 78 69.0 oU.U Bo. /I

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 69 61.1 oy.o / O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 113 100 lUU 77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 55 48.7 DD.y

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 i A
1 .4

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 32 28.3 OC Q 07 7of .1

woinpieiciy ueuTasi resiQenis. 0 0.0 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 23 20.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 36 31.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 67 59.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 34 30.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

52
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mt 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10 9 11 2*^ 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET c. 1 .O

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Mt 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

IVIC 1 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
Mt I 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal niir«iiiit<5 inpliiHInn rplininii<; aptivitip<? of thp rp<?ifipnt'«; rhnirp if anvIII IIV./lllldl la/UIOUl lO, IIIV.flLlvllllM IC7IImIWUO CIV^ LIVIll^O \Ji Lll^ I^OIVJ^IIL O V.'llwlO^, II Cllly. MOT MPT 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician. MPT 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MPT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MPT 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MPT 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MFT 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SOUTHBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

POMPERAUG WOODS HEALTH CENTER
street Address: City and State:

80 HERITAGE ROAD SOUTHBURY CT 06488

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE SNF 22 NON-PROFIT PRIVATE 05/18/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

2

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

niyniy sp6CiaiiZ60 care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 2 100 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 2 100 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 2 100 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tiih or tnilpt 2 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total lo<?<5 of howei or bladder control 2 100 66.9 68.2

RpQirlpntQ nn inriiwirli i^llx/ written Hn\A/pl sinH hiaHH^r rptraininn nrnnrjim 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rpppi\/inn tiihp fppHinriQ nr rpniiirinn flQQiQtflnpp with PJitinn
1 IwOIVJOl llO lOV^OlVlil^ lUUv? I\70UII I^O ^1 1 \7LJUII 11 lu dOOlOlClllUw Will 1 CdlH lu. 2 100 36.8 37.7

ComDl^tpIv bedfast re^iHpnt^ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 2 100 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 1 50.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 1 50.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

0
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected wittiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feedina MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sutvey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SOUTHBURY CT

NURSING HOME PROFILE
RIVER GLEN CONV CENTER

street Address: City and State:

SOUTH BRITAIN ROAD SOUTHBURY CT 06488

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 07/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with tiiese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 74 61.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 74 61.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 69 57.5 69.3
"70 O73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 120 100
4 r\r\
100

"7"7 O77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 51 42.5 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 1.7
-4 A
1 .4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 24 20.0 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1 .0 o.'+

Residents confined to chairs. 45 37.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 42 35.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 58 48.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 120 100 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

69
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Ttie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=)EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tliat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0* 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
riaf\n\^nn\i mav/ ranrocont an rtfirn^inn nrnhlom rtr 9 ono-tim^ fAili irA nf ^irtnlp Qtflff npr^onU"i lUlcfi K-fV illay muiCocMi dii uiiuuiiiu ^luuis^iii \ji a iiiiio iomliic \ji a oiit^i^ oiciii ^do<./ii<

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 00
1 1

1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET Ota d \ .O

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

Mb 1 26 12 9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16 3 1389 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident, it is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in norrnai pursuiis, inciuuing reiigiuus aciiviiies ox me resioeni s cnoice, it any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

Mb 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

Mb 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mc 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

Mb 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

Mb 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

INU 1 Mb 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SOUTHiNGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

RIDGEWOOD HLTH CARE FAC
street Address: City and State:

MERIDEN AVE SOUTHINGTON CT 06489

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 38 PROPRIETARY 02/26/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

37

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

lliyiliy o[Ji:;OlaM^c;U uctic; ctl lU at^iVIUco.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents requiring sonne or total assistance in bathing. 37 100 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 28 75.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 17 45.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 37 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 27 73.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv written bowel and bladder retrainina oroaram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receivina tube feedinrm or rpriiiirinn a<5<;i«itanrp with patinn 17 45.9 36.8 37.7

ComoleteSv bedfast residents. 1 2.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 15 40.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 20 54.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 19 51.4 57.4 58.4

Residents v^ith bed sores. 4 10.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 21.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

29
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
' "Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time, "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

it % fr %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordarsce
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SOUTHINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WOODMERE HEALTH CARE CENTER
v^iiy oiiu Old ic*

261 SUMMIT ST SOUTHINGTON CT 06489

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 05/13/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

142

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those
rp^irlpnt«? arp rprpivinn annrnnriatp nr inaoDroDriate care It mav reflect the faciiltv's abilitv to orovlde

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 110 11.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 120 84.5 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 106 74.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 142 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 106 74.6 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 8 5.6 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 61 43.0 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 116 81.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 99 69.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 44 31.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 7.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 64 45.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

132
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a uhnary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic
evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fi in^^tionlnn tr* rirpvpnt InQQ nf flhilitv \n \A/pik fir mnvp frpplv rlpformitip^ ?^nrl nflr?ilv^i<5

MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET d\ 1U.4 1do2 1 7.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rpmmmpnrlpd riiptarv allnwanrp'? nf thp Fnnd snri Nutrition Board of theLI lO 1 Wl IlllldluCU Ul\7 ICll y Ul 1W VVdl IV^^O ^1 lll^ f UMVJ I^UlllllWll 1—'Wdl \J I LI 1%^

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y 4.0 olb o cO.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 3/ 1 O.O 1 uyy 1 1 .O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET •i

"7 O A0.4 1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do 1 1 .4 \d\o •1 O Q
1 <i.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo A n4.U i f\A -iIU4 1 n .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET C -i0 1

DC O
1 41 o 1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 b 7 Q
1 4Uo 1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET oy .D 94 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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SOUTHPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
SOUTHPORT MANOR

street Address: City and State:

930 MILL HILL TERRACE SOUTHPORT CT 06490

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 140 PROPRIETARY 04/14/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

131

Medicare Residents:

10

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

R(3cirfiontc roniiirinn QomA dv tntal aQciGtano^^ in hflthinniiooiuos 1 Lo 1 c^Lf uii II ly oui 11^ \j\ luidi dooioncii ii^c? ii i udii iii ly

.

116 88.5 7ft ft ft1 ^

Dressing

RoQiHontc roniiarinn caitiia r>r tntal accsQtanir^^ in HrocQinnrit:70fUwi 1 Lo 1 c^v^uii iny ouiiivi! \j\ luidi doosoicif ii^c iii vjucooihi^. 121 92.4 fto n

ToiSeting

RociHontc vc^rw lirinn como r\T tntiil £)ccict£)n/^o in tr\ilotinnncfolU^IILo it;^UIMIiy oUilic; UI lULdl doololdlSl^c Ell lUllC^UIiy. 104 79.4 6Q T 7*^ 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or loiiet. 131 100 77 ?

Continence

nt^siuerus wiin Cdirieiers or pdriidi or loiai loss oi uowei or Diduosr coniroL 94 71.8 6fi ?

nesiaenis on inQivinuaiiy wnuen oowei ana uiauaer retraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4 6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 46 35.1 '^R ft ^7 7

LrompBeieiy Deaiasi resiaents. 2 1.5 1 S 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 71 54.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 57 43.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 110 84.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 6.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 47 35.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

42
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=!EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
IVI^ 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

rr /o rr /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

IVIC 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mt 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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STAMFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

COURTLAND GARDENS HEALTH CENTER
street Address: City and State:

59 COURTLAND AVE STAMFORD CT 06902

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE SNF 180 PROPRIETARY 12/22/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

167

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Batlilng

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 150 89.8 70 OlO.O O -1 cO 1 .0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 152 91.0 oU.U OO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 129 77.2 Db.o 70 Q
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 167 100 1 UU "77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 110 65.9 bb.y XiO.d.

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 4.D

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 54 32.3 ob.o
0"7 "7
of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 16 9.6 1 .o T A6A

Residents confined to chairs. 74 44.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 77 46.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 100 59.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 24 14.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder. These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 1 23 1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET c. \ 1 U.'l-

1 RftO
I OD<i \ / .D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 070Q 29.

U

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO ICQ 1 QQQ A A ~7

14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET OU KQ7

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Q 0 1 D fi ftO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O 1 1 CO 1 vjyy 1 1 ft

1 1 .D

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 7 R A. 1 Old
\ C.I yj 1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 1 1 Z
1 ^ 1 o 1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET oO A C\ 1 C\A^

1 U't 1
1 1 r>
1 1 .\j

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 3 1 cXi.d. 1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 O 7 Q 1 zlOA
1 uo 1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39 6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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STAMFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HOMESTEAD CONVALESCENT HOME, INC.
street Address: City and State:

160 GLENBROOK RD STAMFORD CT 06902

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 87 PROPRIETARY 12/01/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

85

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility s ability to provide

niQniy sp6CioiizGu care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 81 95.3 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 79 92.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 75 88.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr triil^t 85 100 100 77.2

Continence

Resident*; with catheter*; or oartial or total lo*;*; of howel or bladder oontrol 80 94.1 66.9 68.2

Rp^iripnt^ on inriix/iHii^llv writtpn howpl anri hlarirlpr rptraininn nrnnramiiwoiu^iivo uii iiiuiviuumiy vv 1

1

ll^i i w vv ai iu uiciu^mI^i i ciii iii Mi wuicii ii> 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQirlpnlQ rpppi\/inn tiihp fppHinriQ r\v r^niiirinn AQQictanp^ \A/ith oatinnriC7oiUC7l 1 lO IOoC7IVIII^ ILIU'C i\7v?VJIllMO \J\ IwLJLJMillM dOOlOlCll Iwv? Willi CCllll lU* 37 43.5 36.8 37.7

CofTiDletelv bedfast residents 3 3.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 44 51.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 53 62.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 60 70.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 4.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

45
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
ueTiciency may reprcocni dn uriyuiiiy jjiouit^iTi ui a oiic-iimo Taiiurc qt a sinyit? bidii pcibuii.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING t

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET DO
d-d.

\t\ Cllu.y n .a

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-heip devices are available when necessary.
MET c \

10 4 1fifi9 17 R

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET cXj 1 9 Q C.I 0\3 9Q r\

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1R T

1 O.O 1
1 OOv7 1 H. f

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 4. Q
1 H.O R 5yj.d.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q O 1 o R R

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O f 1R T 10QQ 11 fi1 1 .VI

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET n 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1fi 7 Q 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MPT 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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STAMFORD CT

NURSING HOME PROFILE
SMITH HOUSE

street Address: City and State:

88 ROCKRIMMON RD STAMFORD CT 06903

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 128 LOCAL GOVERNMENT 11/18/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

128

Medicare Residents:

4

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 97 75.8 Ol .0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 109 85.2 oU.U DO O

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 86 67.2 7Q Q
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 128 100 1 UU 77 O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 90 70.3 DD.y 00.£.

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0
1 A
1 .4 4.0

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 40 31.3 OD.O 07 7

Completely bedfast residents. 2 1.6 1 .5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 56 43.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 55 43.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 80 62.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 8 6.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 18 14.1 27.1 21.2

Medicaid Residents:

113
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote nnaxinnum physical
f 1 inr^tir^ninn in nrov/ont Ir^cc of flhilit\/ tn \A/nlW nr mnwp frpplv ripfnrmitiPQ ^nrl n3rfl!\/Qi^
1 Ul lUUUl III Ul OVOI 1 L IVJOo VJ 1 CtUill ly Iw well r\ Ul II lUVC 1 1 C7dy | \Js^ IVJIIIIILIOO ClIIVJ l-ZCli cii y OIO.

NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Soecific self-hslo devices are available when necessarv
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rorrimmpnHpH Hiptarv ?illn\A/flnppQ nf thp FnnH ?inH Miitritinn Rn^^rri of thp11 1 C70v/I i II 1 ICI IUC7VJ UldCll y Cll 1Wwell I0C70 \Jl Kl Is^ 1 VJVJU OIIU i>4LJlilllV./ll LJ\JCll \a \Jl 11

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 1 1 .4 1216 A n f\
12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041

A A f\
11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2
A A A n1413 A A r\

14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 A A r\
14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET oU oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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STRATFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

LORD CHAMBERLAIN NURS FACILITY
street Address: City and State:

7003 MAIN ST STRATFORD CT 06497

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 08/20/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

177

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Rp^ifipnt*? rpfiiiirino snmp or total assi'itancp in hathina1 \^OIUw 1 1 to 1 U 1 1 1 1 lU OVi/ 1 I 1^ \a/B veil UwOIO LCil 1 III *JCL il 1 II lU 177 100 78.8 81 5

Dressing

Rpsifipnt<i rpniiirinn somp or total a^<5i<5tanop in rirp«?*;ina1 I^OIUwl no 1 GVJUJII II lU OWI 1 1^ Wl LUldl dOOIOLCll IW^ II 1 VJI ^OOII 1^* 177 100 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^iHpnt^ rpniiirinn ^omp or total a^^i^tanpp in toilptinnll^Olvl^lllO I^UUIIIIIU OWIII^ Wl IW ICll ClOOlO ICll lOw III iWI 1^ III IM 177 100 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

luu or XOII61. 177 100 100 77.2

Continence

nt^oiUc;! iio Willi Udlll^lclo \J\ jJdl llcti Ui lUldl lUoo \J\ UUVvt^l Ui UlciUUc^l UUIIIIUI. 148 83.6 66.9 68.2

nc;oiucfiib Uii II luiviuuaiiy Willie?!! uuvvt;! diiu uiauut?! ic^irciiniriy proyraiTi. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncsiaenxs receiving luue reeuings or recjUiring assisxance wiin eaiing. 60 33.9 36 8 37.7

1 0.6 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 68 38.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 104 58.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 144 81.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 11 6.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 40 22.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

83
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are follow/ed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
NylFTIVIQ 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION
U
ft /o if

o/
/o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

anu lUDc Tccoing. Mt 1 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis. MOT t;lPT 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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TORRINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ADAMS HOUSE HEALTH CARE
street Address:

80 FERN DRIVE

City and State:

TORRINGTON CT 06790

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

90

Type of Ownersliip:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

11/19/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

90

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

F'XCILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance In bathing. 65 72.2
"70 OfO.O o1 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 76 84.4 oU.L)

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 67 74.4 by.d TO O
/ O.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 90 100 1 uu
"7"7 O
/ 1 .d.

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 53 58.9 bb.y bo. id

Residents on individually wntten bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 \ .4 4.b

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 34 37.8 ob.o of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 1 1.1 1 .0

Residents confined to chairs. 38 42.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 54 60.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 65 72.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 2.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 27 30.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

61
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facil

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
IVit 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

ff
o/
/o ft

o/TO

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 1 1.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
ivit: 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MPT 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MPTiVIP 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal Dursuits includina relioious activities of the resident's choice if anv tVlEZ 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician. MPT 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.
MPT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET1 ^V_/ 1 IVI Im. I 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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TORRINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

TORRINGTON EXTEND-A-CARE CENTRE
street Address: City and State:

225 WYOMING AVE TORRINGTON CT 06790

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 05/26/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

117

{Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirlna some or total assistance in bathina 109 93.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Re<iidents reauirino some or total assistance in dressina 108 92.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reniiirinn some or total assistance in toiletino1 1^Ol\Jw 1 1 lO 1 U 1 III lU 1 1 1w \Jl K\J Ldl IC4I 1ww III 1 1^ ill lU • 107 91.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui lUllol. 117 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripntQ with pflthptpr^ or n^^rti^^l nr tntpl Ihqq nf hnwpl r»r hl^HHpr pnntrni 91 77.8 66.9 68.2

DociHontQ r\n inHi\/iHi idllw vA/ritton K/^\a/oI anH KIsaHrlor rotraininn nrr^nramnooiuciiio UI 1 11 lui viuuciiiy wiiiit;ii uuwtji di lu uiauuc^i it^iidiiiiiiy jjiuyiciiii. 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

nt;oiuc;iiio it^ut^iviiiy luuc? ic^cuiiiyb ur rc;L|uiririy dooibiaiiu^ wiui ^auiiy. 47 40.2 36.8 37.7

1 i|jid.wiy WWII CIO 1 1 voiuci 1 lOa 1 0.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 83 70.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 55 47.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 87 74.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 8.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 33 28.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

77
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

W /o if /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feedina MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MFT 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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TORRINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

VALERIE MANOR
street Address: City and State:

1360 TORRINGFORD ST. TORRINGTON CT 06790

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownerstiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 07/21/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Rp<5irlpnt<? rpnuirinn <5nmp or total a'5<5istanf:G in hathina 80 67.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp^iripnt<5 rpnuirinn «5omp or total a<?«5istanrp in drp<5<5ina 92 77.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^if|pnt<5 rpnuirinn <5omp or total a9«ii<5tanrp in toilptinn1 IwOIVJ^IIlO I^VJUIIIIIU OV^I 1 Iw v/l Iv/ldl uOOlOimiw^ lll lV../llv^lll IM* 70 58.8 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUlltJl. 119 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiHpnt^ with p?^thptprQ nr n^^rtifli nr tntsil Ihqq nf hnwpl nr hlaHrlpr pontrnlriwoiuc^iiio Willi ^dii ic? o \ji yjG.I iidt \Ji iL/idi iLioo \Ji uvjvvd yjt uidUvic?! o^iiiii»ii. 74 62.2 66.9 68.2

nc^oiuc^iiio Ul 1 11 iLiiviuudiiy wiiii^ii uuwt;i aiiu uiduuc^i it^iictii in ly |jiuyictiii. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntsoiuciiio itjociviiiy luuc^ ic^uiiiyb ur ic^LjUiririy aobibianuc; wixii t3ciiiny. 50 42.0 36.8 37.7

Cnmnlptpiv KpHffiQt rpciripntc 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 67 56.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 51 42.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 82 68.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 5.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 6.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

87
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

persona! funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET c.d. 1 u.y 1 1 do I 1 Q
I I .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ?1/L. 1 10 4 166?1 w\J t_ 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET cXj 1 9 Q ^ / oy iiy.u

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO Ifi 1 ^RQ 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET OW 14 Q OO / 6 ?

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q 4 5 81

6

8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 18 ^ 10QQ 11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17
1 / 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1216 12 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25 2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

Mt 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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TORRINGTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WOLCOTT HALL N H

street Address: City and State:

215 FOREST ST TORRINGTON CT 06790

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 01/08/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

90

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 76 84.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 85 94.4 80.0 83.2

ToiSeting

Residents reauirino some or total assistance in toiletina 68 75.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti dh Ckr tnilot 90 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rptiiripnt*; with rathptpr<5 nr nartiaS or total lo^^? of howpl or hladrlpr control 77 85.6 66.9 68.2

Rp^iiripnt^ on inHix/idiiailu writtpn howpl and hIaHHpr rptraininn nronram 2 2.2 1.4 4.6

Eating

PloolU^lllo 1 t:;L/C;IVII ly lUUt; it^^Uliiyo ijf lt;L|UIM3iy dooloLo,! lUt? Willi odllliy. 28 31.1 36.8 37.7

2 2.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 43 47.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 33 36.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 61 67.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 6.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 12 13.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

47
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feedina NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote nnaximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or nnove freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MFT 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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TRUMBULL CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ST JOSEPH MANOR NURSING HOME
street Address: City and State:

6448 MAIN ST TRUMBULL CT 06611

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 273 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 05/05/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

258

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

noolUc^lUo lt;^UIlllly oUlilo \j\ lUlol doololal 111 Udliiliiy. 222 86.0 7ft ft ft1 R

Dressing

noolUc^rUb i^LjUniiiy oUlllc^ Ul lULal doblolai lUt? Ml Uit^oolliy. 214 82.9 ft'^ ?

Toileting

ncolUClUb Icv^Ulllliy bUlllc Ur lUlcll dbslolcllloc III lUllcUliy. 167 64.7 fiQ T 7T ft

Transferring

Residents requiring sorrie or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 258 100 inn 11 ?

Continence

nesiuenis wiin catneters or paniai or loiai loss ot uowei or uiaQOsr coniroi. 165 64.0

nesiaenis on inaiviauaiiy wrinen Dowei ano Diaooer retraining program. 0 0.0 1 4 4 6

Eating

nesiaenis receiving luue Teeaings or requiring assistance witn eating. 11 29.8 ^fi ft '^7 7

v^ornpiciciy ueuTasx resiuenis. 0 0.0 1 .5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 124 48.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 101 39.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 196 76.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 16 6.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 104 40.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

183
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

1 ne Taciiity uses a system inai assures tuii ana compieie accouniing ot resioenis

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to w/alk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

opeciTic seiT—neip aevices are avaiiaijic wricri ricLcbodiy.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
xne recommenaeo uieiary allowances oi ine roou ana iNuiruion Doara or ine

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by Qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
flppnrriinn tn thp inQtriiPtinnQ nf thp attpnrlinn rihuQipianCl^V.»UI Ull WJ 11 II lOLI UV^IIWI lO KJ\ 11 iC? ClllOl lUII lU |JI ly olv^iCll 1.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
\^\J\ lUlllUl 1*

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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VERNON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

VERNON MANOR HEALTH CARE FACIITY
street Address: City and State:

180 REGAN ROAD VERNON CT 06066

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF 120 PROPRIETARY 09/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

113

l\Aedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

RpcirlpntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr tntfli 3^<5i^tflnpp in hflthinnllC^OIvJOl 1 lO 1 OvJUtl II l\J owl 1 Iv7 \J\ IW ml ClOOIOLCll II 1 kJdll III IM- 95 84.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rptiiripnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal ?i^^i*;tanpp in drp^sinn
1 lUOIVJ^I 1 lO I^UUIIIIIM Owl 11^ \J\ WJ LCll QOOIOiul Iw^ III VJI^OOIIIU* 99 87.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

RpeiHpnt<i rpniiirinn <;nmp nr tnt?il aQ<?i';tflnr'P in tnilptinnilCOIUdllo Iwl^UIIIIIU out 1 IC \J\ IVJLCli aOOlO LCll IwO III l\JIIOlll 1^. 90 79.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or Toiiei. 113 100 100 77.2

Continence

rioolUt;! Ho WIUI L/CllMt::;Lt;i o Ui pcil lid.) Ul LULcll lUoo Ui UUWc;l Ul UldUUUI L'UlluUI. 78 69.0 66.9 68.2

nebiuenis on inaiviauaiiy wntien ouwei ana uiaQusr rexraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiaenis receiving tuoe leeaings or requiring assistance wixn eating. 34 30.1 36 8 37 7

trfOmpieieiy Deuiasi resiaenis. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 62 54.9 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 64 56.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 64 56.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 6.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 18 15.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

40
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "I^et" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
NOT MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0-0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the
bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMA^SCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (iareathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to wall< or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET d. 1

\(\ A 1 RRO
1 xyoc. 17ft

\ f Xi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET Oft 1 O Q
1 d..\3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1 O.O 1 >1 714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET KQ7DO/ 0.£.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q 01 RO 1 O O.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O /

IRQ
1 O.O 1 OQQ 1 1 R

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 A A. 1 97n 19 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114
1 1 .H 191R 1P Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o 110

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 3 1
141 q 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D 7 Q/ .y 1 HvO 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET ^q 6 2340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mb 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WALLINGFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

MASONIC AVE WALLINGFORD CT 06492

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 382 NON-PROFIT OTHER 12/09/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

357

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 224 62.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 192 53.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 154 43.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 357 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 207 58.0 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 68 19.0 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 175 49.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 109 30.5 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 157 44.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 2.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 90 25.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

217
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient In the Indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
ripfipipnrv mav rpnrp<^pnt an nnnninn nrnhlpm or pi nnp-timp failure of a sinalp ^taff Dprsnn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 1 CO 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO O-l R

d. \ X)

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

IVlLl i 26 12 9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NUI Mtl 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
ivib 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III 1 lUl 1 lldl pUloUllo, II ILflUUli lOliyiUUo d^UVIUco Ul LIIc; ioolUClllo UllUlUc, 11 Ctliy. IVlt 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

Mt 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

Ivlb 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mt I 8 4.0 1041 11.0

Ail essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

Mt 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

IVIC 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

INW 1 IviCI 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WALLINGFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MATTATUCK HLTH CARE

street Address: City and State:

9 CLIFF ST WALLINGFORD CT 06492

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 43 PROPRIETARY 04/28/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

42

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residsnts rGquiring somG or total assistance in bathing. 32 76.2 43.2 78.3

Dressing

RGsidents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 12 28.6 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 37 88.1 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui lUitt;l. 19 45.2 36.7 66.0

Continence

Rp«5iHpnt"^ with r?ithptpr«! nr nartifll nr total lo<!«; of howpl nr hlaHdpr rnntrnl1 l^OIVJ^I 1 will 1 V./CIII l^l^l O \Jl k^Cll LICll \J\ LWiul IWOO \Jl l>J\J^V^l \Jl kilClUvJd Wl^l III Wl. 6 14.3 19.4 59.1

Rp^irlpnt^ on inHi\/iHiialt\/ writtpn howpl anrl hlarlrlpr rptraininn nronrjimri^oiudiio \J\\ II ivjivivjuciiiy wiiiic?ii UvjWv^i di ivj uiduUwi ididiiiiii^ iJiUMidiii. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

n^olUoiUo loUc^lviiiy lUUc; lt7t;Uliiyo Ui icLjUlllliy aoolblailOc; Willi c^dllliy. 2 4.8 5.4 29.3

0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 1 2.4 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 2 4.8 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 6 14.3 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 9 21.4 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

27
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at ttie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

TT % #ft %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

anri tiihp fppHinn MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maxinnum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
IVIC 1 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WALLINGFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

NEW BROOK HOLLOW HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

55 KONDRACKI LANE WALLINGFORD CT 06492

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAiD SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 02/01/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

180

IVSedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 121 67.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 133 73.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 118 65.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 180 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 121 67.2 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 7 3.9 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 60 33.3 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.6 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 96 53.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 93 51.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 73 40.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 12 6.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 16 8.9 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

170
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

f 1 inotioninn to nrov/^nt Ioqq cti flhilitx/ tn \A/Alk r>r mn\/P frppl\/ HpfnriTiitipc: anH n^irfllv/QiQ
1 Ui lOiiLf 1 ill lu wj \j\ cvci 11 iijoo \Ji duiii Ly \.\J wciiix yji 1 1 i\j v 1 1 ssxsiy j i wi 1 1 ii iioo cii i\j [jou ciiy oio*

MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Soecific self-helo devices are available when necessary
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
iiio 1 couii 11 iioi lucu ui^idiy ctiiuwcti iwco ui iiic nuuu diiui inuii iii'iji i dl^ciiu \j\ iwv

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37

•4 0 0
18.3

A OOO1099 A A
11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 O A
8.4

•4 O^O1270 4 O A
13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET
oo23

•4-4 A
1 1 .4

A 0-4 ^1216 4 O O12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET 8 A O
4.0

A r\ A A1041 A A f\11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51
oc o25.2 i4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET ^ o16
"7 O
7.9

A A OO1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET QQ Roy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WALLINGFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SKYVIEW CONVALESCENT HOME
street Address: City and State:

MARC DR WALLINGFORD CT 06492

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 01/06/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

84

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 60 71.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 58 69.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1 1 ^1 1 1 1 ^fl ^1 1 1 1 1 1 ^^^^ III 1 L 1 WC^^^^ 1 ^ 1 1 III 1 1 Wl 1 \a% m 61 72.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
84 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripnt^ with rathptpr^ nr nartifil nr tntal In^^ nf hnwpl or hlaHrlpr pnntrni 46 54.8 66.9 68.2

RpQiripntQ nn inrliv/irli i^llw \A/ritton hrwA/^l 5inH hlarliHcir rotraininn nrAnram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

riColLlc?! llo ic^^^lVlliy lUUt; It^c^Ulliyo UI IC7L|Uillliy dooloidl IOC Willi oduiiy. 24 28.6 36.8 37.7

1 1.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 45 53.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 48 57.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 41 48.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 0 0.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

68
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility nnust meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
ueiiciGncy may rtrprcboni dii oriyuiiiy pruuitjrii ur a uritJ-uiTiy Tdiiurc oi a binyic biaTi pcioon.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y 1 1 d.O 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET P1 10 4 1 fiftP 1 7 ft

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET cXj c. 1 Oi} 9Q r\

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1ft T

1 O.O 1 ^AQ
1 OOi7 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET ou O f ft 2

Sen/ices are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET q 4 5 fi1R fl ft

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 18 T I V-/ C/ C/ 11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 ft 4 1 270 1*^ 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4 0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25 2 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

Mtl 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WALLINGFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WALLINGFORD CONV HME

street Address: City and State:

181 E MAIN ST WALLINGFORD CT 06492

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 130 PROPRIETARY 04/08/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

128

{Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hlqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 103 80.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 109 85.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 85 66.4 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti ih rw tr*ilotlUU Ul LUIIwl. 128 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with patheters nr nartial nr tntal Inss nf howpl nr hlarHHpr pnntrni1 iwoiu^iiio Willi wdiii^iv^io Wl wm iicii \j\ iwidi iwoo \J\ kjwvvd \j\ uicivjvjd iii v_/i. 87 68.0 66.9 68.2

Residents r>n inHi\/irliiall\/ writtpn hnwpl anH hlaHrlpr rptrflininn nrnnram 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

34 26.6 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast rp^iripnt^ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 64 50.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 67 52.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 70 54.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 3.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sidn care. 25 19.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

96
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below/ does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and connplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING I

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functionina to orevent loss of abilitv to walk or move freelv deformities and oaralvsis
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET d.\ 1 U.4 1 f .K)

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET do -ICO16.0 1oo9 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 1 4.y bo/ a o

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET y A C4.0 QIC O.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET Of 1 Q Olo.o 1 uyy 'lie

1 1 .O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 /
Q A0.4 1 O /I

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do -1 i /I
1 1 .4 1 O Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo A n4.U \ U41 1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 01 1 /1 1 O
1 41

0

1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 O 7 Q
1 .y 1 4Uo 1 M-.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET ?4 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WAREHOUSE POINT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
DAMORE REST HAVEN

street Address: City and State:

171 MAIN ST WAREHOUSE POINT CT 06088

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 01/27/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

89

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o /o

Bathing

ric?olUt7i llo lc;^UIlllly oUlllt; Ui lUlcll doololctl luc^ III Udllllliy. 23 25.8 7ft1 o.o

Dressing

rit^olUt?! Ho l^^Ullllly oUn It^ UI lULdl doololciMO^ 111 Ul^oolliy. 12 13.5 '^fi 7fi 7

Toileting

nesiuenis requiriny some or loiai assisiarice in loiieiinQ. 2 2.2 n

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 4 4.5

Continence

riesiaenis wiin Caineiers or pansai or loiai loss oi uowei or Diaoaer coniroi. 8 9.0 1Q 4 •iQ 1

Hesiuenis on inaiviauaiiy wrinen oowei ana Diaouer retraining program. 0 0.0 fi 1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 0 0.0

<L>ompieieiy oeciTasi resioenis. 0 0.0 2 0 3 6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 10 11.2 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 24 27.0 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

77
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tlie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MFT

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

it
o/
/o if

o/To

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and lUDc Tccuiriy. mC: 1 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
tvin 1 3 9 7 748 13 7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mb 1 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WAREHOUSE POINT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PROSPECT HILL REHAB CENTER
street Address: City and State: -

96 PROSPECT HILL ROAD WAREHOUSE POINT CT 06088

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 11/24/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

178

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 114 64.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 127 71.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 98 55.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tr>ilpt 178 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total lo<5<5 of hnwpl nr hladripr rnntrnl 106 59.6 66.9 68.2

Residents on individuallv writtpn hnwpl and hlp^ridpr rptraininn nronram 1 0.6 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^iripnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fppHinn^ or rpniiirinn aQQi^tanpp with patinn 25 14.0 36.8 37.7

Comoletelv bedfast residents 1 0.6 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 79 44.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 11 43.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 132 74.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 5.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 57 32.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

139
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. NOT MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

cxocpi 111 d rTiyuit^di ciTiyrgcriC/y, d rcbiucfii lo not irdrioTcrrtru or uiocridryou, riur lo

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

tacn resiuenx receives uaiiy personal nygiene as neeaeo to assure cieaniiness, goou
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

cacri resiuenx wno nas prouiems wiin uowei anu uiauuer coniroi is proviueu wiin

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET (Ld \ u.y 1 A
1 \ do 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET ccDO 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET ^ 1

10 4 1fifi2
1 KJ\JO- 17 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET oo 1 o.o 1 ooy 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET o\j 14 Q RR7oo /

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET q 4 R R1

R

R fiO.vj

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET o / 1R 9

1 o.o 10QQ 1 1 fi

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET -1

7

R 4 1 270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET no 4 n 1041 110

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET ^^ 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 7 Q 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

Mb 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

ABBOTT TERRACE HEALTH CENTER
street Address: City and State:

44 ABBOTT TERRACE WATERBURY CT 06702

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 12/08/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

150

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 88 58.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 111 74.0 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 99 66.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

150 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp*5idpnt<? with rathptpr*? nr nartial nr tnta! nf hnwpl nr hlarlrlpr mntrnl1 1^0l\.J^III.vJ Willi V.^Cll.llwL^IO \JI i./CllllCll Wl \.\J LQI 1WOO \JI VJyJW ^1 \Jl UtCL\J\jl^l 1 tl Wl

.

88 58.7 66.9 68.2

Rp*5ifipnt<; nn inrlivirliiflllv writtpn hnwpl anH hlarlHpr rptraininn nronramI I^OIXJ^I IIO \Jt \ 11 lUIVIVJUClliy VVIIILC7II U\JvVXSl Cll ILJ UldUVJCI 1 AM III lU L/l L/mI Cll i I. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RpQiHpntQ rpr'oiwinn tiiKo fooHinnc or rpmiirinn Qccictanr^o \A/ith oatinnriCOlUC7l llo 1 CV^dVII 9^ lUUC IC^UII I^O Ul 1 C7LfUII M lU doololcll iK^Ki will 1 c^diii ly

.

47 31.3 36.8 37.7

ConriDletelv bedfast rp^idpnt^ 2 1.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 52 34.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 56 37.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 38 25.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 8 5.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 39 26.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

121
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=fEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % #

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

an /o W /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

Cll ILl lUUc; lUoUIIIU. Ivlil 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
ivit: 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the fuil survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CEDAR LANE REHAB HEALTH CARE CTR
Citv and State*

128 CEDAR AVE WATERBURY CT 06705

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 01/28/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

174

Medicare Residents:

9

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 135 77.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 148 85.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 139 79.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 64 36.8 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 125 71.8 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 103 59.2 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 5 2.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 119 68.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 72 41.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 96 55.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 13 7.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 43 24.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

81
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tlie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Remindeir: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed.

MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and conriplete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostonny/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fi inptinninn tr> nrpvpnt ln^«; nf ahilltv tn Wr^lk nr mnvp frepiv defnrmitip<? and oaralvsi*?lUllwLlwlllllvJ i,\J L/l\l7VC'lll IV./90 \ji dLJliliy vv Qi )\ ^./i II i\j ii^^iv, u^i^..'iiiiiLi^o ciiivi i^/diuiyoio.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 1 U.4 H "7 C

1 f.O

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rppnmmpndpfi dipfarv allnwanrp*; nf thp Food and Nutrition Board of the11 1^ 1 Wl lllllwllVJCU Ul^ LCLI y CII 1 V/ VV Ql IV>^0 \Ji Lll^ 1 \J\J\J dl I\J I^Ulllllwll \J \J i 11 l\^

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oU •i A c\i4.y 513/ D.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 A C4.5 olb 0.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET of -ion luyy 11 .b

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 1 /

O A0.4 \d/V •i n A
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET n .4
Hon
1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo 4.U 1 U41 n .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 0

1

1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 b "7 n
1 4Uo 1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET OU 9il 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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1
WATERBURY CT

NURSING HOME PROFILE
EAST END CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

3396 E MAIN ST WATERBURY CT 06705

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 05/04/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

60

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 48 80.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina1 1 ^/ Wl 1 1 VW 1 \air VI Wl II II 1^4 wV^i 1 1 \J 1 1V4I ViWWIW VV%l lUVif III \jl 1 \^WW III \M • 53 88.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1^wlxJw 1 1 1 U 1 1 1 1 lU WW IIIw w 1 iVil Vtwwlw iUI 1ww ill Iwl 1 \^ III '^n* 46 76.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

57 95.0 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiHpnt^ with p?ithptpr^ nr n^^rtifll nr tnt?il Ioqq nf hnwpl nr hl^iHHpr pontrni
1 lOOiVJC^I 1 lO Willi 0CIIIIC710I0 \Jl ^Cll IICII UI lUlCll IVJOO \J\ UVJW<3l \J\ IJICIVJLIC?! OUIIllwl. 33 55.0 66.9 68.2

RpciHontc dr\ inr4i\/iHi isllv/ \A/rittc»n ho\A/ol onH HloHHor rotrQininn ^^^^^l^^Qmric;olUt;i llo \J\\ 11 lUIViUUctliy Willlcll UUWcl dilU UlCtULim 1 t^Li dll 111 ly |JiUyialil. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncbiuciuo icctJiviiiy luuc ic^^uiriyb ur rcCjuiririy aobibianc/^ wiiri c^aiiny. 26 43.3 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to cliairs. 32 53.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 19 31.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 32 53.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 3.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 3 5.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

42
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected wittiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in otfier facilities in tfie State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hpfipipnrv mav/ rpnfp^^pnt an onnninn nrnhlpm nr ^ nnp-timp failiirp nf A ^innlp ^taff npr^on

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET ma
1 u.y 1 1 <co 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET bo OO o on A c OH Cd\ .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10 4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the whtten orders of the attending physician.

MOT fcilCT PR

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET Ifi 3I w.O 13RQ

1 \J\J^ 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

Mb 1 14 Q OO 1 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

Mt I 9 4 5O 816O 1 \J 8 6o.o

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III IIUIIIIcil pUioUllo, IIILilUUIIIU loMyiUUo dv^UVIU^o Ul lilt? loolUolllo Ul lUIOt^, II cuiy. NvJ 1 Mt 1 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

Mb 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.
MOT KylCTTVi\J 1 Mt 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mt 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

Mt 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

Mt 1 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.
MOT KACTViD 1 Mt 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
GROVE MANOR INC

street Address: City and State:

145 GROVE STREET WATERBURY CT 06705

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF 60 PROPRIETARY 05/20/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

58

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 54 93.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 53 91.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 45 77.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 45 77.6 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 30 51.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 19 32.8 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 16 27.6 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 36 62.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 31 53.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 12.1 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 7 12.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

22
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at thie time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiln a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
oeiiciency may represent an ongoing prouiem or a one-iime laiiure ot a bingiw biaii person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET c.d. 1 u.y ^ A oo
1 1 do I 1 Q

I I .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ?1 1 n 4 1 RR2 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 9R 270QC. 1 OC7

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO i D.O 1 OOiD 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 14 Q 5R7 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Q R16 R 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuiis, inciuoing religious acuviiies oi ine resioeni s cnoice, it any. MET 1R ? 1 \J \J \J 116

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 R 4 1 270 1 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.

MET n 4 0 1041 110

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 25 2 141*^ 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

InUI Mb I 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MOT K/IPTInW I MtZ 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

21 CLIFF ST WATERBURY CT 06710

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 52 PROPRIETARY 03/17/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

50

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with tliese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

nicjniy sp6Ci3i!iZ6u Care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 35 70.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 30 60.0 80.0 83.2

Toiieting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 30 60.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti ih nr tniipt 50 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total lo*;*? of howpl or hlaridpr oontrol 23 46.0 66.9 68.2

Rf^^iripnt^ on indiviHijallv writtpn hnvwpl ?inri hladdpr rptraininn nrnnr?5m
\ I^OIVJ^lllO ^11 ltll\»IIVIUUClliy Vv 1 1 IL^I 1 liu/WvVwl dllU ik^ldUVI^I 1 Clll ill IM Ml vMI Cll 1 l< 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

7 14.0 36.8 37.7

Comnleteiv bedfast ra^Bd@ntQ 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 9 18.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 0 0.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 11 22.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 2.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 29 58.0 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

42
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected w/ithin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance w/ith the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
^EOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEOUIREMENTS

NATION

fr % it
IT %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7
T

... . .

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
MEDICARE PAVILION CORP

Citv and State*

1132 MERIDEN RD WATERBURY CT 06705

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 94 PROPRIETARY 03/04/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

90

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 85 94.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 87 96.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 78 86.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 80 88.9 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 80 88.9 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 2.2 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 21 23.3 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 1.1 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 21 23.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 46 51.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 65 72.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 3.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 5 5.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

37
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET o-\d\ 1 1;.4 1 Db^: 1 f .D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET I2.y 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET Jo -ICO 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET oU 1 4.y oof c oO.d

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET y A K O 1 D O.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. NOT MET TVo ( 1 O.O 1 uyy 1 1 R

1 1 .0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 1 7 ft A 1 070

1 ^ / u 1 O.'f

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET OQC.O AAA
1 ^ 1 D 1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Q0 1 C\AA

1 1 .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 0 1
OR O

1 ^ 1 O 1 /I Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 7 Q 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET an 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

OAKCLIFF CONVALESCENT HOME INC
street Address: City and State:

71 PLAZA AVENUE WATERBURY CT 06710

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 75 PROPRIETARY 09/21/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

75

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

nigniy spectaiizeu care ana services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 63 84.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 68 90.7 80.0 83.2

ToiSeting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 53 70.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
75 100 100 77.2

Continence

Re«?idpnt<? with rathptpr«> or nartiai nr tntal ln<5<5 nf hnwpl nr hiarldpr rnntrni 60 80.0 66.9 68.2

Rp'^idpntti nn inrii\/iHimll\/ writtpn hnwpl flnH hlsHripr rptraininn nronram 1 1.3 1.4 4.6

Eating

riooimd Ho 1 cowivii 1^ luuw icc^uii lyo ui 1 ci^uii II lu dooioidi lOo will i c^dui lu. 24 32.0 36.8 37.7

3 4.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 32 42.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 34 45.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 54 72.0 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 5.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sicin care. 4 5.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

31
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE jNDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
Mh 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING t

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 1 u.y 1 1 O'X 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET DO Od..£. OC\A R

d. 1 .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

IVIC 1 26 12 9 2739 29 0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
Mb I 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

WKJ I Win. I 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

IVlt 1 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in nnrmjil nnrQiiitQ inphirlinn rphninii^ pptix/itipQ nf thp rPcirlpnt^Q phniPP if anv/III 1 l\Ji I I lOI ^Ul OUIlO, II IV^ILIUII IM I C7IIMIVJUO ClV^ll VIIICO \Jl 11 IC7 1 11 O iwlOC?, 11 Cll Ij •

MOT K>1PT 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
IVlt 1 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

IVlt 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
IVlt 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

IVIC 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.
WFT 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MFTINW 1 Ivl LI 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full sun/ey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

PARK MANOR
street Address: City and State:

1312 W MAIN ST WATERBURY CT 06708

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 148 PROPRIETARY 02/03/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

142

l\/ledicare Residents:

5

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It nnay reflect the facility s ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

RpQiHpntQ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr total aQ^i^tfinpp in h?^thinnriC^OI^Jwl 1 lO 1 'CJVJ Lill II IM owl 1 lO \Jl Iw ICll dOOlO Idl Iv^^ III I^ClllllllU> 116 81.7 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp^iHpntQ rpfiiiirinn ^nmp nr total a^^i^tanpp in Hrp<;<?inn
1 I^OIU^I 1 lO 1 ^UUII II lU Owl 1 10 wl LCll ClOOlO LQl IV./'^ Ill VpJIWOOIIIM* 50 35.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^iripnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal ?i«;^i«;tflnpp in tnilptinnII^OIU^IIIO IwUUIItllU Owl 1 1w \JI Iw ICll ClOOlO ICll Iw^ III IWIIWllllU. 80 56.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

TUU or TOII61. 142 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpciHpntc \A/ith r*athptprc or osrtisi or tr^tcil locc r\i Kova/oI r\r KlarlHor r^nntrr^lPiC7olUt^i iio Willi LfClll lc?lt;l o Ul fJdi llol Ul lUlcll lUoo Ul UUWc7l Ui UldUU^I OUilUUI. 131 92.3 66 9 68 2

nt^oiuuiiio UN 11 luiviuuaiiy wriucii uuwt;! diiu uidUUc;! ic^irdiriiriy proyrdiTi. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ntJbiut^iub ryutsiving iuu6 leeuings or requiring assistance wiin eaiing. 137 96.5 36 8 37.7

80 56.3 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 64 45.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 82 57.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 82 57.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 12 8.5 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 21 14.8 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

86
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1
SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

"Facili^y" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tine Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not MeV means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING I

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 91c. 1

1 n id 1 ftR9 1 7 ft

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 d.xd

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO IRQ 1 QQQ

1 Joy 1/1714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 4 Q ft 9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q ftl ft ft fto.o

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET o / 1 o.o 1 noQ lift

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET i 7 ft A 1 97n n 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114
1 I .M- 1 91

R

1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET QO A n 1 041 1 1 n

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET O 1
1 41 '1
1 H 1 o 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 ft 7 Q 1 4nR 1 4 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mt 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

3584 E MAIN ST WATERBURY CT 06705

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 90 NON-PROFIT RELIGIOUS 07/28/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

89

l\/ledicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with tliese characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 71 79.8 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents renuirina some or total assistance in dressina 48 53.9 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents reniiirinn some or total assistance in toiletinn 7 7.9 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUIIC7l. 5 5.6 36.7 66.0

Continence

Rp^iHpnt^ with ppithptpr^ nr nartifll or tnt^^l Ioqq nf hnwpl nr hlarlrlpr pontrnill^OllJOIILO Willi V^dll idwl O \J\ ^di lICll VJI LUlCll IVJOO VJ 1 UUVVC>I \J\ UldUVJd WUIILIUI* 10 11.2 19.4 59.1

RpQirlpntQ r»n inHiv/iHi islK/ XA/rittf^n Kri\A/ol anH hIaHHor rotraininn nmnramricfoivjd no \j\ I MiuiviuuciMy wi iiioi i uuvvc?! di lu uiduvjoi ic;UdiiiMiy \Ji uui di ii. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

ntJoiut^iub icL-civiiiy luuu i^^uiiiyo ui rt?LjUiriiiy dobibidiicc; wiui t:;dUiiy. 0 0.0 5.4 29.3

0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 1 1.1 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 27 30.3 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 7 7.9 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

74
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not t^et" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
ivin 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0 0 255 4 7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mt 1

r>o Q 7 7AfK1 HO 1 O. /

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MFTIVILI 1 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MFT 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal Dursuits includina reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anv NOT MKT 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MFT1 ^V_/ 1 IVIl 1 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
ROSE MANOR REST HOME

107 SOUTH VIEW ST WATERBURY CT 06706

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 22 PROPRIETARY 02/05/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

22

l\Aedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 19 86.4 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 9 40.9 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 3 13.6 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 22 100 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 17 77.3 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 3 13.6 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 1 4.5 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 0 0.0 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 5 22.7 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 6 27.3 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 4 18.2 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

20
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail tlie requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET U 0.0 A ~7
4. /

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 DU 1

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET D 1 D. 1 1 OOO

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET A^ 1 r\A

1 U40 1 Q 1
1 y. 1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 O.c. OfiQ A QH.y

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
NOT MET AH 1 9 Q o 1 1

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET R

\J 1 Q 4 HO 1
ft fto.o

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NOT MET Oc D.vJ 47Q ft fto.o

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET o Q 7 1Q 4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET p 1 1RQ ?1 4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET n
\j n n n 0 0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET n 0 0 0 0 0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mb 1 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WATERBURY CONV CENTER
street Address: City and State:

2817 N MAIN ST WATERBURY CT 06704

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 10/19/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

117

l\/ledicare Residents:

6

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 102 87.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 102 87.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 97 82.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

ti iK r^r toilot 117 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^idpnt^ with pathptpr^ or n^rtial nr total In^^ of hnwpl or hl;^rlripr rnntrni 102 87.2 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ nn inHivirii iaIIv/ writton hr»\A/ol anrl hl^irlHor r^traininn nrrinrarnricoi\JC7i no II ivjiviuuaiiy vvi iiici i uuvvc^i di ivj uidvjuc^i i cii ciii hi \J\ \J^ \ cx\ 1 1> 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

RociHontQ ror*oi\/inn tiiho fof^Hinnc rw roni lirinn sccictsinoo vA/ith octtinnnooivici iio icocjiviiiy luut; icjcuiiiyo ui i^Ljuiiiiiy dooioicii iwc^ wiiii t^diiiiy. 51 43.6 36.8 37.7

2 1.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 67 57.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 50 42.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 64 54.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 16 13.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

86
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

ft % itn %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

^ylFT 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to pronnote maxinnum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NDT IWIFT 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Ivit 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WATERBURY NU RSING CENTER
street Address:

1243 W MAIN ST

City and State:

WATERBURY CT 06708

Participation:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF

# of Beds:

129

Type of Ownersliip:

PROPRIETARY

Survey Date:

08/19/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 83 69.2 78.8 81 .5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 89 74.2 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 38 31.7 b9.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 77 64.2
-» r\r\
100

7-7 011 .2.

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 69 57.5 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 .4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requinng assistance with eating. 34 28.3 36.8
0 —7 —7

31.1

wompieieiy Deaiast resiaenis. 4 3.3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 53 44.2 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 31 25.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 95 79.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 10 8.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 28 23.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

103
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility tnust meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures Vnal its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assure.s full and complete accounting of residents'

persona! funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=iEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET tLd. 1 u.y 1 1 do 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21 .6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ?1C~ 1

10 4 17 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 O Q 970Q <cy.u

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1 Q.O 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET ou 14 Q JO 1

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 8 Ft

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 18 lOQQ 116

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NOT MET 17 R A 1270 1*^ 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 9'\ 114 1216 12 9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET fl 4 0 1041 11 0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition..

MET 25 2 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mt 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERBURY CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WHITEWOOD REHABILITATION CENTER
street Address: City and State:

177 WHITEWOOD ROAD WATERBURY CT 06708

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 12/22/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

173

fVSedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Rp<;iripnt<5 rpniiirinn "^nmp nr tntal a<isi<itanf;p in hathina 153 88.4 78.8 81 .5

Dressing

RpcjHpntc; rpniiirinn «!nmp or tntal a«i«5i^tflnrp in rlrp<5<;inn
1 IwUUIIIIIM Owl 1 1w \Jt \,\J Idl dOOlO Ldl low III VJI^OOIIIM* 55 31.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^iirlpnt^ rpniiirinn 9nmp nr tntai s^^i^tanrp in tnilptinn
1 1wOlUwl 1 VO 1 wUUII II IM OVI 1 Iw \JI \\JVVL\ dOOlO Idl IwC III Iwl 1w 11 1 lU

.

136 78.6 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or coiiei. 137 79.2 100 77.2

Continence

Rocirlf^ntc with r^Gth^torc or nsjirticjl r^r tAtssI lr\cc r\f hrtvA/ol r\r HIaHHor r^ontrol 124 71.7 66.9 68.2

nooiuoiuo uii iMuiviuuciny wriuc?ii uuwt:;! cirivj uiduut:;! 1 c^irdiriii ly jjiuyidin. 26 15.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiuenis receiving luue leeQings or rec|uiring assisiance wnn eaiing. 78 45.1 36 8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 107 61.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 113 65.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 96 55.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 16 9.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 23 13.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

157
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement, "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION
44-

fr /o If
o/
/o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

ivici 1 22 10.9 1123 1 1.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote nnaximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis. MOT t^PT 65 32 2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mh 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET
1 W_/ 1 IVI^ 1 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CANTERBURY VILLA OF WATERFORD
street Address: City and State:

171 ROPE FERRY RD WATERFORD CT 06385

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersiiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 02/16/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

136

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /O /O

Bathing

Rp^iHpntQ rpniiirinn Qnmp nr tntfll a^i^i^tanrp in hathinn
1 i^OlvJ 1 lO 1 ^UUII II lU Owl 11^ \Jl l\J ICll ClOOlO tCil lO^ III l^dllllilM' 95 69.9 78 8 81 ^

Dressing

Rp^iHpntQ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntal a^^i^tanpp in Hrp^<iinniiwoiu^iiio 1 cuuii II lu Owl 1 1^ yji wjicLt aooio idi iii ^.ji^ooiiiu. 102 75.0 80 0 83 2

Toileting

Rp^iHpnt^ rpniiirinn Qomp or tntfll aQQi^tanpp in tnilptinn 76 55.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or loiieT. 136 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQirlPntQ with pathptPrQ nr nsrtial nr tntsil Incc nf hn\A/pl r\T KlaHHpr r^ontrnlnooiudiio Willi \^Ciiiic;ido \j\ |Jcii iidi \J\ iijicii lUoo \J\ uuwc7i \j\ uiauut^i ouiiliui. 103 75.7 66.9 68.2

RpciHpntc c\r\ inHi\/iHi ifillv/ \A/ritton h\/^\A/ol onH hilQ/Hrl^ar rotrQininn r~\ronro rT>nc^oiuoiiio uii 11 luiviuudiiy wiiut;ii uuwui oiiu uiduut/i iciraiiiiiiy piuyiaiM. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncbioenis receiviny iuu6 Teeaings or r6C]uiring assisianc© wixn eaXiny. 39 28.7 36 8 37.7

1 0.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 73 53.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 54 39.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 82 60.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 21 15.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 30 22.1 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

119
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
foj-^ilifv/ mi 10+ rriQQt "ThcirQ oro r\\/Qr con^mto rom lirornontc Tho information nrf^Qontc^Hlat^llliy ( 1 lUoL 1 1 itJfcJl. 1 ! ici fcJ c*l " uvtJi oyjKJ ot;[Jcti die 1 m^uii 1 loll lo. 1 i if ii nui 1 1 idiiui 1 yji coci iic^u

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

Mb 1 /

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

Thp fflrilitv ii<;p<5 a <;\/«;tpm that a'^'iiirps full and cnmolete accountina of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is nnade to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three nnonths. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
NOT MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

NOT MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1 123 A A r\
1 1 .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET \C\ A

1 Ki'Od 1 7 C

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietarv allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1 b.o 1 ooy 1/17

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 /I Q DO /
c oo.d

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET Qy A c;4.0 O 1 D O.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET J

1

1 o.o 1 uyy 1 1 .O

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET i 7 A AO.H 1

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET C.O 1 £. 1 O 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET oO A n

1 U4 1 1 1 .u

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET Q 1 1 1- 1 o 1 4 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D 7 Q
1 HUO 14. Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 6 ?4 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
GREENTREE MANOR

street Address: City and State:

4 GREENTREE DR WATERFORD CT 06385

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 90 PROPRIETARY 11/12/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

90

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

RGsidents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 83 92.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 82 91.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina1 1 Vaf \Ji\JI\^ 1 1 W } SaiVifl ijB II 11 I VJ IIIW hVAl WlW fcVAl 1 \^ 111 ^N^l M\tf 1.1 1 1^4 73 81.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui iUliN^U 90 100 100 77.2

Contmence

Rp^ifipntQ with p?ithptpr^ nr ni^rtifll nr tntfll In^Q nf hnwpl nr hlaHHpr pnntrni 74 82.2 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ nn inHiv/iHi \A/rittpn hr^uwpl QnH hIciHHpr rptraininn r^rdrxr^mric^oivjc;! iio ^^i i ii luiviuudiiy wi iiic^i i uvjwc^i di lu uidvjuc^i i KSii dii in lu yji KJ^t di 1 1. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ric;ol\Jc;i lib ic^U^IVlliy lUUc; lc;^UIiiyb Ui fc^CJUIilliy dbolbldllC/C^ WIUl c^dUiiy. 39 43.3 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 73 81.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 61 67.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 65 72.2 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 4.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 51 56.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

38
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of sun/ey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and

responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

W /o ft
0/
/o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

Mt 1 22 10.9 1123 11 9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
mt 1 65 3? ? Pi fi

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mh 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Raminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
NEW LONDON CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

88 CLARK LANE WATERFORD CT 06385

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 06/10/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

119

l\/ledicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 97 81.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 96 80.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 80 67.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet 113 95.0 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 82 68.9 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 50 42.0 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 3 2.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 50 42.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 52 43.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 64 53.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 4.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 28 23.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

58
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Mel" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding tlie rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET o^d\ 1 RRO 1 7 R

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET ocZo -ion12.9
0"7002/o9 on r\29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET do H C O

1 o.o 1 oon
1 ooy 14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET oU \ A <\
\ 4.y bo/ c o

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET y Q1 R O.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET O /

1 R O
1 o.o 1 noo

1 uyy lift

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET
-1 v Q A 1 ovn 1 O /I

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET O'i£.0 1 1 .4 1 Q1 ft 1 O Q
1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET QO 4.U 1 C\A 1

1 U4 1
1 1 n

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 0 1

oc; o 1 /11 o
1 4 1 O 1 4 Q

1 4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 ft 7 Q
1 4UO 1 4.y

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET "^Q 6 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERTOWN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WATERBURY EXTENDED CARE FACILITY
street Address: City and State:

35 BUNKER HILL RD WATERTOWN CT 06795

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 03/18/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

54

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /O /o

Bathing

Rp^iripnt^ rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tnt?il ?i^QiQt?inpp in hflthinn
1 l^OIU^I 1 lO 1 ^UUI 1 11 Owl 1 1w \Jl \.\J Ldl ClOOIOlCll lOV-/ III UClvlllllU* 47 87.0 78 8 81 5

Dressing

Rp^iHpnt<? rpniiirinn ^nmp nr tntfll fl^^lQtfinpp in rlrp^^innfl^OILI^illO 1 ^ULJII it lU Owl 1 1w \Jl LwlCII CtOOIOlOl III VJI^OOIIIU* 48 88.9 80 0 83 2

Toileting

RpciHpntc rpniiirinn cnmp nr tntal aQcictannp in tnilptinnnC/oiuoi iLo 1 ^^uii 11 1^ 1 ic; \ji luidi ciooioicii loc ii i luiidii i^. 42 77.8 69 3 73 8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or Toiiei. 54 100 100 77.2

Continence

ricolUcillo Willi odUlclcib (Jl pdlUdl Ul KJldl lUoo Ul UUWcl (Jl UldUUcI LUIUiUI. 48 88.9 66 9 68.2

nebiaenis on inQiviouaiiy wnnen uowei anu uiauuer reTraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiaenis receiving luue Teeoings or requiring assistance wixn eaiing. 22 40.7 36 8 37 7

vvompieieiy Deaiasi resiuenis. 3 5.6 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 9 16.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 25 46.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 32 59.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 9.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 5 9.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

16
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=IEOUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infhnges upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORIVIANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Hpfif^ipn^^u mflu rpnrp^pnt nnnriinn rirnhlpm nr n nnp-timp ffliliirp of ^i ^innlp *^t^ff npr^nn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET C.C. 1 u.y 1 1 do i i Q
1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10 4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MC 1
9ft 1 2 Q 27^0 2Q n

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1 Q.O 1 3RQ

\ /

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 14 Q 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
Mt 1

Q 4 'i 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III BiuMiidi |jui ouiio, iiiuiuuiny loiiyiuuo duiiviii^o ui iiit? ic^oiucmio oiiuioc, ii diiy. KACTMh 1

18 3 10QQ1 \J \J \J 11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
Ivlb 1

17 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

IVIt 1 23 114 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
IVIC 1 8 4 0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

16 7 9 1408 14.9

isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

IVIt 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored: refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WATERTOWN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WATERTOWN CONVALARIUM
Street Address' Citv and State*

WOODBURY RD WATERTOWN CT 06795

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownerslisp: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 36 PROPRIETARY 12/16/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

35

iy/!edicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 30 85.7 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 32 91.4 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 28 80.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 35 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 24 68.6 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 13 37.1 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 3 8.6 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 16 45.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 12 34.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 23 65.7 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 5.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 2 5.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

17
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent ail the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotonny care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

Tunciioning lo prevent loss ot auiiiiy lo waiK or move rreeiy, ueTorrnnies ana paraiysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

^nppifip Qpjf—hpin rip\/ippQ arp av/^IIaKIp whpn nppp^^i^ruvJiJCv/i 1 i 1 V iLfCO cii o civciiicii^ic; vv 1 1^1 1 1 looooodi y •

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

l\/lenus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
in© rscommGnacu uiGiary anowdriocb uic ruuu driu inuiiiuuii DUdru ui uic

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
flPPnrHinn to thp in^^triirtirin^ r»f thp flttpnriinn nhwQipianClwwU 1 VJ 1 1 1U LI 1^ II loll Uk./ IIV^I lO ^Jl LI IC CI LLOl ILJII lU L.II ly OILylCll 1.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
ponrlltinnV^wl lUILIWI l>

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of rG<?iripnt<5

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WEST HARTFORD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

street Address: City and State:

130 LOMMIS DR WEST HARTFORD CT 06107

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 05/27/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

174

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

% % %
Bathing

RGsidGnts rGquiring somG or total assistancG in bathing. 162 93.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

RGsidGnts rGouirina soitig or total assistancG in drGssina 102 58.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

RGsidGnts rGQuirina some or total as^^istancG in toilGtina1 Vi^^l\4 V/ 1 1 1 VI \A II II 1^4 III \^ \^ 1 L^iAl %<(.^vJI \J 1 Vf Ill \\J 1 1 \^ Li 1 l^j 85 48.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residonts rGquiring somG or total assistancG moving from bed to chair or to
ts iH AT tniiot 160 92.0 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^irlpnt^ with rathptpr^ nr n?4rti?il nr tntal Ioqq nf hnwpl nr hlaHHpr pnntrni
1 l^Ol'Ll^l 1 lO Willi ^CILII^I^IO ^1 |.JCll lICll \Jl l.\Ji.Qt l^oO \Jt UwWd yjl UldUUv^l OL/IILILII. 93 53.4 66.9 68.2

RpQirlpnt^ on inHi\/iHi iaIIv/ VA/ritt^n hoxA/ol anH KlaHHor rotraininn nronram
I looiuoi iio \ji I iiiuiviuuciiiy wi 1 uL^woi di lU uictvju*d 1 Gil dii III ly ui \jyi di 1 1> 4 2.3 1.4 4.6

Eating

ncfolU^IILo 1 c;L'<:7lVII ly lUUc:? l^cUliiyo Ul lc;^UIIIIly dbolbldllUU WIUI c^dUliy. 36 20.7 36.8 37.7

2 1.1 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 42 24.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 54 31.0 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 100 57.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 2.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 39 22.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

93
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time, "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a uhnary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
IVIC 1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

ft % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostonny, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

ana luoe Teeoing. Mt 1 22 10 9 1 123 11 9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mb 1

P1 R^ 1 .u

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on

the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
KyiFT 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NIDT MFT 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essentia! mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WEST HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
ARTERBURN HOME

street Address: City and State:

267 UNION AVE WEST HAVEN CT 06516

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 40 PROPRIETARY 03/04/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

38

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 19 50.0 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 23 60.5 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 22 57.9 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 19 50.0 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 16 42.1 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 8 21.1 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 8 21.1 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 8 21.1 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 17 44.7 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 0 0.0 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

33
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 •i.e. DU 1 1 1 .U

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 0 Ib.l 1 Joo 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 4 -ion12.9 4 A /I C1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET \ 4.y

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET A4 o 1 1 O. /

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET cD 1 y.4 /I Q i4ol Q Q

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET o

c.
ft c;D.O /47Q O.O

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET O Q 7
1 UD'f

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 0 D.O 1 1 RQ 91 A

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET n

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0 0 0 0 0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NU 1 Mb 1 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WEST HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

BENTLEY GARDENS NURSING HOME
street Address: City and State:

310 TERRACE AVE WEST HAVEN CT 06516

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 97 PROPRIETARY 09/25/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

95

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina1 I^^^JI^J^^I 1 1 ^^^l^lll II 1^4 ^^^^1 1 1^^ ^^1 W^^V^tl WC^^ 1 V^CI 1^^%^ il 1 I^^CVI 111 IV4b 60 63.2 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 75 78.9 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 75 78.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ui lUllc;l. 95 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^iripnt^ with pathptpr^ nr n^^rtial nr total ln<sQ of howpl or hlflHHpr oontrol 71 74.7 66.9 68.2

RoQiHontQ on inHiwiHi iciliw \A/ritton ho\A/ol anH hIaHHor rotraininn nrr^oramric^oiud iio II luiviuudiiy wi iiici i uwWd di lu uidULit;! i dii m ly pi vJ'Ui dii i. 1 1.1 1.4 4.6

Eating

nc;oiuoiiio icooiviiiy luiJc? it^t^uniyb ui it^v^uiiniy dooioidiioc; WiLii ^dUiiy. 31 32.6 36.8 37.7

3 3.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 59 62.1 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 45 47.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 58 61.1 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 5.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 14 14.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

71
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance Indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The Information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

n /o n /o

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

mtl 1 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MOT ^^PT 65 32.2 2045 21 6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
Mb 1 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full sun/ey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WEST HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
HARBOR VIEW MANOR INC

308 SAVIN AVE WEST HAVEN CT 06516

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 03/24/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

117

{Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those
rpQiHpnt^ arp rpr'piv/inn finnrnnriatp nr inflnnrnnriatp rarp It mav rpflprt thp fflpilitv'^ ^ihilitv tn nrnvidp

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 72 61.5 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 46 39.3 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 13 11.1 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 58 49.6 36.7 66.0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 13 11.1 19.4 59.1

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 6 5.1 5.4 29.3

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 2 1.7 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 2 1.7 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 55 47.0 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 17 14.5 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

88
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tinat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (iDreathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET

•1

1 bOi 1 1 .0

Drugs are administered according to the whtten orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET A4 1 2.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 4 12.9 31

1

C "7
5./

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET D \ y.4 4ol o oO.o

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET o
d. D.b 4/

y

Q QO.O

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET o
y. /

A r\Ci.A1Ud4 1 y.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o

<i D.O 1 1 oy Oi A
c. \ .4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET U U.U u U.U

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET n nU.U n U.U

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

IVIC 1 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WEST HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SEACREST NURSING & RETIREMENT CENTER
street Address: City and State:

588 OCEAN AVE WEST HAVEN CT 06516

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 39 PROPRIETARY 04/20/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

37

iVIedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hicjhly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 10 27.0 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Rpc;iripnt<^ reouirina some or total assistance in dressina 15 40.5 36.5 76.7

Toileting

PpeiHpnts reniiirinn some or total assistance in toiletinn 15 40.5 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUD or luiiei. 18 48.6 36.7 66.0

Continence

RpQsHAntQ \A/ith r^^^thptpro. nr nsiirtisil nr total Ioqq Af hoxA/pl at hlaHHor AAntrol 15 40.5 19.4 59.1

rtooiucfiiio un u lUiviuuctiiy wiiu^ii uuvvt:!! diiu uiauuci 1 c^udiii III ly piuyiciiii. 0 0.0 2.3 6.1

Eating

ntnoiuciUb icUciiviiiy luu^ itJti^uiiiyb or loLiuiiiriy oiooibiciiio^ wiin ^aiiriy. 4 10.8 5.4 29.3

0 0.0 2.0 3.6

Residents confined to chairs. 4 10.8 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 5 13.5 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 19 51.4 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 0 0.0 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 8 21.6 12.6 24.0

Medicaid Residents:

26
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore Including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented
below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1E0UIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 3 9.7 748 13.7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 267 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WEST HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

SOUND VIEW NURSING CENTER
Citv and State*

CARE LANE WEST HAVEN CT 06516

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 100 PROPRIETARY 08/13/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

93

Medicare Residents:

13

Medicaid Residents:

25

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Battling

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 60 64.5 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 77 82.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 69 74.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 93 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 57 61.3 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 2 2.2 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 38 40.9 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 2 2.2 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 46 49.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 45 48.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 50 53.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 3.2 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 18 19.4 27.1 31.2
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance Indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=)EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
wiin accepieu proiessionai praciices oy cjuaiiiieu inerapibib or cjUdiiTiccj assisiania.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facilitv or bv referral to an aonroDriate <;orial aaencv

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
ouiTiiurL uT rcoiciGnis. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WEST HAVEN CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WEST HAVEN MANOR

street Address: City and State:

555 SAW MILL ROAD WEST HAVEN CT 06516

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 12/09/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

120

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %

Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 84 70.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 106 88.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 95 79.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

120 100 100 77.2

Continence

Rp^irlpnt^ with r?ithptpr^ or nartifll nr tntal In^Q nf hnwpl nr hlarlripr pnntrni
1 1^0l\J^I 1 lO Willi 11 1^1 O \Jl yJCLl IICII KJl \\J Ldl 1VJOO \J 1 kJUW^1 \J\ l-IICl\JU^I w\../l 1 11 . 95 79.2 66.9 68.2

RpQiHpntQ nn inHiv/irli iaI1\/ written hr»\A/ol anrl KlaHHor rotraininn nrAnram 2 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

RociHontc ror*oi\/inn ti iHo fooHinnc r\r roni lirinn accictcin/^o \A/ith ^^^Qtinnncoiuciiio 1 tjotjivii ly luuc iccuiiiyb ui ici^uiiiiiy dbbioiaiiuc wiiii caiiny. 50 41.7 36.8 37.7

OfMTmlci4'ol%/ WoHfaof rooirlAntoVi>uiii|jiciidy ucuicioi. rcoKJtJiiio. 1 0.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 69 57.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 86 71.7 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 75 62.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 5.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 28 23.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

110
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SELECTED PERFORMAMCE BNDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "MeV means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE iNDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, coiostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 1 1.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET ^ 1

^^i A
1 U.4 1 RRO 1 7 C

1 /.D

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET OR 070Q

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary' allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET oo ICO

1 D.O 1 ocjy i y| 714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET OO/ Ki.d

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

NOT MET Qy A K4.0 ft1 ftO 1 O ft RO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in norma! pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET o /

1 ft Q
1 uyy 1 1 R

1 1 .0

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 1 7

1 / ft A 1 970
1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114
1 1 .H 1 91R 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET o A O 1 c\A^ 1 1 r>

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET O 1 1 4 1 o 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 7 Q
/ .57 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 2340 24 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

NUI Mt 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WESTPORT CT
NURSING HOME PROFSLE
MEDIPLEX OF WESTPORT

Citv arid State°

1 BURR RD WESTPORT CT 06880

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 NON-PROFIT PRIVATE 12/09/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

116

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the faciliby's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 90 77.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 86 74.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 76 65.5 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 116 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 73 62.9 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 31 26.7 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 1 0.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 38 32.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 56 48.3 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 62 53.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 40 34.5 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

49
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate fequirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a systenn that assures full and conripiete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the heaiing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET inn n .9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 10 4 1 7 fi

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 1 O Q d 1 oy

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1 O.O 1 TftQ

1 OOv7 1 A 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET ou 1/1 Q o.£.

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET q ftlfi ft R

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET o / 1ft T lift

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 ft 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114 1216 12 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
NOT MET R 4 0 1041 11 01 i .w

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 1413 14 9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7 Q 1408 14 9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mb 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WETHERSFIELD CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MEDIPLEX OF WETHERSFIELD
street Address: City and State:

341 JORDAN LANE WETHERSFIELD CT 06109

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 240 PROPRIETARY 03/04/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

235

Medicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 180 76.6 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rpsirifnts reouirino some or total assistance in dressina 194 82.6 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Resiripnts renijirino some or total assistance in toiletina 165 70.2 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

lUU Ul lUIICl. 235 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiHpntQ with pathptprQ nr nArtiAl nr tntfll Iaqq of HowpI nr hlaHrlpr pnntrniricoivjwi 1 lo Willi ociii iwid o \ji pcii iiai \ji iwicii iwoo \ji u\jwy\S\ \ji uidUUd L/Uiiiiwii 169 71.9 66.9 68.2

nt^oiut^i iio UN 11 luiviuuciny wiiiicii uuwc^i aiiu uiduut^r icuaiiiiiiy |jiuyiciiii. 4 1.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

nssiueriis r€C6iving luue TeeQinys or r^ciuiring assisxanc6 wiin 6aXiny. 66 28.1 36 8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 91 38.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 68 28.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 130 55.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 14 6.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special sitin care. 41 17.4 27.1 31.2

lUledicaid Residents:

140
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to con-ect deficiencies Immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING [

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET OA \r\ A

1 U.4 1 DD^ A7 R

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET I2.y <i7d9 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET do •ICOiD.d A oon 14./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET on i4.y OO/ R O

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET y A K O 1 D Q RO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident s choice, if any. MET d /

1 D O
1 O.d 1 uyy AAR

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET Q A 10/1

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET <Cd A A A A OAR AO Q
1 ^.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET OO 4.U 1 r\AA

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET o\ OP. O 1 A1 O
1 4 1 O 1 A Q

1 4.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1 D 1 O
/ .y 1 4Uo

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WILLIMANTIC CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

CANTERBURY VILLA OF WILLIMANTIC
street Address: City and State:

595 VALLEY VIEW ST WILLIMANTIC CT 06226

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 11/04/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

113

IVIedicare Residents:

4

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or Inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 78 69.0 fO.O OH COl .0

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 97 85.8 oU.U

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 82 72.6 by.o
70 Qfo.o

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 113 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 90 79.6 ob.y 00.2

'J • • II t 1 1 llill
Residents on individually wntten bowel and bladder retraining program. 4 3.5

1 A
1 .4

A a

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 45 39.8 OD.O of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 4 3.5 1 .0 0.'*

Residents confined to chairs. 46 40.7 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 49 43.4 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 56 49.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 9 8.0 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 33 29.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

68
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan Indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor.
MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

fiinptinninn tn nrpwpnt Ioq«s of nhilitv tn wnik nr mnvp frppiv deformitip^ and oaralv^is
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Soecific self-helo devices are available when necessarv
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 A ^ ^

17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
thp rpcnmmpndpH diptarv allnwanr'pQ cti thp Fnnri jinH Niitritinn Rnj^rd nf thpLI IC 1 COwl 1 Rl ilCfl lUCU vJ1C?lCII y Ciliv/WClMWwO KJI li 1^ 1 \J\J\J Cll IVJ I^UlllllWII L.'^./Cll U V^l 11

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
NOT MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
accordina to the instructions of the attendina ohvsician

NOT MET 17 8.4 1270 A ^ A
13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 A A A
11.4

A ^A G1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 A A4.0 A t\A A1041 1 1 .0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 DC O25.2 141o i4.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET oU oy.D OA 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essentia! for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7A

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WILTON CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WILTON MEADOWS HEALTH CARE CENTER
street Address: City and State:

439 DANBURY ROAD WILTON CT 06897

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 05/05/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total Residents on Day of Survey:

16

iVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % /o %/o
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina 11 68.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in dressina 9 56.3 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reniiirino some or total assistance in toiletinn 9 56.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
16 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiripnt^ with csithPtPrQ or nflrti^l or totsil Saqq of Kowol rw hlaHH^r ^^ontrnl 9 56.3 66.9 68.2

RpGiriontQ An inrlix/iHiisllw u/ritton Kaul/oI onrl KI^HHIor rotrQSniiofi i^ronrismFicdGut^nid II iwiiviuuciiiy wiiiic^n uuw^i aiiu uiduuos ic^uciBiiiiiiy piuyiaiiK 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ii^oiuoiiio 1 c^Lft^iviiiy luut^ loc^uiiiyb ui ici^uiriiiy abbB!&ianu6 wun 6aiiny. 2 12.5 36.8 37.7

0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to ciiairs. 2 12.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 7 43.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 15 93.8 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 6.3 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 5 31.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tiie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witiiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

rAOILI 1 Y

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility' must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.
^r>Qr»ifir^ calf haln rlA\#i/^ao o\#oilohklA tAfK^n n^^ACcon/Op^UITBU bc^ll~llcOp UcVIUco alKs aVallcllJic Wllcll lloUc^bocLi y.

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with apreotpri orofpssional orartlre^ hv nualified theracilst^ or nualiflpd as^i^tants

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
doi^uiuiiiy lu iiic iiisirui/Uoria oi uic aixsnaing pnysician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
coiioiiiun.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of rG<>iripnt«;

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WINDHAM CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
ABBEY MANOR INC

street Address: City and State:

ROUTE 14 WINDHAM CT 06280

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 60 PROPRIETARY 09/03/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

56

IMedicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not Indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % %
Bathing

Hesiaents requiring some or total assistance in oatning. 47 83.9 7D Q O 1 .O

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 49 87.5 oU.U OO.d

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance In toileting. 45 80.4 oy.o 1 0.O

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 56 100 1 UU T7 O
f 1 .d.

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 47 83.9 AQ OOO.il

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A
1 .4

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 24 42.9 do.o of .1

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0

Residents confined to chairs. 21 37.5 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 25 44.6 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 35 62.5 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 3 5.4 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 11 19.6 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

34
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. Tfie Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected perlormance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures \haX its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

ifacility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET lU.4

-4-70

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET y olb o.b

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET

0"7
Of

1 Q O lUyy 11 .b

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

NOT MET 1 /
Q A0.4 iO A

1 0.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET do 1 1 .4 i 01 £i
1 <i.y

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo 4.U 1 r\A i

1 1 .U

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET D 1

oc: o 1 ill o ^AQ
1 't.y

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1

D

7 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

NOT MET ?4 7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WINDSOR CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

KIMBERLY HALL NH NORTH
street Address: City and State:

1 KIMBERLY DR WINDSOR CT 06095

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersiiip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 150 PROPRIETARY 01/18/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

144

l\/ledicare Residents:

2

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reausrina some or total assistance in bathina 121 84.0 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents renuirina some or total as;si«;tance in dressina 132 91.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Rp^idpnt^ rpniiirinn ^omp or total a^^i^tanr^p in toilptinn 120 83.3 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti il^ t\r trf^il^tluu or 101I61. 131 91.0 100 77.2

Continence

RAciHi^ntQ ULfitH r'SithotorQ Ar ninrte^l rttr tAtol Iacg Af HAywoE at KfiarSHiOir* CAntrofi 110 76.4 66.9 68.2

DodHorttc An inHK/irfi t£iDI\/ uurit^ort WauuoB sinHl h\l£>r4r4or rAtroinsn/^ ArAAramin<aolUc^lUo Uil IIIUBVIUUdliy Wllllc;ll UUWc;l dilU UlaUUc^i ic^uallliny jjiuyiciiii. 1 0.7 1.4 4.6

Eating

riooiuerns receiving luue leeuinys or recjuiriny assisiance wun eminy. 58 40.3 36.8 37.7

1 0.7 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 112 77.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 69 47.9 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 70 48.6 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 8 5.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 19 13.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

77
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of sun/ey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occun-ence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. NOT MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
NOT MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirenfients a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
HAfiriAnrv max/ rAnr^^ent nnnnino nrnhlpm or nnp-timp fflilurp nf ^ ^innlp ^t^^ff DPr^onU^ll^ld II lOy 1 Wl^l VwVI 11 Cll 1 Wl lUVIIIU ^IWUI^III \Jl CL V/II^ illll^ lUllUI^ \JM Ct OIIIVII^ Oidll l^wl^vll.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING t

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. NOT MET c.d. 1 u.y 1 H OQ
1 1 £.0 1 1 .y

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET DO 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinl^ing is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10 4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MOT KJICTTVi\J I Win. I
OR 1 9 Q

1 ^.9 £.1 Oy7

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 'YKoo 1 u.o nftQ

1 00«7 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

M/^X fcJCTTNOI Mbr Ov 14 Q oo 1 6 9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
Mb 1

Q 4 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III IIUHIICll |JUibUllo, lllUIUUIIiy lOliyiUUo dOllVIUco Ul llic^ loolUclU o UllUIOt^, M diiy. Mb 1 37 18 3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
Mb 1 17 8 4 1270 13 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.
MOT kJiCTiNUI Mb 1 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MCl 1 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

fcjIPTMC 1 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

VAC. 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by ail personnel.
MOT MPT 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. NOT MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State sun/ey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WINDSOR CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
KIMBERLY HALL-SOUTH

street Address: City and State:

1 KIMBERLY DR WINDSOR CT 06095

Participation: # Of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 180 PROPRIETARY 07/17/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

168

IVIedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % o/Vo 0/
/o

Bathing

nssiaenis recjuinng some or loiai assisiance in uaining. 141 83.9 7Q Q/O.O 01 .0

Dressing

^3AOlWAnto TA^ III I'mA C>A l^nA Af tA4'0 1 ^oiot r\AA 1n ai*aooiAanesiQenis requiring some or lOiai assistance in aressing. 147 87.5 ou.u OOO.^

Toileting

nesiuenis requiring some or lOiai assisiance in loiieiing. 129 76.8 Os.o Ti ft

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 168 100 1 r\c\ 77 0

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowGl or bladder control. 132 78.6 DD.y Rft 0

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1 A A. R

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 57 33.9 oo.o ^7 7

uompieieiy oeaiasi resiaents. 1 0.6 1 5 3 4

Residents confined to chairs. 108 64.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 76 45.2 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 109 64.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 6 3.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 107 63.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

100
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at tfie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies Immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance Indicators do not represent all the requirennents a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
Q6iiCi6ncy may rcprosorii oii unyuiny piuuiciii ui d uiit^ uiiic^ laiiuic; ui a oiiiyic oicii) pciouii.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING f

STATE

NT 0!^ FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 00 1 fi Q 1 1
1 1 £.0 1 1 Q

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to wall< or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET DO d\ .D

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1662 17 6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

Mt 1
1 9 Q
1 ^.x7 C.i3.\l

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16 3 14 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14 9 587 6 2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET g 4 5 816 8 6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in riQiinai pursuiio, inciuainy religious aciiviiics ot ine resicieni s cnoice, it any. MET 37 18 3 10S9 11 6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4 0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

Mb 1 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

Mb 1 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WINDSOR CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

MOUNTAIN VIEW HEALTHCARE
street Address: City and State:

581 POQUONOCK AVE WINDSOR CT 06095

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownersliip: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 120 PROPRIETARY 09/30/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

112

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide
FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 92 82.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 95 84.8 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 84 75.0 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tuh or toilpt 112 100 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or oartial or total loss of bowel or bladder control 89 79.5 66.9 68.2

Rfi^idpnts on indivirlMrillv writtpn hnwpl anri hladflpr rptrflininn nrnnrflm 2 1.8 1.4 4.6

Eating

Rp^iripnt^ rpppivinn tiihp fppHinn^ r»r rpmiirinn flQ^iQtanpp with patinn1 IwOIVJ^IIlO LUUw IG^VJIIIM^ \JI 1 ^UUII II lU ClOOlO Idl 1 Willi ^dlli lU. 38 33.9 36.8 37.7

ConiDletelv bedfast residents 2 1.8 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 56 50.0 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 55 49.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 63 56.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 4 3.6 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 15 13.4 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

67
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
NOT MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. NOT MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

(National nesearcn <_<ouncii, iNaxionai Acaaemy ot ociences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in norma! pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

NOT MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

NOT MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WINDSOR CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

WINDSOR HALL REST HOME
street Address: City and State:

519 PALISADO AVE WINDSOR CT 06095

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID ICF 170 NON-PROFIT OTHER 04/14/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

153

Medicare Residents:

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

hiqhiy specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 61 39.9 43.2 78.3

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 58 37.9 36.5 76.7

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 29 19.0 23.0 63.4

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 153 100 36.7 DO.O

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 27 17.6 •in Aiy.4 by.i

Residents on individually wntten bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 2.3 D.I

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 8 5.2
C A5.4 29,o

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0

Residents confined to chairs. 8 5.2 5.2 39.1

Residents requiring restraints. 11 7.2 7.5 31.7

Confused or disoriented residents. 71 46.4 30.1 55.8

Residents with bed sores. 2 1.3 1.5 4.7

Residents receiving special skin care. 15 9.8 12.6 24.0

iUledicaid Residents:

81
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at ttie time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected witfiin a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in otfier facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 65 1.2

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 5 16.1 198 3.6

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 0 0.0 79 1.4

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 0 0.0 564 10.3

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 2 6.5 798 14.6

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 0 0.0 89 1.6

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 25 0.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 0 0.0 335 6.1

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
NOT MET 16 51.6 1187 21.7

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 0 0.0 679 12.4

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 2 6.5 382 7.0

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 1 3.2 807 14.8

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 2 6.5 700 12.8
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
1

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=IEQUIREMENTS

NATION

if
0/

ft
o/yo

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. Mt 1 0 0.0 255 4.7

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
Mt 1 3 9 7 748 13 7

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinl<ing is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1 3.2 601 11.0

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 5 16.1 1385 25.3

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MPTVilli 1 4 12.9 1045 19.1

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 3.2 269 4.9

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the

facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.
KyiFT 4 12.9 311 5.7

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
In normal oursuits includina reliaious activities of the resident's choice if anv MET 6 19.4 481 8.8

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET 2 6.5 479 8.8

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 3 9.7 1064 19.4

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 2 6.5 1169 21.4

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 0 0.0 0 0.0

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents.

MET 4 12.9 287 4.9

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. MET 11 35.5 2452 44.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WINDSOR LOCKS CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
BICKFORD CONV HOME

street Address: City and State:

14 MAIN ST WINDSOR LOCKS CT 06096

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICAID SNF/ICF 59 PROPRIETARY 01/15/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

57

Medicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirlna some or total assistance in bathina1 Iw^lVJwl Hw I wUUII II iU wWI 1 Iw 'Ui L^LUI biwwIwlMI Iww II 1 lk>vtll III 'g* 35 61.4 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Rp9idpnt«i rpouirina some or total assistance in dressino1 I^OIUWi 1 1 ^UUli 1 i iU w^/i 1 1w wl mi MOwlwmi l ll l Ul wwwil IVJ a 42 73.7 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents renuirino some or total assistance in toiletino1 l^OIU^IliO 1 ^UUII II lU owl 1 1^ VI iV#Ldl ClwwIwfcCII iww III iWII^ Vll l\4i 38 66.7 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
ti iW /^r tnil^tlUU Ul lUllcl. 57 100 100 77.2

Continence

R^QiHontc \A/ith pflthot^rc Ar ndrtidl dr total Ioqq of Hoxa/oI Ar KloHHor AAntrolriOO!uC7l ILO Willi Odll ldC7l O KJl pcil lldl \Jl ILIldl ILIOO \Jl UUWC'l ^^1 UldUUd 36 63.2 66.9 68.2

nt;olUc;iilo UN IllUiVIUUdliy Willlt;il UUVVc;! dllU UldUUci ic^Udlllli ly [JiUyidlil. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

nesiuenib receiving luue leeuinys or recjuinng dSSisidnce wiin edXiny. 22 38.6 36.8 37.7

2 3.5 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 17 29.8 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 12 21.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 31 54.4 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 5 8.8 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 3 5.3 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

45
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the sun/ey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING 1

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a
physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of nex"^ of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

Tunciioning lo preveni loss ot auiiiiy lo waiK or move Treeiy, ueTorriniies anu paiaiysio.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

MET 21 10.4 1662 17.6

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET 26 12.9 2739 29.0

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
xne recommenueu uiexary allowances ot tne rooa ano iNuiriiion Doaru or xne

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 33 16.3 1389 14.7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

NOT MET 30 14.9 587 6.2

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET 9 4.5 816 8.6

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. MET 37 18.3 1099 11.6

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

MET 17 8.4 1270 13.4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 23 11.4 1216 12.9

Ail common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET 8 4.0 1041 11.0

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
pnnHition

MET 51 25.2 1413 14.9

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 16 7.9 1408 14.9

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of rp^idpnt^

MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder: The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WINSTED CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE

HIGHLAND ACRES EXTEND-A-OARE
street Address: City and State:

108 EAST LAKE ST WiNSTED CT 06098

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 75 PROPRIETARY 08/12/87

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

72

IMedicare Residents:

0

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. It may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in bathing. 69 95.8 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 44 61.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents requiring some or total assistance in toileting. 41 56.9 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to

tub or toilet. 53 73.6 100 77.2

Continence

Residents with catheters or partial or total loss of bowel or bladder control. 43 59.7 66.9 68.2

Residents on individually written bowel and bladder retraining program. 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

Residents receiving tube feedings or requiring assistance with eating. 20 27.8 36.8 37.7

Completely bedfast residents. 0 0.0 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 29 40.3 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 31 43.1 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 23 31.9 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 7 9.7 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 3 4.2 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

46
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a
plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

REQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The faciiity ensures that its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The faciiity uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. NOT MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at ail times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily persona! hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. NOT MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaiuation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 22 10.9 1 123 A A f\
11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET 1

1 ftfio 17ft

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

NOT MET 0-7<3Q
€.1 chd ify.u

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET 1 D.O 1 QQQ 1/1714./

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET 1 4.

a

DO/ ft 0

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q ft1 A0 1

D

ft ftO.D

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
in normal pursuits, including religious activities of the resident's choice, if any. NOT MET Q7o /

IRQ 1 noQ lift

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident
according to the instructions of the attending physician.

MET 1 7 ft A 1 970 1 4

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

NOT MET oo 11/1
1 1 .H 1I>1fi

1 ^ 1 Q 1 9 Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
MET Qo A 0 110

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

MET O 1
14.1 14 Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

MET 1R
1 v> 7 Q 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

MET 80 39.6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. Mk 1 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary

conditions. NOT MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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WOLCOTT CT
NURSING HOME PROFILE
WOLCOTT VIEW MANOR

street Address: City and State:

50 BEACH RD WOLCOTT CT 06716

Participation: # of Beds: Type of Ownership: Survey Date:

MEDICARE/MEDICAID SNF/ICF 119 PROPRIETARY 02/10/88

SELECTED RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Residents on Day of Survey:

116

Medicare Residents:

3

Caution: A large number of residents with these characteristics does not indicate whether those

residents are receiving appropriate or inappropriate care. !t may reflect the facility's ability to provide

highly specialized care and services.

FACILITY STATE NATION

# % % %
Bathing

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in bathina. 108 93.1 78.8 81.5

Dressing

Residents requiring some or total assistance in dressing. 86 74.1 80.0 83.2

Toileting

Residents reauirina some or total assistance in toiletina 86 74.1 69.3 73.8

Transferring

Residents requiring some or total assistance moving from bed to chair or to
116 100 100 77.2

Continence

RpQiripnt^ with rathpfpr^ or rtflrtinl or total !n^«i of hnwpl nr hIaHHpr pontrol1 I^OIUwIILO Willi OCILIIwi^lO \JI Im^CII LICll \JI IwiCll l\/00 \JI U\Jww^l \Jt UlClUUwl WWIIliWIa 77 66.4 66.9 68.2

Rp^irlpntQ rtn inrliv/iriimllv writtpn howpl sinH hlflHHpr rptraininn nrnnrflm 0 0.0 1.4 4.6

Eating

ric^olLic;Mlo ic;Ut;IVIIiy lUUt^ Ic^cUliiyo Ui i c^Lf Ull 11 ly aoololallO^ Willi t^cillliy. 73 62.9 36.8 37.7

CoiTiDletelv bedfast residents 1 0.9 1.5 3.4

Residents confined to chairs. 33 28.4 46.3 50.8

Residents requiring restraints. 38 32.8 42.8 41.3

Confused or disoriented residents. 99 85.3 57.4 58.4

Residents with bed sores. 1 0.9 5.2 7.1

Residents receiving special skin care. 53 45.7 27.1 31.2

Medicaid Residents:

53
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
"Facility" column indicates deficiencies found at the time of survey. The Federal Government requires facilities to correct deficiencies immediately or to submit a

plan indicating deficiencies will be corrected within a reasonable period of time. "State" and "Nation" columns indicate number and percentage of occurrence of

deficiencies in other facilities in the State and Nation. "Met" means that the facility is in compliance with the specific requirement. "Not Met" means the facility

was deficient in the indicated area at the time of the survey.

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a

facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
deficiency may represent an ongoing problem or a one-time failure of a single staff person.

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING F

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES

=tEQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

The facility ensures tliat its written procedures regarding the rights and
responsibilities of residents are followed. MET 0 0.0 201 2.1

The facility uses a system that assures full and complete accounting of residents'

personal funds. An accounting report is made to each resident in a skilled nursing

facility every three months. MET 15 7.4 518 5.5

Each resident is free from mental and physical abuse.
MET 1 0.5 168 1.8

Drugs to control behavior and physical restraints are only used when authorized by a

physician in writing for a specified period of time or in emergencies. MET 4 2.0 806 8.5

Each resident is given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
MET 21 10.4 1618 17.1

Each resident is allowed to communicate, associate and meet privately with

individuals of his/her choice unless this infringes upon the rights of another resident. MET 0 0.0 36 0.4

Each resident is allowed to retain and use his/her personal possessions and clothing

as space permits. MET 1 0.5 205 2.2

Except in a medical emergency, a resident is not transferred or discharged, nor is

treatment changed radically, without consultation with the resident or, if the resident

is incompetent, without prior notification of next of kin or sponsor. MET 1 0.5 30 0.3

The facility ensures that the health care of each resident is under the continuing

supervision of a physician. MET 0 0.0 145 1.5

Emergency services from a physician are available and provided to each resident

who requires emergency care. MET 0 0.0 49 0.5

Nursing services are provided at all times to meet the needs of residents.
MET 2 1.0 508 5.4

Each resident receives daily personal hygiene as needed to assure cleanliness, good
skin care, good grooming, and oral hygiene taking into account individual

preferences. Residents are encouraged to take care of their own self care needs.
MET 112 55.4 2816 29.8

Each resident receives care necessary to prevent skin breakdown.
MET 26 12.9 1733 18.3

Each resident with a bed sore receives care necessary to promote the healing of the

bed sore including proper dressing. MET 28 13.9 1052 11.1

Each resident who has problems with bowel and bladder control is provided with

care necessary to encourage self control, including frequent toileting and
opportunities for rehabilitative training.

MET 11 5.4 1512 16.0

Each resident with a urinary catheter receives proper routine care, including periodic

evaluation. MET 30 14.9 1665 17.6
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SELECTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Reminder: These 32 selected performance indicators do not represent all the requirements a
facility must meet. There are over 500 separate requirements. The information presented

below does not reflect the severity or the duration of the problems leading to a deficiency. A
rlAfipt^npw msi\i rpnrp^pnt nnnoinn nrnHlprrt nr n nnp-timp ffiiliirp nf a QinnlA ^t^ff npr^nn

FACILITY

MET/

NOT
MET

NUMBER & PERCE
NOT MEETING (

STATE

NT OF FACILITIES
=1EQUIREMENTS

NATION

# % # %

Each resident receives proper care for injections (shots), fluids supplied through

tubes, colostomy/ileostomy, respiratory (breathing) and tracheotomy care, suctioning

and tube feeding. MET 10.9 1 123 11.9

Each resident receives rehabilitative nursing care to promote maximum physical

functioning to prevent loss of ability to walk or move freely, deformities and paralysis.
NOT MET 65 32.2 2045 21.6

Each resident needing assistance in eating or drinking is provided prompt assistance.

Specific self-help devices are available when necessary.
MET £. 1

\rt A 1 ftftO 17ft

Drugs are administered according to the written orders of the attending physician.

MET Oft iO Q
1 ^.9 07*30 OQ f\

Menus are planned and followed to meet the nutritional needs of each resident in

accordance with physicians' orders, and to the extent medically possible, based on
the recommended dietary allowances of the Food and Nutrition Board of the

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.
MET OO 1 ft Q 1 OQQ 1 >l 7

Therapy is provided according to orders of the attending physician in accordance
with accepted professional practices by qualified therapists or qualified assistants.

MET ft O

Services are provided to meet the residents' social and emotional needs by the
facility or by referral to an appropriate social agency.

MET Q ftlftO 1 D ft ftO.O

An ongoing program of meaningful activities is provided, based on identified needs
and interests of each resident. It is designed to promote opportunities for engaging
III nurrnai purauiib, inciuuing rciigiouo acuviucs ui inc rcsiucni s cnoicc, it any. MET o / 1 ft inoQ 1 1 R

1 1 .o

Appropriate staff develop and implement a written health care plan for each resident

according to the instructions of the attending physician.
MET ft A 1 97n

1 o.*f

Toilet and bath facilities are clean, sanitary, and free of odors.

MET 114
1 1 ,H IP Q

All common resident areas are clean, sanitary and free of odors.
Mt 1

QO A n 104.1 1 1 n

All essential mechanical and electrical equipment is maintained in safe operating
condition.

Mb 1 O I 1 H 1 O 14. Q

Resident care equipment is clean and maintained in safe operating condition.

Mb 1 1 o 7 Q 14 Q

Isolation techniques to prevent the spread of infection are followed by all personnel.

Mb 1 80 39 6 2340 24.7

The facility has available at all times a quantity of linen essential for proper care and
comfort of residents. MET 33 16.3 700 7.4

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared, distributed, and served under sanitary
conditions. MET 111 55.0 4050 42.8

Reminder. The results of the full survey are available

from the State survey agency or the State ombudsman.
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